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INTRODUCTION

Most language textbooks are written with a presumption that the

language would be taught under the auspices of a trained and experienced

language teacher. And while this situation does prevail in the teaching

df European languages, such is not the case with the lesser-known lan-

guages. of tthethird world,-particularly outside the walls of higher

learning.

In the.learning of African languages, it is more frequently the

case that language teachers are untrained (owing to the minimal demand

for such teachers) or that the learning situation is outside the class-
,

st room. 'Although I have'ho access to, statistics, my impression of Peace

Corps language training is such that even with 100-406-1Iburs of language

training, the learner will need additional study before being able to

use the language with any facility.

Thus', it is the reality that much af the learning of African lan-

guages will,inevitably take place outside the classroom in situations

that are in some ways ideal, but'which lack an experienced language

ItLllor. It is this reality that gives rise to this volume for it was

written for the learner who has the commitment to further his/her

language study, but who lacks the genOral knowledge of how to proceed.
,

It is the purpose then to give the learner the sufficient skills and

.knowledge-lo be able to carry out the orderly study of a foreign lan-

guage on his/her own. .

I
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CHAPTEF# I

INTRODUCTION TO THE LANGUAGES OF LIBERIA

In addition to English, which is widely spoken in Liberia, there

are three major groups of languages spoken there:- West Atlantic, Kru

and Mande, all of which are subdivisions of the Niger-Congo branch of

.Niger-Kordafanian, the largest grouping of languages in Africa (see

figure 1).

The Kru languages, spoken in both southern Liberia and the west:

ern part of the Ivory'Coast, include the following Liberian languages:

Krahn, Bassa, Kru, Grebo, Dei4and Kuwaa (a1sO known as Belleh). The

West Atlantic languages are sftken from Liberia north to Senegal and in-

clude the Gola and Kissi, spoken in the northwestern and northern parts/ -

of Liberia respectively. These languages are virtually surrounded by

languages of the third grOup known as the Mande languages. This group

covers a much larger area than the other two, including not only the

above-mentioned countrie§-, but Guinea, Upper Volta and Mali as,well.

The Mande languages have a Western branch and a (South)eastern

branch. Mano and Gio (hard 2) are Southeastern Mande languages spoken'

in Nimba county. The Western branch has two sub- branches, Northwestern

and Southwestern. Both Vai, spoken in the Cape Meunt area, and Manya

(also known .as Mandingo) spoken in the border area between Guinea and

Liberia are Liberian languages of the northern branch. l'he other

branch contains a,set-of very closely related languages called the

Southwestern Mande languages of.which only Loko is Spokep outside of

Liberia, in Sierra Leone. le rest, Mende,Bandi, Kpelle and Lorma

are spoken in the northern part of Liberia.

'
The locatiolkof the Mande languages in Africa is shown in-figure

1, the location of the languages of Liberia is shown in figure 2, and

figure 3 shows how these lahguages'are related.
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FIGURE 3: THE RELATEDNESS .OF THE LIBERIAN LANGUAGES'
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,FIGURE (LIA).

Indo - European correspondences from Greenberg (1957:42)

LANGUAGE ONE TWO THREE HEAD EYE EAR NOSE MOUTH ' TOOTH

Breton ' Unan dau tri ' penn lagad skuarn fri gent' dantIrish d:n do: trl kjan su:ij -kluas '''srefi.-0 bjal fjakal)
Welsh in da4 tri pen blagad, klist 4. truin , keg dantDanish , en to:7 tre:7 ho:dha aja - 0:ra .pasa mon' tan?
Svedish en tvo tre hUvud dga bra nasa mun tand
Dutch e:n tve: dri: ho:ft o:x ofr nd:s mane. tant
English won tux Orij hed aj ihr nowt Maw° V%9German , aps tsvaj draj kopf

dYga o:r . na:ze munt itsa:nFrench oe, yn d6 trwa' test cel/jd ort:j ne buug, dAItalian uno. due tre testa okkjo orekkjo naso bokka dente
una

Spanish un, dos tre; . kabesa oxo orexa naso boka ditEnte
- una

-R nian sun doj trej kap okju ureke na$ gura dinteAlba ian n'a du tre koko su vesh .hunda goja dbamoGr ends dhjo tris kefili mat' afti - miti stoma dbondi
Lithuanian view's du tris galva akis ausis nliis burna QantisLatvian viens diVi tri:s galva atss auss deguns 'mute zobsk

.Polish ltden dva tfl - glow?, oko uxo nos usta. zdp
. gebaCzech jedan dva tri hlava ' oko uxo nos usta zup

Russian adjin dva. trji galava oko uxo .-- nos rot zup,,,,
dvje -

- kBulgarian ellin dva tri glava oko uxo nos usta zab
Serbo-Cro-' .

.

atian jedan dva tri . glava oko Uho . nos, usta iubFinnish Uksi- kaksi tkolme pa: sihng' korva nena 'su: haurnas
, Estonian Uks kaks kolm pea silm wilja-pea nine Su: hammas

Hungarian . ed ke:t ha:rom fU:4 fej sem fill orr sa:j fog
`Bastitie bat bl hirUr bUrU begi belari slid& aho orts

FIGURE (LIB)

Some 'West ,African .t_anguage Correspondences

LANGUAGE ONE TWO THREE EAR EYE MOUTH . TOOTH HEAD 'NOSE

Fulbe do SO tats nofru vitere hunnuk& nyifre hooro knal
Biafada numa .bihe biivo nufa -girt 'musu keede gaga -sini
Themne ' ' min. ref) -sas lens -for -seg -sek -bump ,sot
Limba funte taae tatat ifa -1 fa -foti Eiiti kafa peren
Kiss' peke m100 ggaa nilen -ifo sonkloo kinde bolts' milindo
Bullom bul tin ra niu -hol nyphol chag -bol ;min ,

t Gola gun tiel teal - kenu eft onya kesfa edi emia

Bambara kileg file saba tulo nyig , da nyig kug null
Oyula kelE Oa saba toro nyaden de nyi nun '-'
Kuranko gtltn fla sawa tule N_Ie.,. 'de namen
Manyakan kE1E file. sawa tolo nya da nyi' k0 n6
Kona gkele fele sawa toro. ye dad 'girt kun nun
Val dondo fela- sagba tolo . ja da nyig kun' SUg
Sasso kedeq firin saihn tuli yee de nyinni xO norm

Lakre fld?
Me e 'Ira fele ggoll` ngah0 ndo ,

hokpa
sawa ngongolu ngu hokpa

gguo ggau nda ngongo ngunga fele sawa
ti

Kpelle ton* feere saa6a well gel la nylg gUll

sokpaBandi
Lorna

ngila felt

gild. felego saago ;!Iii 1.1aasz!ve dad ''''

sawa ndast ngopgolu ngti

nun wun

sm°1:1"7:

Mane doo peete yaaka too nyle 111 s3 wakele nyu
' - Dan do pira yaka to nyaga di s0 gaga ny0

We do O le-b0ra yaka turu nyawe so . , wun ne
Nwl do pilo / a Pe Ion lags soN,,__. me nye
Kota do. pie yoga, trona yirebe di so mbru nyi
El* do plao /gad -- turun yowore ye so nwunu nye
duro du . fia yaa tone yUe le sUe mbo ml
Bisa 'dinne hire karko tur yer - 'le so

nyinf
min mil

Bote.Fing tale pia saxa turu nyaho do gwon bi
.

Guere doo sa6 ti nogu gie quo
uno

marl
moll

....,-\ pet boo s00 tea queen .441rE

11;17Bassa do s68 tai
loo .gire
13 - girt.

Grebe
dee
do so. , ti

soo
nuua yile uuna nye

del4
lu

mere
mid

Kuwaa pa .not , s4 w3 wulu nPu

Akan-Twi baako ab1e0 ab1csa aso ant ano II, cso 00' ehwane
IGa aka,* enyc att. tot hirmei dad no - yitso guga

Yoiuba ens 101 el. et1°, oju cno env1 oil, Ulu
....

,)
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Invariably, the question of language versus',dialect arises in the

discussion o African languages, as in the phrase "he spoke an African

dialect." The implication ofthis phrase is bf course that there is

byt one African language. If we draw the recognized distinction be:

tween language and dialecWthat of mbtual intelligibility (if,yoU,can't

understand the speech of someone, he is speaking a language different'

frpm your own, while if you can, it is a dialect of your own language)

then the notion of dialect diicussed earlier` is quite wrong. _By the

above defi.Q1t4;, Africa has somewhere between 1000 - 1500 distinct,

languages(estimates vary). Many Of these lahguages also have several

variants. At:least four distinct dialects have been identi-..

fiedlor Kpelle and for LOrma.

A3though we may have.resolved the problem.of dialec, the reader

may still be wondering /just how closely these languages are' related
si

and in what ways they are related. The answer to this question is
k

unfortunately quite complicited *so that in the following paragraphs

only a partial answer can be given.

I

To begin with, languages can be compared on the basis of their

sound systems, their syntax, their vocabulary and their meaning ('see

Chapter II for, definitions). The most common way to compare languages

is to compare how:two or more languages will represent a given word.
P

As a general.rule,'the more basic words two languages have in common,

the more closely,the two languages'are relateir Figure 4 shows a corn-.

parisonof some common words in European langdaes and in some of the

languages in West Africa.

o

'One of the assumptions behind the comparison of figure 4. ands the

chart in figure 3-ithat of divergent development. At one time there

was a single.group of people who later separated into two or more

groups. Once isolated, the language of the two groups developed in

different ways until finally after a longperidd'Of time, they were no

longer mutually intelligible. Presumably, thit process has continued

repeatedly and is the primary explanation for the degree of linguistic

diversity in Africa today. ,

V
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Yet in addition to diVergence, there is also convergent de'velop:'

Tent, that ortwo different languages becomin,j'more similar as a re-.
1salt of contact and commercial intercourse. It is possible to'find

.

two distinct language groups living together,,sharing not ,only similar

words, but turns of expressiu,and cultival'items. 'Thus with both the
r

Q processes of convergence'and divergence the preCise r- elation of any

One language to another may prove to be egtremely.complex, much more so

at least than figure 3 would have you believe.
4
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CHHAPTR..11

HQW TO STUDY A MAN:DE LANGUAPON Y01JR OWN.

'

1. Intruction
r-

4
People -have.been.lerning foreign languages for centuries both ..

with formal instruction ancrwithoOt. This fact is at least encour-

aging, though at thivsioint,hiStory has revealed no .outsfanding_meth--

od or approach to,language.learning. Here in fOrzor, I know some ,

high school students Who:arest,udying French in school...they are

getting,nowhere, at the same tiMe;.there are high school students
.

who came from other parts; of Liberia who learn Lorma within,a year
6

outside their daily academic studies,

'ThLs anecdote, suggests two things,.1)- a,formall, approach does not

guarantee-learningand 2) an informal approach does not necessarily.;

inhibit it. Furthermore, most efforts to determi* what is the mOst

effective method to learn language have usually concluded that the

most crucial differences in classroom effectiveness center around the

quality Of teacher, the organizatiori of classroom,procedureg and

learner interest and.discipline. The Method involved, hat rarely.been

deemed significant.

,

What this evidence means.is that crucial to learning a language is

a,well-organized learning procedure (nolatter.what method is involved)

and hard oork; the more you work,. the more you learn (within reason).
Tr, t

What this also"means is that any method can be used,to learn.

Nevertheless it is importarit that the learner be aware of the variety of

these approaches and their irapliCatiOnse

,2. Aspects of Language Learning to Consider °'

f' you have ever studied a foreign language before, you probably

1
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encountered most of the followihg situations:

(a) Kciu know what*you want to -say, but you don't know how to say it
either because you don't know the word or-how to use it;

*(b) Two or three words sound alike, but have'very different'meanings;

(c) You figured out how to askthe question, but couldn't begin to
comprehend the answer;

(d) You said something that you thoUght was appropriate and everybody
laughed..'

All of these problems are real; and represent different aspects of lan-

gtage learning that you need to know about.

The first problem points but that there are two modes of meaning

in language: 'that found in words, and that found in the relationship

between words. These two modes of meaning are more formally called
A

vocabulary and syntax.

The second problem another system, the means by which these

modes of meaning are signaled. This sytem, more formally termed the

sound or phonological system, concerns the contrastive sounds use by

the language.

The third problem concerns an overemphasis on the production of

sentences and an underemphasis on the comprehension of sentences.

y-,
The fourth problem concerns the, social context in which the lan-

guge is embedded,; that is, what ybu said'was technicallvacOrrect in

terms of (a) and (b) above, but appeveddut of context. Your comment

could have been humorous for any of the following reasons:

(a) Thus it was.correet, but not-expected. That is, Once so few

foreigners say the right thing at the right time in the right way 4

that the very correctness of the response is out of ontext.
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(b) Your comment may have been correct, but inappropriate; that is, in

the specific context, another comment is required. You -would no

more think of greeting people at a funeral with "hf there" than you

.4ould of showing up a bathing suit.

*W4
(c') YoUr}comment may have been humorous'for other reasons as well..

It may have been correct, but cafrjed an additional meaning.

In French if you'say you are full rather than satisfied you mean

that'you are pregnant...a strange thinto say after a fine meal,

particularly for & male. When you are In the process of learning

the vocabulary and syntaZ .of a langu4ge,Oyou can expect some sur-

prisingly-humorous developments.

(d) Your comment max Ave meant something other than intended. In The

Lonely African by Colin Turnbull, one missionary is credited with

saying "your bottom" rather than "good m47ning" because the user

failed to makea tone distinction. This kind of error is normal

when learning the sound sf/stem of the language.

For Lorma speakers learning English, the pronunciation of final

consonants (the contonants at the end of words) are a problem. One of

the general strategies which speaker4 use is that "when in doubt add an

1." Thus I have heard will for way. But for good humor dead bottle for

dead body (John Singler, personal communication) is supreme. Let's face

it, these things are funny and the best way to deal with them is to laugh.

toether. You may as well, for you are certain to be next if yovre

serious about learning.a Liberian language.

These differences may be due *pronunciation, as in the abbve

examples or to the wfong choice of words (malaprops).

These problems then, {underscore the aspects of language that'you

need to know about in orderlto effectively study language. These can bet,

summarized as 1) the organization of language: vocabulary, syntax,,

phonology; 2) speaking vrs. listening; and 3) social context (usage).

CO
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3. The Organizatip,-of Language

Q

Language consists of three subsystems:' T) phonology, (the sound

system of the language); l'fhe lexicon (the vocabulary of the language)r;

and 3) the syntax (the system of putting words together to bake sen-

tences). .In ,everyday language, language consists of 1) a set of distinct-
.

ive sounds, 2) a vocabulary, and 3) a,grammar: a set of rules stating

how sentences are formed.

3.1 Phonology (the sounds of a language)

Ivery language has a finite set of distinctive sounds which are

used to convey meaning. These sounds\are called phonemes. While the,

inventory of these sounds is not the same from language to language,,

they are similafeenough in mostcases'not to cause problems. Yet there

are inevitably cases, however, where one language makes a distinction

which the other doesn't. For some reason, if these distinctions are not

part of your native language they will be hark to hear and hard to pro-
.

duce, yet with practice they can both be heard and pronounced.giving you

the same access to the phonemic distinction that native speakers have.

Chapter VI contains sound drills designed\ to help you learn to hear

the differences between those sound contrasts found in Liberian langu-
,

ages, but not in English.

3.2 Lexicon and Syntax (vocabulary and word order)

With the distinction between lexicon and syntax as that of words

and their combination into sentences, it is worth while to consider What

--tni-smeans-.--Meaning -in- language Ts of two types, that which is-general

and systematic, and that which is individual and idiosyncratic. For

example, we can say that, elephants are big and mice are small or we can

say that some elephants and some mice are big for their species, or small

forthat matter. This way of relating size to different items is general

and systematic and can be constructed by relating one word5to another,

that is it can be expressed syntactically.
I'qms

But it is also possible to express size in another way as the

following sets illustrate: 1ru
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drop, puddle, pond, lake, sea, ocean

baby, child, youth, adult, aged

pebble, rock, boulder

This usage islidiosyncratic, that is: drop, puddle, etc., are not

systematically relatedto each other in form, but are simply different
words. Thus the expression of Systematic and general meanings -is the
do in of syntax while the expression of idiosyncratic meanings is the
domain of the lexicon. ,

3.3 Syntax:
I

It fs important to bear in mind that the divhion etween,. lexical

and syntaCtic meanings ii Inot exactly the same from language 'to language
though itis nearly so. Nevertheless, we may find one language express-
ing a notion actically whereas the other uses a single word., Below
are some examples:

English Ty'061 Mande

calf: cow child,

to dance: to do dance

sea: big water

house: place where one lives

potash: bitter salt

Thus in your exposure to a new language, you will find that what you
expect to be one word is actually several. One of the nice things about
Mande languages is that if you learn that the way to say "workr is
literally "farm-work-do-person "' and'you Iciow the'words for "farm,,<>"--?

----------*de ancinperson",you do not have to really learn any new words, only a

new combination which turns out to be easier for most people. You can
also expect to find words Ach require several words for translation

,1 into English.

4. What-Does Language Ability Entail?

Everyone has'heerd of Someone who sp ks six or sevelt language's.

he que0ions that this raises are what do s this entail and how did they
-do it.

1
.4-1)
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0 Competence and Performance:

jn Order to speak a language, you have to have considerable know-

ledge about the language. You have to know the sound system, though

perfect knowledge-of it isn't absolutely necessary. You have to know

Some words and some syntactic rules. The question arisel, how many words,

and how many rules?

The number of words one needs to know varies from language to lan..g-J

uage because of differences in the way concepts are expressed, whether by

syntactic devices, or by word compounding or by having one word covering

a wide range of concepts. But by rephrasing the questioii as "how many

concepts are necessary?", the question can at least receive an answer,

though to my knowledge little systematic study of this question has been

carried out. Rather cautiously, then, I throw out the figure of 1,000 to

2,000 concepts as.being necessary to comprehend 90-95% of a conversation.

This percentage marks the level at which one can keep up with the general

meaning of the discussion.

A language is not just a collection of wordi but, as we have pointed

out, it also contains a syntactic system. This syntactic system consists

of a set of rules about how to combine words to make sentences. The

answer is that you need to .know most of them, something any good language

text should present. While the general set of syntactic expressions are

fixed,-the way they are expressed may be straightforward or complex,

Plurals in English'are easy, but complex in German. Pronouns in English

are straightforward but complex iri the Mande languages.

e Question of User Utility:

_- It is one thing to talk about the kind of information you need to

speak a language and another to talk about how it is actually used. For

example we can tell- someone aqut how to do multiplication, which prin-

.,
ciples are involved. That is, we can say thay, 6 x 7 is 7 added 6 times.

Yet when we-ask someone "what is 6 x 7?", the answer will be given in less

time than it could possibly take to add seven six times. In doing arith-

metic, we 'found it to our advantage to memorize the individual products

rather than calculate them each time we need *hem. The calculator, on the

other hand does'just the opposite.
1 I ,

..
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71.3 eAamole is intended to emphasize that simply stating the kind

of knowledge that isLinvolved in language does not necessarily meSn that

this is the form in which this information is used,' In language teaching,

two positions nlye been taken. One which might be called a "deductive"

approach, and the othth- an "inductive" approach.

Tne deduccige approach presents tive learner with a set of TAJles to

leal.n. Once these rules are learned, the learner is free to construct

sentences. The inductive approach argues the reverse, that if you pre-

sent the learner with a set of sentences that the'learner will figure out

the general patterns..

J
This second approach usually also presumes that there is relatively

itss to generaslize about than the first. That is, what people do in

learning a language is to learn a sentence type and,develop variants of

It:by substituting words at various places.

These two views are quite different and presume two different

lotions of the human mind.' The deductive approach presumes that the mind

is like a calculator with little memory capacity and prefers therefore to

generate new information rather than store it. The inductive approach

considers the mind to have a much greater capacity for memory.

Ip this regard',: t is true that the mi.nd has a,.vasl capacity Tor

memory. Think of all the experiences, events, jokes and fa.cts you can

recall. Think of the words that are available to you, these number some-

where'between 10,000 rd 20,000 items. 'What is truely remarkable about

this is you can inventory them all within a split second. If I ask you

which of the allowing are English words: "house", "tire", "fleurten",

"vice"; you will have no difficulty whatsoever picking out fleurten as

the nor- English word. In this regard, the human mind is far suprior to

the computer.

It is this tremendous memorytapaCity that leads me to emphasize

the importance of an approach which stresses the importance of the in

ductive approach: working with real sentences.

7 ,
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4.3 Integrating the Two Approaches:

This concluSion does not exclude a deductive approach hdWever. The
formal presentation of rules and generalizations can help a learner under-.

Stand why a given sentence is expressed the way that it is and why each
element is present. This kjod of knowledge cannot be obtained directlyP

fr m a native speaker of any language unless that person has been trained
inlinguistics. Such knowledge can be mostzeasily obtained from the
griammatical section of a language'textbook which has been p'repa'red by
someone with formal linguistic training.

These rules areCNrticularly useful in the beginning stages of
language. learning because they provide the learner with a set of state-
ments with which to evaluate and interpret both. incoming and outgoing
sentences. However, when the learner becomes more competent in the
language, to the point of actively producing and comprehending sentences
in an ongoing conversation more or less spontaneously, the learner will
no longer have need cOlthese devices., That is,,thekind of knowledgeA
that they represent will have been converted into a more useable form.

5. Listening:

Much of traditional language teaching has placed great emphasis on
produCtion: the generation of sentences. This approach has implicitly
assumdd that i'f you can speak sentences, then you can also comprehend
them. We at beginning to take not that these two skills (production
and listening) are quite different activities and should be treated
separately.

.Earlier, we mentioned a problem of learning how to generate ques-
tions, but being unable to comprehend the answers: This is atypical
problem of traditional approaches. At this 'time, language teachers are
beginning to place more emphasjs on being able to comprehend what is said
during the earlier stages of language. learning. This is

**

not to say that -

frno language production is emphasized, bUt rather that that'Comprehenion

should precede production at all times. This means that early emphasis is

)
p ced in understanding what is going on about you rather than being able

J.,.../7 to tali about it, and emphasis is placed on why a given sentence has the

formithatit does, ratherthan'how to proluce it.
.

l' d
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'After the learner has developed.a listening fluency in certain
areas, and knows what is being said and why, then is the ,time to(encour-

age production of sentences for that topic-.

6. Context

The proces's of communication'involves two aspects; the message and

the context in which the message is situated. A traffic light presents

to usvery little information (red, green and ye ow) yet the context (a

street intersection) permits us to proyide a rich i terpretation of the--
message: to stop, to go or. to proceed with caution.

Learning a language can also be seen in this light, the message.and

the context. That is, in understanding a sentence, one can take advan-

tage of the context in which the message is embedded for the interpreta-

tion of the communication as well as.the message. The use of context is

particulA-ly useful for a beginning learner of a language, with only an

\-t_

incipient bility to interpret a message. For example, the context in

which a gre ing takes place is easily ,iden,Xifiable. The messages which

can be asked are finite. The learner does not need to know the entire

language, or even'hear the entire sentence to know what is being said. 'A
,

key word identified from a sentence may be sufficient for full comprehen-

sion of the message.

In teaching children to read; educatorshave found that context is

very important. Beginning readers have a large alliount of context

tures) compared, to the message (one sentence per page). When a:child

first approaches a new page, he/she will'first examine the picItUre to de-.

limit the range of possible Messages that the sentence could represent.

At one stagemy son only used the first letter in each word, along with

the context to construct the messaIN Not knowing how to recognize the

V words beyond,the first lettpr, he wound guess at its meaning, given the
.

context; and pick a word .at started with the same sound as the one he

was reading and which made sense in the given context. Quite often he

was-correct and in so doing gradually built-up his reading competence,

but often he was not, though he might even complete a sentence having

missed two or three words in the process. But the interesting thing was

4
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that if the sentence made sense given the context ht would continue read-

ing, while if it did not, he would rescan the sentence for a better

readinag,

The point here is-not how to-l`01 children to read, but the value

of'coatext;in learning a language. This meant that if you can control

the context, You have a better chance, of comprehending the message.s'

6.1 Ways of Controlling Context

, Of course, the classroom is an ideal way of controlling context.

Her you can define the range of what is being expressed within very

narrow limits and thereby optimize context, Some of these technique\ are

given as follows:

(a) Sen-sit Build Up: J. N

In this drill, the learner is given a Tist of messages which will

be presented to him/hell,Whether, a list of nouns, c1mands, activi-

ties, numbers of anything. IdealTy this list shoUld be in the form

of pictures, real objects'or demonstrations. The important thing

however, is that the learner knows the order of presentation.
ir

The tutor then says the,f4rst message. (The learner should know in

advance the meaningof what is being said.) If it is d command

then the learner should carry it out: If'it is a picture, 'the.

learner should point to the cell: If a thing, then the
. 4

learner .should point it out.

' The learner should know at thi?'point, that the tutor will either

repeat the message or utter something new. If it is a new message,

it has to be the second item. Once the second item has been intro-

duced, the tutor then drills the learner on the first two messages.

At this point, the learner can expect one of two messages .which are-

known, or if not that, a new message will be the third item on

list.. Wien the third item is introduced, the tutor will drill the

'learner randomly on the first three items'until the learner can

identify them easily.

41.
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is ntrOduced and drilled in the same way

omolete: di'

4?), tte7is should be introduced in this way during

wMore messages are,to be introduced, then the

ivided into two drills.

(b) Practical

This appi-01,;1 c,:n also be used to drill-Rractical sentences that

the learnwqld like to use. Here the learner draws up a list of

seven practical sentences that he/she would like to know and

the tyt.c- 1I'rnduce5 them to the learner in the target language in

thatiorder.

text.(c) Comorehenov,

T,.; ,log drill'scan be initially presented as totally un-

known' (no context). Learners then attempt to pick out

that -familiarto them from previous lessons or experi-

ence. f_ao profitably be repeated only two or three times.
.

is allowed to look at the text to see how it is

,tritten_ iiips the learnerseparate,the, flow of sounds into

word se,4u,,;,-. A will usually result in the identification of

more words' , more of the meaning of the sentence.

. .

dOP

-Next th 1,-;--er is permit t to study the translation and go over

the ana1/5ii. of the,;text,s that every aspect of the text is under-,,

stood: t',,,, ;72r1ning of each word, and the reason for the presence

of each clement in thesentence. At this pint, the learner should

know whit 1- floing to be said, that is, the context has now been
1kt

sv provided, btit the usefulness of the text ficsnot yet been exhausted.

The,learner ,-,a6 listen to the tat again, following along the

written text, but this-time hOshe should be aware of what is being ft

said and snould know the meaning of each sentence. In order to do

this it may be necessary to hear the text several times, or to re-

fer back to the analysis' to be sure.
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Finally, thq learner can Listen to the texf without the use,of
written material, and should contimie to aa so until comprehension

is 100 %..

These texts should be returned periodi'cally to be sure that compre-

hension is retained, and to reinforce the retention of this know-
ledge.

. .
NOTE: To repeat a text verbatum.is avirtbal impossibility for

most tu-s, eitherdde tokdom or to laCkflif experience in read-

infthe language you are studying. For this reason it is prefer-

-able to record the text.. initially and rely on your,recorder for

repetitions rather than your tutor.

By the time the learner has gotten this far, he she will know a lot
of the language even tough he/ne still cannot produce it. Never-

,theless, the production stage will be a lot. easier because of this

breakdown.

(d) Translation Drills: '

I
Or of the problems in production as ell as acognition is figur-

ing out or knowing how things woula said in a language. One

method is trial and error, (learner s ys something and is, if lucky,

. corrected). AniVternative to this i the-translation drill. The

learner either writes a composition English for the learner-to-

--Vanslate, or asks the ledrner to tra slate sentence by sentence.

Here- the learner'knows what is going o be said and should have

some idea cif the words to be used and trie kind of construction in-

volved. ThuS when the sentence appea s, most of the context has

already been provided.

C
Such drills should be taped, so that hey can be reused.

(e) Known Event:

,.., Here the learner asks the tutor to tailk about a commonly shared,...

[

event, such as going to the market, visiting a friend's house, 0-
...

1

1...,
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d tn English. Again the lea ner will have

narrowed the ,'arige of contexts and should be ab e to interp4t the

message more richly than otherwise.

(f) Picture Drills:

AnOther way of or ro!]ing r.he context is to use a picture of some

scene or activity that the laarner.is (1) interested in learning

about or (2) haS' some 4:amiliarity with already.. The learner then

asks the tutor to talk about the picture or asks the tutor ques-

L

tions ch

Eavesdroppinu:

. It you tind in a situation where the-language is being

sooen, ?.g. a , in a taxi\ or cookshop, listen to the language

with the aim of trying td pick words you know and getting a general
.

idea ofPwhat the conve rsation is about.

Out5ide the clasr,,om there are also techniques which can be used

to narrow th,) corxt One is to place one's self,in a place where

a Known actly ,111 take place. Greetings, marketing, bartering
and so .1"Ortn, %).,(1 I 44as irt Mexicd City a.few years ago °I had at

my grasp Tdr, Spanish, but I did know the seemi g useless

sentence'"wher? the post office ?" Well, fo he post'off;

ice, walked about a block away and asked myquestion. I knew what

,t_e answer had to be so 1 was able to figure out what the Spanish

had to mean. Then I moved two blacks away and repeated the drill.

Variations to this kind of exercise are limited only by lack.of

imagination.

We cannot underestimate the importdnt.role that memory has in lan-

-guage learning. We have already suggested that to have a minimum opera-

ting capacity a user mvsi have a mi.nimum of 1,000 to 2,000 concepts avail-

able for use'both in recognition and production, as well as the under-

standing of how thes' words are organized into sentences (syntax).

ti
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,:n dgscribing now to develop recognition skills, we suggested that,e

the learner sliduld spend considerable tim lis'tening in context: sen-

tences should appear in a context in b.j lh theiP meaning would be-clear,

words should ..appear in the context of a sentence. This approach also

suggests developing a familiarity with a fixed number of sentences.

t
J st think what this means: that while the specific goa). of the

.exercise was the recognition of-the given words, it.is clear that in

additionfamiliarity'with these words has developed so that they might
A .

berecognizedlin other contexts. Furt4rmore, the specific sentences

learned serve as the,basilk&or recognizing a of sister sentences in

which only one word has been changed sd that, even if the learner does

not know the new word, the sentence may be understood due to context.

Finally, thelearner has learneb to listen, a technique which will pro-
,

vide the primary source of new information abodt the language.

7. Learning Production

But production deserves its.due. 'One.can6ot go around listening

all the time, thoughtI suspect one would be better off with an ability to

comprehend what wasTgoing on"a6out than with an abUity to talk about it.

Anyway, learning to produce' sentences is also an important language

ability.

To this -end, particularily during the beginning we recommend that

sentences as a whole be memorized. Now everyone claims that they have a

weak memory and that memorizing scores of sentences is a real:impossi-

bility. Yet such is not the case, though one's language learning memory

.may not be operating at full capacity. That is, whether if is true or

not, *e should-take the view that one's brain is like atuscle (an in-
,

credsingly,popular view) and that the more you exercise it, the'stronger

it gets./ In partial support' of this view is a report by August

Schliem nn, the archaeologist.Who discovered Toy, who ividentally

claimed that he had a weak memory. Source: I14os by Henry Schliemann.

1880; ondqn, John Murry).

4,-
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First of all I took pain§ to learn to write legibly, and
' this 1 succeded in doing after tweniy lessons-from the fa-
mous callgraphist Magnee,lpf Brussels. Afterw ,ards, in order
to improve my position, I applied myself to the..study of
modern languages. My,annual salary amounted only to 806
francs (z32), half of which I spent upon my studies; on the
other haJf I lived---miserably enough,. to be ,sure. My lodg-
ing& ftwhich cost 8 -ancs a month, was a, wretched,garret with-
outwa fire, where I shivere4 with cold in winter and-was
scorched with Or:, heat in summer. My breakfast consisted of
'rye-meal porridgel. and my dinner never cost more than two-.

' pence. But nothing spurs one on to study more t.tiet misery
and the certain prospect of being able to release oneself
from it by unremitting work. Besides, the desire of shOwing
myself worthy of Minna created and develoPed in me a bound-.
less courage. ! applied myself with extraordinary diligence ,

to the study of English.. Necessity taught mei a methocrvhich
'greatly facilitates the study of a language. This method
consists in reading a great deal aloud, without making a=
translation, taking a lesson every days constantly writing
essay upon subjects of interest, correcting these under the
supervision Of a teacher, learning them by heart, and repeat-
ing in the next lesson what was corrected on the previous day.
HyJnemory was bad, since from my childhood it had not been
exercised upon any object; but I made use of every moment,
and even stole time for study. In order to acquIre a good
pronunciation quickly, I wertt twice every Sunday to the
English church, and repeated to myself Nn a low voice every
word of the qlcbrgyman's, sermon. I never went on. my errands,.
even in the rlin, without having my book in'my hand and learn-
ing something by heart; and 1 never'waited at the post office
without reading. By such methods I gradually strengthened my
memory, and in three months' time found no difficulty in re-
citing from memory to my teacher, -Mr..Taylor, in each day'S
lesson, word by word, twenty, printed pages, after having read
them over three times attentively. In this way.I committed to
memory tfle whole of Goldsmith's Vicar of Wakefield and Sir
Walter Scott's Ivanhoe. From over-excitement I slept but
little, and employed my sleepless hours at night in going over
in my mind what

I had read on the preceding evening. The
memory being always much more concentrated at'night than in
the day-time, I found those repetitions af7nIght, of,paramount
use. Thus I succeeded jri.acquiring in half '.a year a, thorough
knowledge of the English Janguage.

I then applied the same method to the study of French,
the efficulties of which I oVercame likewise in 'another six
months. Of French.autholl i learned by heart the whole of
Fenelon's Adventures de Telemaque,and Bernardin de Saint' '-
Pierre's Paul et Virginie. This unremitting. study had in the
courseo7 a single year strengthened my memoi-y to such a
degree, that the study of Dutch, Spanish, Italian., and Portu-
guese appeared very easy, and it did"not take me more than six.
weeks-to write and speak each of these languages fluently.

V.
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With the
e
ffect of the moist air of Holland, my complaint

in the chest gradually disappeare&during my first year's
residence in Amsterdam, and it has never returned. But my
passion for study caused me to neglect my mechanical occupa-
tion in the office of Mr. F. C. Quien, especially as I began
to consider it beneath me. My principalsiwould give me no
promotion; they probably thought that a person who shows his
incapacity for'the business of a servant, in an office proves
thereby his-unfitness for any higher duties. At last, however,

. thrOugh the intercession of my worthy friends, Louis Stoll of
Mannheim and J. H. Ballauf of Bremen, I had on the 1st of
March, 1844, tFle good fortune to obtain a situation as corre-
spondent and bookkeeper in the office of Messrs. B. H. Schrdder
& Co. of Amsterdam, who engaged me at a salary of 1200 francs
(£48); but when they saw my zeal, they added 800 frands a year
more-byway of encouragement. This generosity, for which I

shall ever be grateful to them, was in fact the foundation of
my prosperity; for, as I thought that I could make myself still
more usefull by a knowledge of Russian, I set to work to learn
,that language also. But the only Russian 'books l'could procure
were art old grammar, a .lexicon, and a bad translation of Les
Adventures de Telemaque. In spite of all my enquiries, I could

, pot find a teacher of Russian, since, with the exception of the
Russian Vice-Consul, Mr. Tannenberg, who would not consent,to
give me lessons, there was not one in Amsterdam who understood
a word of the language. So I betook myself to the study of it
without a master, and, with the help of the grammar, I learned
-the Russian letters and their pronunciation in a few days.
Then, following my old method, I began to write short stories
of my own composition, and to learn them by heart. As I had
do one to correct my work, it was, no doubt, extremely bad;
but I tried at the same time to correct my mistakes by the
practical exercise of learning the Russian Adventures de
Telemaque by heart. It ()Furred to me that I shOuld make

' more progress if I had some one to whom I could relate the
adventures of Telemachus; so I hired a poor Jew for four
francs a week, who had to come every evening for two hours to
liste6 to my Russian recitations, of which he did not under-
.

stand a syllable.

As the ceilings of the rooms of the commonbhouses in
"\Holland consist of single.boards, people on'the ground-floor.
can hear what is said in the third storey. My recitations
therefore, delivered in a loud voice, annoyed the other tent
ants, who complained to the landlord, and twice while study-
ing the Russian language was forced,to change my lodgings.
But these thcorWeniences did not diminish my zeal, and in the
course of six weeks I wrote my first Russian letter to Mr.
Vasili Plotnikoff, the London agent for the great Indigo
dealers, Messrs. M.P,N. Malutin Brothers, at Moscow, and I

found myself able to converse fluently with him and the
Russiln Merchants Matweieff,and Froloff, when they came to
Amsterdam for the indigo auctions. After I had completed my
study of the Russ.ian language, t began to occupy myself ser-
iously withthe literatures of the languages I had learned.

August Schliemann
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8. F.S.I. Levels

There can be no doubt about it, Schliemano's system worked. Most

people however would say, is this the most direct way to language

mastery? Can't this approach be made more efficient? The answer is of

course yes. And to explain this, we need to examine the system by which

the Foreign Service Institute (FSIrdetermines the language competence

of an individual.

The FSI examination is based on six leVels ranging from S-0 (no

competence) to S-5 (equivalent to that of a native speaker). The cru-

cial ),evel however is S-3 which is really the first stage at which the

speaker his godd control of the language and can continue developing

language competence without special study. I call this level minimal

language working capacity.

To attain an S-3 in a foreign lanuage is a real accomplishment
ry

and one which a learner who has attained this level can really feel

proud of, though this should nOt.by any means undervalue the attainment

of the intermediate S-1 and S-2 levels. Furthermore, the development of

these intermediate levels should be seen as targets in themselves and as

steps along the way. Theselevels'are summarized by the following self

test check list.

4
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A CHECK LIST FOR SELF-APPRAISAL
OF SPEAKING PROFICIENCY

(All answers must be YES to achieve at least the level of proficiency listed on'
the left, except for four items at the S-3 level.)

YES NO

S-0+ Can you use a minimum of thirty words in appropriate

contexts? (i.e., not just count or recite the days / / / /

of the week).

S-1 Can you tell someone how to get from here to the
nearest hotel, restaurant,or post office?

Can you ask and tell the time of day, day of the
week, date?

Can you order a simple meal?

Can you negptiate for a hotel room or a taxi ride
at a just price? / / / /

Can you buy a.needed item of clothing or a bus
or train ticket? /-7

4r

,,,1

r-T.

Can you understand and respond correctly to form
questions about your nationality, marital status,
occupation, date and plaCe of birth, etc.?

Can you make a social introduction and use approp-
riate leave-taking expressions?

Can you use the language well enough to assist some-
one who does not know the language in coping with,the
situations or problems covered by the S-1 range?

S-1+ Can you meet all S-1 requirements and at least
thr'ee of the S-2 requirements listed below?

Can you describe your present or most recent job
or activity in some detail?

Can you give detailed information about your
family, your house, the weather today?

Can you give or take simple messages over the
telephone? (Forget the telephone, can you, give

or take simple messages?)

N
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Can you hire an employee or arrange for special
services, taking care of details such as salary,
qualification, hours, special duties?(can you order
a table from a carpenter?)

Can you give a brief autobiography including a
statement of your immediate plans and 'hopes?

Can you describe the geographl, of the United
States (or some other country or familiar
location?

Can you describe the basic structure of the United
States government?

Can -you describe the function and purpose of the
organization you represent?-

.c
.

Oo you feel confident that you understand what
native speakers want to-tell you about the ,

above topics at least 80% of the time?

/ / / /

/-7 /

S-3 Are you afraid that you will misunderstand infor-
mation given to youlwer the telephone?

(Answers should be YES)
Can you speak to a grouplof educated native speakers
on a professional subject and be sure you are communi-
cating what you want to, without obviously amusing
or irritating them linguistically?

Can you listen, take notes,' and summarize accurately
a speech or an informal discussion on your area of
special interests, heard on the radio or over a
public address system?

tan you (on a social occasion) defend41...S. attitudes
toward culture, race relations, or foreign aid from
attack by an anti-American student or politician?

Can you cope with such trying linguistic situations
as broken-down plumbing yan undeserved traffic
ticket, a serious social or diplomatic blunder
made by you or a colleague-

Can you follow connected discourse On a non-technical
subject-1 04,, a panel discussion on the status of
women?

.

Can you serve as an informal interpreter on subjects
in the t-3 rage!

00 you feel that you have a professional command
rather than just a practical one) of the language?

L.7 Li
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S-3+ Can you meet all S-3 requirements and at least
three of these S-4 rewirements?

S-4 In professional discussions, is your vocabulary
always extensive and precise enough to enable you / / / /

to convey your exact meaning?

Are you able to alter your speech deliberately,
depending upon whether you the talking to univer- / / / /

sity professors, close friends, employees, etc.?

Can you serve as an informal interpreter for a U.S.
senator or cabinet official on all diplomatic and
social functions?

Do you practically never make a grammatical mistake?

Do you think you can carry out-any job assignment
as effectively in the language as in English?

/ / / /

/ /

/ / / I.

.

S-4+ In discussions on all subjects, is your vocabulary
'always extensive and precise enough to enable you to / / / /

convey your exact meaning?

S-5 Do native speakers react to you as they do.to each

other? 410

Do you sometimes feel more at' home in the language

than in English?

/ / / /

/ / /

Can you do mental arithmetic in the language with-
out slowing down? /--7 / /

Is your vocabulary at least as extensive and pre-
cise as in English? / /

Do you consider yourself a native speaker of the

language? / / /

/4 .4

_."'"1...
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the language so that you can use it in a fixed context. This means that

the skills listed under S-1 and S-2 can be specifically targeted for.

That is, it is possible to define a specific set of contexts: bio-

graphy, greetings, simple messages, etc. in which it is possible to

build a working language competence. This can be accomplished by &el-

oping a listening ability for the range number of sentences which are'

likely to appear'in that context and a speaking capacity for the speCi-.

fic skills. 4
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The difference between S-2 and S-3 is really that between knowing

a. language so that you can use it in any context, and knowing enough of

By specifically targeting for these goal's, it should be possible

to achieve an S-1 after 50-60 hours of study (assuming that this time if

being used effectively) and it should also be possible to achieve an S-2

after another 100 hours. One of the important things to remember about

this phase of language study,is that performance rather than competence

is being measured, thus it is not how much you know, but how well you

use it that counts. This is why context is so very important, for comp-

rehension is as much anticipating what is to be said (context) as it is

understanding the content of what i,s being said. Thus, "hanging in

there" and making the effort to communicate (even if by gesture) is at

least half the battle.

. But while these targets are.goals in themselves which the learner

can aim for and accomplish, they can also be seen as steps on the way

toward real language competence (S-3). The internalizing of a few hun-

dred sentences can serve as the basic corpus of messages which can be

expanded and applied to other situations.

In the communications handbook that accompanies this text, this

has been the design: the first lessons are aimed at S-1 skills, while

the later lessons aim at S-2 skills, so that by the time the book is

completed, the learner should achieve an S-2'level and be well On the way

to achieving an S -3 ability. Though in all honesty that level will re-

quire continued study.

Earlier we suggested' ways of developing listening comprehension,

what follows is a way of completingtheluse of the text, the learning of

how to produce it.



9. Memorizing a Text (Layering)

Memorization of a'text can be viewed as a sequential process be-

ginning with the first word and going on to the next and so forth. Yet

there is another way to view the process, and that is to see the text as

a series of layers. For example, in leJning to comprehend a text (dis-

cussed earlier) several steps were outlined, each one gleaning more

information from the text, building up in the learner's mind layer upon

layer of information abodt the tex.t) When a learner has. learned to

comprehend a text, the jots of memorifing the text is already half com-

pleted. The following steps are listed below:

A. Go over the text sentence by sentence (phrase by phrase and even

word by word if necessary) with your tutor to develop as accurate

a pronunciation as possible.

One procedure for doing this is for the learner to attempt.to say

the sentence. If the sentence is 'correct the tutor will say that

it is correct (ot signal so by not saying anything); if the sen-

tence is incorrect, the tutor will repeat the sentence. This

should continue until the learner at that point has done his/her

best.

The major problem at this stage is the generosity of the tutor.o

The tutor really has to be encouraged to be critical. Thus the

learner must re peatedly ask the tu*tor if that is the real way

it is said, or whether it can be said better and should show

enthusiasm in the tutor's pointing out these fine points. Other-

wise,the tutor will benclined to let pronunciation slide.
9

13:t Once the text has been gone over carefully, the text should be re-

peated sentence by sentence until a normal rate of speed is ,

.achieved. This can be practiced using a variety of techniques.

Repeating the sentences after the tutor (or a tape recorder),

along with the tutor or by tracking.

r .
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Tracking'is a technique of repeating a sentence after about a

second's delay. This has the effect of separating the listenOrig

part of the task from the production part of the task.

C. to be sure ybu are aware of all. the distinctions, the learner v.

should practice writing the sentence-down after hearing it. This-
.

dictation dr/11 should be done sentence by sentence, and in begin-

ning stages, the sentence should be repeated as many as three times.

D. Writing down the 'text froM memory is also a good exercise. This'i

a formPof self-test which will give the learner a good idea of what

is known and WiTiTIN.1t.

E. This stage should be follolied by the learner attempting to say the

text from memory with the tutor prompting at first.

'F. The task is complete when the learner can rattle off the entire

text at a normal rate of.speed.

G. This exercise can be followed up by a question-answer drill in

which the tutor asks questions in such a way that the memorized

sentences will be the answers to the questions.

NOTE: Initial texts do not have to be long, as'few as five sentences.

But the learner should try to increase the length of these texts as soon

as possible.
4k

10. Self-Instructed and Learner-Centered Ap4raches

I There are a number of reasons for emphasizing this kind of approach

to langbige acquisition.

1. 'African-languages are usually under suchglow demand for foreign.

language instruction that, teachersare,unavairable, untrained or

at best minimally trained. This means that when aitutor is hired,

that person will never make the teaching of the targeted language

- his profession (unlike French, Chinese or Russian) and will prob- : .

ably be given a crash course in how to teach the language. Inevit-

ably, this person will feelawkward because of the expectations

kJ
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placed on him/her and the inadequate. training given. This

situation will create an avoidable tension in the classroom.

2. It is the learner who is the person who will either profit or

suffer from the experience. It is the learner, who hat the most at

stake. A successfifl language learning program will lead to a deep-

er and a more effective experience for the vol teer or other lan-

guage learner. This being the case, it woul be better to concen-
.

trate efforts on helping the learner to lern rather than on help-
,

ing the teacher to teach. N.

3. Many language training programs allow insufficient`time, regardless
,

of how that time is used to allow for the achievement of a minimal

speaking competence. This means that serious learners will have to

41 continue their learning outside the classroom anyway.

4. Learners trained ill a teacher-centered program in which they have

little control in how the class will be run, are ill equipt to make

the transition to learning on their own.

For these reasons, many educators are moving to learner-centered

approaches. These approaches place more attention on the learner, giving

the learner the sophistication in the 'types of learning techniques that

are available, the ways drills should be run and/so forth. While these

approaches have their own drawbacks and maibeslower during the initial

stages, they do have a number of advantages.

1. Tutors are released from their anxiety. Their respotisit;ilities are

consonant with their training and experienCe. They are.responsibie

for (1) providing a model of the target
4
language (2) correcting \

learner responses and (3) running drillt, which the learner will

help to establish. The tutor is 'not responsible for preparing

lessons, for the success of the student, or for grading. the stu-
,

dent's progress. Thus the tutor is' only esponsible,for what any

native tpeaker of a language is capable doing. This situation

eliminates the tension of. the classrookthayrises when these

responsibilities are placed on the tutor. a result the rela-

ttgspip between tutor and learner is more of cooperation rather ,

than apprehension.
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, k
'2. The learner being placed fully in charge of learning no longer must

bear the burden of suffering under a tutor whose methods theolearner ob-

jects to. If the methods being used are unsuitable, they can be changed..
Or-

3. Given insufficient time in a training program, learners will be

forced to switch to a learner-centereyi program anyway if they are going

to continue their language learning;.so why not begin a learner-centered

emphasis froM the start?

4. A learner who has experienced learner-center training from the

start, will be well prepared to make the transition program to learning
' ?

ion their own.

However, learner-centered language training requires a considerable

amount of training of the learder in the techniques and approaches of

language learning. This cannot only be done in the abstract, but re-

quires supervision by an experienced language teacher and ideally a text-

book which is oriented toward this app'roach toanguage leafning such as

the f slowing textbpok. In the communications handbook' accompanying this ,
volum , each lesson is both Aimed at the learner (though it can be used

by a lassroom teacher or a partially trained tutor) and .L4ntlIns de-

taile instructidosas to how drills should be run and dialogs used. It

prese is the grammatical notes in terms which an untkined learner can

understand and contrasts the Arget language with English so that the

learner can see exactly where the major points of contrasts. Finally

the handbook contains a set of suggestions for self-study, procedures

which the learner can carry .o'ut on his/her own to continue language study.

11.1 Tutor Selection

When making the transition from a formal language training program

to a totally learner- centered program, the first majOr task will be to

locate a tutor who will be willing to help you.

In this rega)4, it is important for the learner to remember that a

number of factors are involved in the tutor learner relationship. Some

of these are listed:as follows:
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1. Personality. There is always the possibility of.a personality

clash. That for some reasim the tutor and the learner do not hit

it off, or for that matter they may. ,Factors here may be age, sex,

education and cultural background as well as pure personality

differences.

2. Relationship. In most cases,,a learner-tutor arrangement will

necessarily develop into a deeper relationship involving mutual

reciprocations based on'available resources. The learner will be

given things, have things, done for him/her as well as being in-

formed about the workings of the community. In return, the learner

.can be, expected to return the favor in terms of textboo s or school

fees if the tutor is a student, money or other gifts. is rela-

tionship can be controlled by both parties, and it is in general

sound advice to deepen the relationship slowly.
1

3. Knowledge of language. It is commonly accptedIplat the real Ian-

guage is known by old people, and not by young schoolboys and girls,

therefore, it is often said that if you want to learn the real lan-

guage it is best to contact the old people. This approach too,

has its problems, however, for it may well be that old peopled()

not-know English or any ether medium of common communication, there-

fore the learner may actually at first engage a tutor who knows

Edgli#sh.

4. Knowledge of how to write the language. For Most Liberian lan-

guages, a writing system has been established, and which is in use

by at least some members of the community. If this is so, it is

preferable to find a tutor who can read and write in the target

language, for it will help you in recording texts and writing down

sentences. You can even ask your tutor to prepare texts, dialogs

and sentences for you to study.

5. Reputation of the tutor. Not everyone in the town has the same

esteem in the eyes of the community. To some extent the esteem of

the tutor will rub off on the learner and vise versa.,

tJ I
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These points suggest that in engaging a tutor that 'one should pro-

ceed cautiously. The learner should wait until he/she is established in

town or until sufficientcontactsire made'before showing interest in a

tutor. Then one should ask respected members of the community who might

be recommended. (Hiring someone without a recommendation is a real

gamble.) One might ask other volunteeri, teachers, your landlord, vill-
.

age,head, pastor or other such persons.

It is always good to not commit one's self too soon. That is by

saying that the period is temporary, foi. a few weeks onTy_or that one

wants to try a number of people, one can avoid the problem of being

stuck with someone who isn't working or of Vie embarrassment of having

to fire someone.

*

Finally, when the learner h'as found a tutor.with whom he/she feels

confident, the arrangement can be made more permanant. It is only at
. this time that the 'learner should gradually allow the relationship to

deepen.

11.2 Organizing a Learning Schedule

The most important point to be made.helie is consistancy. That is

whatever program the learner decided to set up; it sho.uld be followed

religiously. It is better to maintain a modest commitment of only a

few hours or even less than to set a schedule of.learning that is too.'Y

ambitious to kee0.',The learner should endeavor to establish learning

times that Are unlikely to be disturbed by special4dvents, and in the

event that they are, the language sessions should be rescheduled.

The second most important thing, is to structure the sessions so

that the learner and the tutor are aware of what is supposed to take place
I.

during the session and what is supposed to be done by the learner as

preparation or follow-up. The following schedule is designed for a learn-
ing session involving three contact periods per week. This structure is

probably too ambitious for the learner who is also holding down an 8 hour

job, but if followed will allow the learner to progress rapidly. In the

event that the learner has less time to commit to the learning of the

language, the schedule can'be pared down.

a.1.;
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A well-written language textbook ought to have a large number of

drills that can be used in the self,instructional mode. Most such text-

books'are organized so that a chapter be completed each week by a class

meeting five hours per week. The following outline suggests one way in

which a textbook chapter c be organized'into a weekly lesson plan.

11.3 Use of a Spoken Dialog'

Class (1)

Period

#1

(2)

(3)

Home-

work

(1)

#1

-(2)

,-

(3)

'1 1

(4)

,
Clas (1)

Period, (2)

#2

(3)

Listen to the dialog with book closed, for compre-

hension. Record the dialog with a cassette tape

recorderfor later use.

Listen to the dialog, this time following the book

(listening for word-divisions and other phonological

cues).

Analyze the dialog for content. Work with your tutor

if necessary so that you understand the full meaning 17

and. structure of each sentence.

'Listen to the dialog on the cassette' recorder for:

comprehension so thgt each sentence is.correctly

identified and each word is heard as a separate

entity.

Repeat the above as often as is necessary. If the

structure of the dialog,is unclear, return to the

written text, following the spoken ,dialog,word by

word until it becomes clear.

Write the dialog se-Cit;-al times, copying 'tdirectly from

the text (not from ffiemory).

Enter, new vocabulary items into your notebook.

Listen again to the dialog spoken by the tutor.

Practice saying each sentence with the tutor (using a

backward buildup if necessary) until,eachsentence of

the dialog is said flawlessly at a normal rate.

Prattice dialog with tutor or with'otherlearners in

the class.'
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(1) Memorize dialog for.following,class. For beginners

this dialog Will be quite short (3 -4 lines) but by,

the end of the first year, these dialogs will enlarge
.

to,about 20 lines per week.

. Class (1) Use-the-d-ialog--in class. -Remember to simulate the

Period context of the dialog compTetely; stand, sit, look

. #3 the other persort in .the eye at the appropriate ti -mes,

use props.
0

(2) Develop variations on the dialog using word substitu-

tion or sentence 4%iransformation" as appropriate to

your level of knowledge.

11.4 Use olWritten Texts

Written texts should consist of short (ten-Antence) descriptions,

stories relevant to a specific context. As the course progresses; the

texts will become longer. .

Class

Period #1 -

Home-

-work

#1

(1) PresentatiOn; recording and analysis of the text.

(1) Listening comprehension of the text (sentences as

unitswords as discrete entities) and ,the writing

out of the text (not from memory).

-Class (1) Practice in hearing the text with phonemic accuracy,

,Period practice in saying the text at normal speed with

#2 . phonemic accuracy.

Home-

work .

#2

( 1 ) Memorization of the text (now that it is understoOd

both syntactically and phonetically). This will in

volve writing it out, saying it orally, and tracking

the taped vb ion to-achieve normal .speed and timing.

Class . (1) Recitation of text orally and/or writing it down from
Period #3

memory.

Homework #3 (1) Correction of noted
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'11.5 Use of-structural? drills

4
All drills should be taped for home listening and practice.

1) Phonological drills:

`Basic phonological transcription can be learned through dictation

exercises. Errors in these dictation exercises will reveal problem

areas'in phonemic discrimination.

In consultation with the languagel6ordinator and the textbook,

discrimination drills, including minimal pair exercises can be pre-

scribed, recorded and used, both insclass and at home. ..

It is important to remember that learners must be able to hear

phonemic differences.before they can be expected to articulate them.

Once phonemic differences a mastered, accuracy can be further

improved through transcription exercises. Articulation can be

further improved through dialog and text repetition, tracing and

. memorization.

2) Syntactic Drills: .

Each drill begins with listening comprehension. It is important

(.,_, . that'learners com ehend what is going on: the purpose ofthe

drill, the meaning of the words and constructions involved,and

what they are supposed to do with it. .

Once the drill is understood, learneri should go through the drill,
,

.

repeating eh sentence after the tutor if necessary until normal

speed and accuXate pronunciations are achigved.

The drill is run according to the specifications given in the text-

book. Answers and responses must be given'at normal speed. If that

is impossible, either go back to the preceeding step or abandon the

drill and consult with the language coordinator. The drill should

,be practiced until it is carried out perfectly, though this mastery

,
, need not be achieved during the first running of the drill in class.s. 0 '

,-

6

te
.
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3). Vocabulary:

A minimum of 40 lexical concepts should be acquired each week.

These may come from the text or from the genralized vocabulary

lists.

Several types of-drills have been developed for the learning of

vocabulary in the Communications Handbook companion volume. Space

does not permit a detailed statement of these drills, but the

following list is indicative of the types involved.

(a) vocabulary

(b) flash cards with pictures on one side

(c) related vocabulary lists

(d) the seas -it -cell

12. Conclusion

This chapter has summari ed the thinking, strategy and methodology

involved in the study of a foreign-language and has gone into the plan-

ning and construction of these learning materials. It is presented here

for the express purpose of providing the learner with a.general,under-'

standing of the task and the way to proceed.

AQ

4. )
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CHAPTER 111

INSTRUCTIONS TO TUTORS

1. General Remarks

The chances are that if you have been asked to tutor someone in a

Liberian language, you probably have never taught your language to a
foreigner before. If this is thetase, you may be very worried because

you are not sure about what to do. If you are worried, continue to read
this chapter, for it contains a set of suggestions about what is impor-
tant in a language learning situation.

2. Preliminary Considerations

Even before you get started, there are some important considerations,

the first is the. organization of the learning situation. The learning
sessions have to be considered important by both the tutor and the
learner. To emphasize the importance of these sessions, it is importint

to "mark" these learni,nc .sessions as follows.

A. Time:

B. Place:

The sessions should have a specific beginning time

and a closing time. These times should be kept the

same from week to week. There should also be a.

penalty...or lateness and no matter what the reason,'

missed sessions should be made up.

'The sessions should be held in a specified place

which is considered good for learning. Tables and

straight chairs are considered better than sofas and

beds. Classrooms are better than homes, but homes

are better for most people than bars.
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C. Agenda: 1

There should be an agenda or class plan of what is to

be done during each period. This can be prepared

,
either by the learner or by the tutor, depending on

what has been arranged. An/agenda should contain a',

list of topics to be covered, including: (1) pages

in the textbook, (2) correction of homework,-(3) prac-

tice of dialog, (4) taping of dialogs, (5) vocabulary

study, (6) free conversation and so forth. These

agendas (technically called "lesson plans") should be

stored somewhere a file, notebook, etc.) as a record

of accomplishment during the course of study.

D. Rreparation/Followup

A learner should expectito do out-of-class preparation

and.followup for,each session. This may involve study-

ing the dialog, grammar, cultural notes, taped aspects

of the class session, Vocabulary work, preparation for

class discussiOns or taking excursions into the

guage community to prattice what has bden learned.

Whatever the event, the tutor and learner should agree

to the prparation and followup activities, preferably

in writing (see agenda) befgre the end of the preced-

ing class.

V 6

3. The Role of the Tutor

In most cases, the tutor is not required to be an experiehced lan-

guage teacher or someone 'who knows a great deal about the grammar of the

language being studied. Rather, what is expected of the tutor is Simply

what follows:1

A. An ability to speak your language clearly

8. Anabtlity to be patient

C. An ability to point out and correct mistakes.

r
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4. Classroom Rules of Order.

There are a number of rules of running a class, which jhollowed

will help to make the class situation useful and productive.

A. Always have a session agenda and stick to the topic.

(see 2C above),

B. Always begin on time and stay within reed upon time blocks.

C. 'Emphasize the use of the target language. The tutor should try
at first to explain things, directions, concepts and so forth in

the target language using English only iT absolutely necessary
(the use of English is usually a hinderancerather.than an aid

to learning another language).

D. Drills should be run smoothly with no delays or interruption5
If the learners are taking too' long to respond, it will be
necessary to simplify or change the drill. The instructions for
running each drill are given along with eacht,drill in the commu-
nications handbook. A drill can be simplified either by skipping
the, drill altogether or by eliminating somIppf its complexity.

One way to do thii is to treat the drill like a dialog to be

learned (see instructions for learning dialogs in the communi-'
cations handbook). Once familiar with the content of the drill,

it can then be reintroduced as a drill; this time w4th better

results.

Another way.is to have the "students .read the from the text-

_

book, though the normal way to run a drill is without student yse
of textbooks. These drills should also berecorded onto tape so

that they can be replayed as one of the homework activities.

. If you and the class are still having trouble with a drill, ask

the lanugage supervisor or whoever is in charge of the program

to 'help you.
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While many tutors think thaE they have to provide more than this, this is

all that is truely necessary. But, at the same time, the ability to do

these things is very important. Because of this, the above points are

discussed in more detail below.

A. Speaking Clearly

When you speak your language to your students, you should try

to speak at a normal rate of speed. This means that you should

not speak too rapidly as if you were in a'hurry, or too slowly,

as if you were talking to a small child.

B. Being Patient

It is importantto remember that learning a language is a slow

process because it requires a lot of learning: not only new

:ords, but new ways of saying things which are very different

from the way that the learner is used to saying things. You will

find that a learner will forget much of what you tell him and that

is why you must repeat things frequently: dialogs, storys, drills,

and so forth. From the viewpoint of tqe tutor, it appears as

though the learners are not very smart. ,This is why it is so

necessary for the tutor to be Very patient with the learner,

C. Correcting Responses

While it is important to be patient, it is also necessary lo

correct errors in the-responses that learners give. If they say

something incorrectly, they should be told that it is incorrect

and be asked to say it again correctly. One wa,. to do this is to

simply repeat the response correctly foll..4ing an incorrect re-

The learner hearing this will then correct his response

following the model of the tutor.- If it is a matter of pronu-
.

ciation, and the student is unable to pronounce it correctly

after-two or three tries, then the tutor should till the learner

that the pronunciation is still incorrect, but that it will be

possible for him /her to correct it later on. Remember, if the

student is shown that, his pronunciation of certain sounds is

incorrect, the chances are that the student will learn to pro-

nouncecthe sounds correctly in time:to
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CHAPTER IV

KPELLE SHORT SUMMARY. REFERENCE GRAMMAR

Preliminary Remarks

This reference grammar is a summary of the basic grammatical struc-
tures in Kpelle. It is written for the general reader. Those who- wish
more detail or a more sophisticated linguistic analysis are referred'to
the linguistic materials available in professional publications, pariit °

cularly those of William Welmers on phonology and morphology. Asmudh
as possible, I have tried to use Welmers' terminology-to ,educe confu-'
sion. The reader is expected to.r refer to other eetions of this hand-

.

book for detail on Mande phonetics and the Mande languages.
4

ti
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THE SOUNDS OF KPELLE

You will understand and pronounce Kpelle better.if you begin your

study With the Introduction to Liberian Languages. This section provides

an introduction to hearing and producing the sounds of Kpelle. You will

find it helpful to review this lesson periodicallj throughout your study.

To speak Kpel'le well, you must first learn to }leer it. Many times

you will think you are hearing - and even speaking - correctly, only to

find that you are mistaken. Try to practice the drills in this'lesson

until you are fairly proficient, then the rest of the lessons will be\

easier and you will learn faster.

The Alphabet

The sounds of Kpelle are represented by the following alphabet.

Examples of word's containing each sound are given. Have your tutor

- pronounce them for you. (You may want to tape these at the end of the

cession so that you can listen to them as you hay% time.) 'Be careful -

do not expect the letters to represent the same sounds d$ they do in

'English. The two-letter combinations like /gb/ and /kp/ represent single

sounds

SoUrd

6

.Examples Notes N

z
/a/ 0 Gala' 'sheep'

.namuL 'fight'

sale 'medicine'

similar, to /a/ in 'mama'
.

, 0
"NA

/31 faa

saa

itind'

'honest'

strongly nasal

/b/ bare

boki

bala

'trousers':

'bucket'

'bush dog'

some speakers do not distinguish

. this sound from /10/

/6/ Si 'rice ('cooked)'

. Bela 'split'.

GO 'open' 4 m

s560 ',groundhog'

t
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Sound Examples Notes

/d/ : da , 'and'

Denio 'April'

Duk63 'Monrovia'

/e/ de 'river' this is not like English sound /ay/
nene 'which' in "say' - listen carefully
pene 'turn' f.

/e/ kpela .'water deer'

/e/ lele 'good'

meni 'business'

4

/Z/ fiE 'head pad'

If1 fao . 'wind'

folo 'shine'

/91 gala 'box' ion

gwe 'bananaN

/gbi, gbai 'corn'

gb6m3 'wasp'

ghee 'who'

this is not /g/, /b/, or is,

s,

/y/ you 'yam'

yele 'when' .

yele 'day'

/i/ ilea 'your name' this represents 2 sounds: the vowel
gbio 'bed'' similar to /e/ in 'he' and the vowel
mina 'spoon' I similar to /i/ in 'hit'

pill 'throw'

4\ 4i/ sii a 'spider'

tiya 'taboo'

/k/ kia < 'see'

kei 'do'

kOlo , 'poor."

1

b
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Sound Examples
'1

Notes

/kp/ kpao 'no' contrast with /gb/

kpee , ' fi-ni sh'
/.

kpo kpo ' knOcc-knock '

/1/ ilda ,:_flame'' this is similar to English /1/ in

lgle 'good' some dialect areas and less similar

I f 'go' in others., Follow your tutor's

,. pronunciatiion, ;,

/m/ meni 'business'

muluq 'dust'

mina 'spoon'

/n/. naao 'four'

naa 'there'

nia 'older ,sibling'

4P

/gY/ ,nyii (Sleep' .like /ny/ in 'canybnI

' .n )133 .al bad:

Rye. :4s'Pv..

' /0/ f,Zio6ril 'so 7 ' tti rd' ,,, similar to /ng/ in''sing'
,': 4 __,.).

naar) . ',fou4 4,-----, .

- "'
A

10110 ; 'Your: 'he'ad'

10/ owei dyes'

koya 1\.,,far

kolo 'poor'

/3/ loa market

kola 'book'

- /3/ 933 , 'crow'.

P3Yi te

/p/

ilf

pala 'weave'

polo get 0)d!

/s/ saa 'today'

sama 'gift'



Sound

/t/

Examp es

taan 'one'

koti 'coat'

Notes

/u/ puu 'ten'

tuna 'rain'

nua 'people'

ha/ fUa 'powder:,

isQa 'nose'

/v/, y5lo 'black snake'

va. 'comb'
40

/w/ , wala 'thousand'

oo 'language'

lot

/g/ ya6a 'onion'

gee 'hill'

yoo 'wet'

z zoo 'doctor'

ones

There are three levels of tones in Kpelle: high, mid, and low.

Further, there are two contour tone patterns: high to low, and mid
1

to

highito low. They are marked on the vowel as follows:

high - /'/ zoo 'native doctor'

mid - /no mark/ tuna 'rain'

nyn 'be afraid'

high-low - /A/ saa 'today'

mid-high-loW - /A/
*ft

tiso 'sneeze'

1.
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PHON0LOG11
wt

I. Comonants (as represented in the orthographic system)

p t .k kp'

b d g gb

V z

b 1

w r y

m n
0

Dialect Notes

....r"--
a, .In the areas nearest the coast, /s/ is simi ar to the English /s/.

In the middle section of Kpelle territory, it is often closer to
-

English /sh/; while.in the nakthern areas, it is often pronounced

as an English /h/.

b. In the northern areas, an /1/ will often sound midway between /1/

and /n/ when it is the first sound in a word, or sometimes be

replaced altogether by /n/.
,

c. In the northern areas, /y/ between two vowels. will often be

elided or changed to a /y/ type sound.

d. I.6 the northern areas, an In betWeen two vowels (as written in

the texts) will be pronounced as an /1/.

r

2. Vowels

Front Mid Back

High

Mid

e 0

Low a

4

a. Vowels may occur long or short. When long, they are written as

two vowels.
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b. Round back vowels, when followed by o,front vowel, are less

rounded and somewhat more fronted.

c. /i/ after /y/ is.not pronounced.

c

d. Nasalization is significant. There is a difference in meaning

between sii, 'spider' and sli, 'tribe', for example.

3. 'Tones, Stress, Intonation

a: There are three pitch levels:- high, mid, and low.

b. There are five possible patterns in a word:

high throughout: plc 'also'

mid throughout: pElE 'to start'

low throughout: plc 'small'

high to low: -pare 'side (of the body)'

'mid to high -,low: pomuo 'germinate'

Words with high, high-low, ipd low tone patterns have stress on

the-tRltial syllable. Mid-high-low haV6 stress 4)n the second

vowel, since'this stress is automatic and does not differentiate

one word from another (as English stress does in ''progress' as a

un and 'progress' as a verb). In the area around Gbarnga, /kJ,

/g and, most frequently /y/ are not pronounced when they are in

an un tressed syllab1e between two front vowels.,

d. In some ords, the pattern high or high-to-low becoMes high -to -mid.

These-are marked in the Totota" orthography.

e. The patter s presented.apply to words without prefixes or suf-

fixes. Af 'xes carry the own tone patterns:

f. In a pause, sually marked in writing by a comma, as in English,

the last syl able tone will rise,sharply, and a slight pause

will ensue.

g. To mark a que don: the last non-low tore will be noticeably

,higher. If t sentence hasoniy Tow tones, all low tongs are

slightly higher and tense., 4

I
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J

4. Other

a. After a mid tone, low tone becomes high-low.

.Example: pirz 6no 'one house'

taa t3n5 'one town'

b. Kpelle, like several other Mande languages; changes the initial

,consonants o &some words when a nasal sound Umi, /nA, /In Comes

before it, cr when a low tone 1 placed on the syllable. his

happens frequently in Kpelle. These are the changes:

b 6

1

k g

kp gb

f v

s v

m

.4. 0,

,ow (or r before u, 0,0)

ny or n

O

I

r,

*

.00

josOlfteb
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4
WORDS AND GONSTRUcTIONS

Nouns and Noun Phrases

%

I. Independent and Dependent Nouns (Alienable and Inalienable)

Independent nouns are items which are either abstractionS which

are not usually possessed by anyone or items which can be obtained

and disposed of by d person. Independent nouns may Occur with or

without a posses4pr indicated.

Dependent noom are those items regarded as.integral parts of

the possessor - they cannot be transferred or di-scarded. Most'of

these nouns are body parts, relatives, or'membership names. They

always must have an identified possessor. Dependent 'nouns fall into

two groups - persons and non-persons. Persons alternate consonants,

while non-persons do not.

Examee: i lee 'your mother' galoo, nee' 'the chief's'mother'

polu °'ydur back' Oloo polu 'the chief's back'

Persons'also have a plural form: the suffix /-ni/ (after /o/,

Example: e160 'your child' f l,onii 'your childi"'en'

There are also some dependent nouns derived, frcm verbs by the

addit&on of a suffix /-1/. j.

Example: see

2. Plurals

A

'sit down' T see, Jyour seat'

Most Kpelle nouns haye a single form to represent both singular

and plural. Whether there is one or more of something than one is

indicated by the context. However, there is one category of nouns

which does have a plural form - nouns which name or refer to people.,

such #s mother, father, child, etc. The plural is indicated in

this way when the noun is dependent: (pronoun) + not + ni. (If

ainoun ends in /Oh it will have a inii/lor the plural.)
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When the noun is independent, the plurals are varied. They

I will be given in the vocabulary in the beginning. If you learn a

word which'you think should have a plural, ask your tutor.

Examples: nuu a 'person' \ nua 'people'

101oo 'child' nia-pelee 'children'

3. Possessive

'In marking posse'ssion, the poSsessor always comes immediately

before the,possessed noun. Generally, the first noun will be in
-

the specific form.

Example: NOloo goi 'the child's stomach'

A pronoun is also used with dependent nouns if it is a noun de-
..

noting a person.

Example: Noloo r4e 'the child's mother'

4: Specific and Non-Specific Nouns

In English there is a difference between "the table" and ."a

table". Kpelle makes a similar, but not identical, reference.

for example, in'English we always say, the Sun is shining", but

Kpelle uses the nonspecific form: "a sun is shining." On the

other hand, a amle to whom you owe respect is always addressed by

his title i the definite form: "the Sir." Others may oar may not,

receive such a mark of respect. Dependent nouns almost never occur

in the specific form.

The specific is indicated bx:

low tone + noun + 1
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Examples:

pole

Soli

wulu

house'

goat

tree

Iplei

m,.

.,.. mo,
f

nwulii

the house .

the goat

the tree

The low tone affects the initial consonant (see the Grammar Note

in Lesson 1.) There are two additional notes:

a: When a word ends with a /o/, then the /-i/ suffixed is lost.

Example: aloo...1the chief'.

b. The two falling tones fall only to mid in the specific.

Example: kaloo...'chief' galoo...'the chief'

c. When the word ends in /u/, it will'change to an /1/ when the

/-i/ suffix is added.'

Example: wUru...'tree' nwilri;...'the tree'

d. An /N/ may laCcompany the low tone.P.
Example: wuru...nwuril

One additional note: if there are two or more adjectives and

the noun in the specific, only the Mast adjective has the specific

marker as well.

5. Compounds,
O

TwO or more words may be combined to form a new word': In all

compounds, the final stem has a low tone (or high-lag if the pre-

ceding word has a mid-tone).
.....
. ,

k313 'book' ' lia
t

tem 'palm- wal3

keleo Lmotor',..7 iclel\pere

vialot-tie 'chickgn'
!

mii 'to eat' sale

'leaf' k313-laa 'page'

'oil' tem-W.113 'palm oil'

'path' keleo-pere 'road'

'egg' ttge-yaloo, 'chicken egg'`:

'medicine' mii-salt 'pill'

ii ;
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A special class of compoundt are reduplicative forms.

Example: kpi'ya,kpi'ya 'important'

6. Noun phrase.

o

The word order for a noun phraseiis as follows:

1) possessor; 2) noun; 3) adjective; 4) numeral; 5) specific suffixl-

6) demonstrative pronoun.'

TA

0

V
t1
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Pronouns .

1. Subject' Pronouns

Kpelle has three sets of subject pronouns. Note that it distinguishes

between a singular and plural 'you':

4Affirmative'- fo'r Present, Future, Customary tenses

Singular Plural

1st rya 'I' kwa 'we'

2nd ba (ya) 'you' ka ' 'you'

3rd a 'he, she, it' da (di) 'they'

Negative:- for Present, Future, Past, Hortative-Consecutive tenses

Singular Plural -

1st

2nd ife kafe

3rd ve dif6

Affirmative - for Past, Hortative-Consecutive tenses

I

Singular Plural

1st f)g ku

2nd i ka

3rd e (e) di

Affirmative - for Conditional tense

Singular Plural

1st oa kwa

2nd ke

3rd a da

Negative - for Customary tense

Singular Plural

',1st fa kilfa

2nd {fa kgfa

3rd va difa

4
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Negative - for Contrary to Fact; Conditional tenses

Singular'

1st oai

2nd ii

3rd ei

Plural

kUi

kai

dii

O

The forms below are alternative pronoun formations. The first set

really represents the verb kaa + a subject pronoun. It is often

used as a substitute for the pronoun alone.

I'm coming. 6gaa oi.

You're coming. {kga psi.

He's coming. gga pal.

We're coming. kiikSa pai.

You're coming (pl.). kikia pai.

They're coming. dikga psi.

pa pai:

ba psi. -(ya pai.)

a pai.

kwa pii:

ka pal.
.

da pal.

2. Object Pronouns

Singular Plural

1st N 1(6 'us'

2nd ei 'you' . kg 'you'

3rd 'him, herifit' di 'them'

These pronouns come directly before the verb.

Examples: ogga

kulef

3. Indirect Object

''-see me'

teach us'"

In English it is possible to say either 'give me.the book' or

'give the book to me.' Kpelle also distinguishes between an ob-

ject (book in the above exhmple) and the person to whom things are

given, said, shown, etc. For ,this second fUnction Kpelle uses a

special set of pronouns:

ma me kiJa us

Ya you kaa your

*
ma him/her/it dia. them

I
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These always come after the verb as In:

e inb ma. "He told it to me."

You.will find that many of the Kpelle verbs which use this "ma"

seriesare the same as those in English which are "to me" verbs.'

But this is not always the case. In Kpelle, for example,

...kpoo, uses the "ma" series, while "give"...fe uses a different

pronedn settaltogether, the "mi" series. Hint: Use "me" when-a

ever the sentence seems to require.a "to " form. You will .be

right more often than not. Whenever you notice a verb wtke

"ma" after it, take note of it, so you will remember.

The "mi" series generally indicates 'on behalf of or 'Tor'.

mi yie

Ye kia

'Ili die

Example: Ge mi% tDo it for me.'

4. Possessi/e Prbunouns

Indealdtpt Nouns

111 kG ,'our'

f 'your' ki 'your'

'his, her, its' di 'their'

When a possessive pronoun it used, the specific suffix must be

placed on the noun,

Example: qipsrsi house'

DialectAirtation; The singular possessive pronouns vary some-

what. In the northern areas you may hear /q3/ or /a/ for 'my', /6/

for 'your', and hi/ for 'his, *I its', Thus; listen carefully for

what your informant and neighbors say, Also 'make sure you use the

right tone or there May be some confusion,
.9P
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Dependent Nouns

Dependent nouns require a possessor.

N

Examples:

'my' kii 'our'

'your' 1 1(6 'your'
0,..

'his, her, its' di f 'their'

Mo 'm /father'' . Una() 'cur father'

{nag) 'your father' ka.nag 'your father' (p1.)

nag 'her father' (flag 'their father'
'',

5. Independent Pronouns
o

Independent pronouns are used in marked complement construction

and alio in some emphatic situations. These are:

nya. 'I' .kua 'we'
A A

fa (ya'you' kaa 'you'

'riya 'he, she, it' did'', 'they'

Examples: nya.be. 'It's me..'

ii 'Take them:'

6. Conjunctive Pronouns

Ca you ,

da he

dwa we
f

Conjunctive pronouns are used only with another noun or a

singular pronoun in this format:

pronoun pronoun + remainder of sentence

Examples:

DkMoses da pii.

Kw:a Moses kwa

"He and Moses are coming."

"Moses and I are coming."

I ag
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This can also be used, to express the idea of accompanying someone'
or some people. Thus,, the sentences above could also be translAted

"He is coming with Moses" and am coming with Moses."

7. Compound Expressions
,

,The first element of a compound expression is the.pronoun ka,

da, or kwa.

The second element ts: a pronoun showing either e person you
are'speaking to, or thos.e you are speaking about.'

. The third element, -nl, occurs only after kAa or/dia to indicate

that the whole reference grodp encompasses, more than two people. 4111

8.

Examples: da hyaa

da did -ni

kwa yg

ka nyaa

'they (inCludingibim)1
e

'they (including more tSan 2)

'you and I'

'you and he' (you including him)

The subject pronoun in the sentence follows three pronouns and

agrees in person And number with the first pronoun in the combina-

tion. So: 4

Kwa hya ka li daai su.

Ka\Elomo kg li?

I

'We (he and I) went into town.'

'Did you go with FloMo?''

-P0

-p3 is a dependent noun which occurs frequently in Kpelle.

Basically, it expresses two kinds of ideas: indirect object and

possession. To an English speaker it will teem like a pronoun.

Examples of its use: "give it to us"...dee kUpS; "where is your

home?".:.ip3 taai k33., Sometimes it will best be translated as a

pOssessil, pronoun - ours, mine, his, etc. But in Kpelle, it is

a dependent noun.
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Adjectives

Adjectives function differently in Kpelle from the way they do in

.English. First, there are 2 major classes of adjectives: predicating

and attributing. Predicating adjectives, by far the largest class, are
4

derived from verbs. In other words, if you know the verb, you can pre:.`

diCt the adjective.form. The meaning, however, may differ slightly from

the meaning of the verb from which it was derived. The word kete, 'big'

is the only adjective that does not differ from the verb form. The chart

below shows you how adjectives are formed. Although this chart will help

you, produce the right adjective forms, fluency will only come when you

are so familiar with the adjective forms that you do not have to use these

farms.

Verb Stem

Monosyllabic
Consonant

Stem
+ Vowel

Bisyllabic Stem.

Consonant + Vowel +
Consonant ± Vowels

Consonant +
Vcwel + Vowel

Suffix e,

Suffix a

Suffix 0

C + e, or e

C + a

all others

CVC + e, or e

CVC + a

all others

C V + i,.e, or e

C V + a

all others

Examples:

tima '"`to be plentiful" -thaa "a lot of",

lele ,'"grow, flourish" lelee "fine, nice, pretty".
kpolu "get ripe, redden" kpoluo

. "ripe"
wie "get heavy"

.

wiee "heavy"

Note: tire suffix has a high tone except when the stem has a low
tone; then the suffix tone is also low.

Alternatively, the adjective can 'be formed by simply altering
the tone of the verb: low-gone replacing the stem tone'and high-low

. .

where there is a mid tone on the noun,it.qcodified.
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y33 "get dry"

seye "dry clothes"

1. Uses of Adjedtives

More important are the uses of adjectives. They ca be predi-

cative - that is, act as a verb. Remmeber, not all adjectives can

be used this way.

object + adjective stem + suffix vowel +

Examples:
qmils

faai
I ...A

nyai faai.

"It's hot."

"The water is4not."

"We:are big."

Note: the English translation uses a subject where Kpelle uses an

objeCt.

Negative:

Examples:

fe + adjective stem + ni

Fe faa ni.

Ny ai fe faa ni .

I I I4I
Kufe kete ni.

"It js not hot."

"The water is not hot."

"We are not big,'

Adjectives can also be used with a noun to form compound words.

And as in .the case of compounds, the second member (the adjective)

has a low tone.

*' Example:

f61b "empty"

sPrfo.._, T "dish"'
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The English speaker will find it, difficult at first to know

when to use the verb stem and when to use the adjective stem as

if were a verb. .Generally the .verb stem is Lt.ted in descriptions I
..."That girl is pretty."...not "That is a pretty girl." Also,

the predicative implies only that a certain quality is present.

The verb is used in expressing the activit', how the subject got

.the quality, who made it so, etc., So,,-in saying something is red,

we use the adjective form "kpoluo." If we want to 'say it got dry,

Will be dry, the sun dried.it, etc., we use the verb form "kpolu."

Verbs can.also function as nouns without adding any suffixes.

For example: oilma..."to steal":

A 6umai. "He is stealing it."
(low tone marks the object it)

A oilma "He is making steal."

"He is a thief."

*puma is a noun here, the object of the'verb 1(..."tlieke, do."

2. 'Adjectives as Nouns

V
Adjectives can also be used as nouns. For example:

4 .....'--

ke "big" i

gte "a big one"

gtei "the big one"

, /

The speaker assumes that you know which things are being discussed.

3. Adjectives as Adverbs

They also function as adverb - in marked complement phrases.

a + low tone + adjective

Note a is the prepositioq or particle meaning with.

4
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Examples: 4
e a nelee.

as a nelee.

ke a nelee.

"D0 it well."

"It is good."

"It was good."

Note: the kaa forms are equ?valent in meaainglto the regular

predicativ . The "e ke" forms indicate past.

4. Comparisoh4

tk.

S

Engli h has - comparison using different forms *of thg adjective -

large, lari3er, largest.. In Kpelle, there no change in the ad-

jective fo=r any of these meanings. Often, the meaning comes fb rom

the conte4t: if you ask what animal is big, by implication you

are skin4 which is biggest. When the meaning is unclear, Kpelle

spec ers ill expres's the comparison explicitly using the verb tie

to pa s of surpass. -So: for something er than soMething else:

' ExaMple.:

e tee ... ma -tr

1%1 A

zeyel 01 neleei e tee nyita ma.

"This shirt is better than*Ithbit one.'

Li terally: this shirt is good, it surpasses that one.

;f some hings the ---est:

Example:

Inoun + specific adjective + specific

. .
zeyel neleel "the best shirt"

If two things or actions are similar:

A

yee for things)
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A

P A A

Eeye 01 neleei yee nyiti.

"This shirt is pr:etty like that one."

ea!

yee beret...

Fa sere kaa yee berei ya gaa lai.

"I don't ,see the way yol.r*do."

A

4 .

ito

for aCtiVities,
abilities, etC.

AO
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1 'Numbers

1-10 are as follows:The Kpelle numbers

t0n0 1 1501u mei da 6

feere 2 1;01u mei feer 7

saaGa 3 16'01u mei saaGar 8

niao 4 1601u mei riga() '9

101u 5 puu

To express a number 11-99, this is the form:

1puu X kau X

If you are expressing 20, 30, 40, etc.,then it is 'just:

Examples:

puu _X

puu feere = 20

10+ 2 =20

puu kau 100 lu mei feere = 17

10 kau + 7 = 17

puu saaga kau feere = 32

10 + 3 kau + 2 = 32

To say a number the hundreds:

nun (polu) 10's

If
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ouo tono polu puu nao 1<t; r)ar) = 144

100 4 polu 4 kau 4 = 144 ,

ouo lo lu mei feere = 700

100 x 7 = ,700

To say a qumber in the thousands:

t.) ,41a ouo

Examples:

wili feere ouo saage polu puu = 2310

1000 + 2 100 + 3 polu 10 = 2.310

Note: In counting, the loolu of loolu mein da, etc.. is usually

omitted.

2. Numerals

Numerals are similar to nouns in Kpelle. They can be'given

a prefixed low tone to indicate that a certain number of the total

is being discussed and are Known to speaker and hearer:

4
,,

, t;n3 'V .d.one' aono 'one of them'

to !some' da 'some of thee

e

If thenumval is modifying a noun, however, then the low tone

only, affects the noun and the number keeps its stem form.

--,.,

Example:**

bore to

1

"some houses (of those. already

mentioned)"

1

I

A
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The specific suffix can also be indicated with numbers:

?tonz...'one' donp....'one of them' donoi...'the only one'

feere..'two'- veere...'two of them' veerei..'the two of them'

'both of there

Note that neither ta nor keelee takes the specific.

3. Nouri+ Number

In Kpelle, the noun comes first, then the numeral.

Example:

tL near) "four chickens"

There are several words which act as numerals.

Example:

ta "some, any"

kelee

tee t4rnaa kia 6E. "There are a lot of chickens here."

timaa "a'lot of, many"

Do not use the specific form for the independent (the first) noun.

You can use numbers without the noun.

Exampl

veere *0 "2 of them"

veerci "the 2 of them"
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1. Identification A

a

To ask what the name of an object is, you say:

Le Se n{? - 'What is it?'

Le 6 oi? - 'What is this?'

Le Ge ti? 'What is that?'

The answer is:

X ka 01. 'This is X.'

X ka ti. That is X.

Examples:

Le be 01? - 'What is this?'

Kpee ka 01. - 'This is a chair.'

2. Location

"Where-questions are very similar to "what" questions. the

form is as follows:

la koo?

la Ge.

la naa.

Where is ?

is here.

is there.

-a

-Examples: .Kpee 14 k33?
Pr

Kpee la be.

'Where is the bench?'

'The benZh is here.'"

Location and identification senitences both form their'negative in

the same way:
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A

,f. 'This is not

fe ti. 'That is not

f4 is not here.' or:

'There is no here.'

fe naa: is not there.' or:

'There is no there.'

Examples:

Kpee fe ti.

Kpee-fe naa.

A variant is this:

'That is not a bench.'

'There is no bench there.'

A

f4i; 'This /that /it is not

is not here/there.'

'There is no here/there.'

The meaning of the statement depends on what was asked.

Example: Kpee fei. 'This isn't a bench.'

'There is no bench here..' etc.

3: How Much/How Many

The Kpelle word yeelu is aiquestion word requesting information

abo-ut quantity. It translates into English As either 'how much'

or 'how many'.

Examples'

How much (does it cost)? = yeelu Ce?

How many are there? = yeelu kaa naa?-

How' many did yOu bring? = Ya pa a yeelu?

so'
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4. Locatives

In Englis we usually describe the location of something by

using a prepositional phrase - "in the box," "on the table," etc.

Kpelle uses a s stem of nouns to express these ideas. Ybu have

already learned here/there. (naa/6e). As you can see in the

dialogue and text, the other locative expressions are noun

phrases: generally an independent noun followed by a dependent

noun. Formally it is;I

possessor noun + locational/spatial noun., dependent

+ specific form

Examples:

Possessor Noun

pore

Dependent Noun

'house' + mu 'space inside'

= Gerd mi...'inside the house'

pore 'house' - la 'space at, space near'

= 6e'rei la...'near the house'

Aenii gia gerei mu...:The woman is in the house.'
0

Further, if you want to indicate the location of the activity ex-
,

pressed by the rest of the .sentence,,this phrase,is placed after
'cb

the verb. rf placed elsewhere in the sentence, these noun phrases
Q

can be used tg express slightly different ideas:

as indirect object: 1(6 Casa Gerd m6...Ne looked inside the house."

.as the subject: gerei m6 tei "The inside of the house is
big."
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5. Marked vs. Unmarked Complements

In Kpelle only a few phrases come after the verb in a sen-
tence. These phrases are generally referred to as complements.

There are two types of complements. Those labeled unmarked are

so called because they carry no explicit grammatical marking.

Examples: bgrei kia daai polu. 'The house is on the other side
of town.'

bgrei kaanaa. 'The house is there.'

Others are called marked complements; for example, Gg a maa

felaa., 'Do it quickly.' /a/ is the marker. The important point:

these are the only types of phrases which come after the verb in

Kpelle. CompleMents are a very small set of constructions in

Kpelle.

6. Marked Complements

Kpelle uses a marker /a/ where in English we might use an un-

4

marked object. Quite often the idea is "with something" or "in such
an such a way." So, for example:

hi
,

i pa a nyee.

is more literally:

I
e ge a nelce.

is more liter*Ally:

"They brought fish."

"They came with fish."

"He did it well."

"He did it in a good way."

You will generally use this correctly if you can turn the sentence
into a "how" question: "How did he do it?", "How did they come?"

// is sometimes expressed in a pronoun form /l/, which is
jt!Jst 'it', 'him', or 'her'. ,Thus, pa la, 'bring it.'

Note: a is the preposition or particle meaning with.

Examples:

kaa a nelee.

t ke a nelei.

"Do it well."

"It is good."

"It was good."



D.

Note: The kaa forms'are,equivalent,in meaning tq the regular pre-

dicative. The,e ki forms indicate past.

Objects

In Kpelle, all direct objects, come before the verb.

Example: KG zuai soo. 'We catch animals.'

8. Ge

Do not think of /Ge/ as 'is'. It isp. be *is used in two

ways. The first j-s the use as part of the question !What is this/ ':

that?' Notice that /Ge/ isi'mid-toned, not high, in this 'phrase.

(/64/ with high tone occurs in questions 'about location.

9. Emphasis

Ge is used in emphasizing a word or .phrase tn Kpe11e. (Ln

English we can resort to a change in voice tone. Do not try it in

Kpelle.),

40.10,

a. to emphasize the subject of a sentence...

subject 4: 64 +

40

for present (conditions), past, and.f.uture, the subject pronoun

is not present:, In other tenses be + pronoun forms ba.

Example:-

Nee Gaa'saa.,
ti

"His Mother died:"

Lit: "His mother, she died."

b. to emphasize an object: Move the object to the front of the

clause + ge + remainder of the sentence.

Example:

oa moloo 01 nya. "I bought this rice."

koloo r)1 Se ny'a. . "This, is the, rtce I bought."
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c. to emphasize a complement:

for marked complement: place'complement without marker at the

beginning of the sentence + 64 followed by the remainder of 'the

sentence +

Example:
a

, A

oa ourii tee a gbeya.

Gb ?ya oe 04 6Urii tee la.

"I cut the tree with a cutters.."

"It was a cutters I cut the tree

with."

for an unmarked complement: there are two forms whitb'express
. /

a slightly different meaning. The first expresses the idea
. of emphasis on the particular location, while the second em-

phasizes where altogether. So, for example:

04 b4 heyii su. "I poured it in the pbt."

can be:

nevi i G oa b6 EU

heyii s6 se Qd bu

Apr.

. "4 was THE POT I .poUred it

"It was the POT (not something else).

I poured it into."

Fdr the first type, the compleMent; but not the.dependent Joca-,
n

tive word, is Moved font followed by be and then the re=

mainder of the sentence + the dlpendent nOun.with,a 3rd ingular

possessive pronoun: ,In the secondkase, the whole "phrase, in-

cludjng the noun, is moved, follol',./e4 by 84; the 'remainder of

the sentence and finally naa in the'plate of the complement.
. .

(Expressions of time may be treated as either object or marked

:complements.) 4

I
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10. wo...'own:"

76

'wo is sometimes-used to indicate,or emphasize possession.

Often it means that part of something is'yours have a share.

Examples:

i W3 1pii "your country",.

ku wo molar)' "our rice our share
'(our own rice)

0

11. Next Week 21.

ofthe total)"

noikuijoi means next week unless used with.a past construction;

then it means last week. r ..,

'tei < 0 0.

-12. Yes and No. '''Owei" really means "what 4ou,said is-torredt",

end 4'kpao" means you is hot correct."-.Thus Ithe correct'
. , .. . '

answer to "Don't you have ,bananas?" iW'Owei" or "Yes, I have no
,

bananas." .

, , , i ,

e
2 .0

.,,e.

13. "Kperaye" is often 'translated as "please". However), it is. ,

.

more inclic41ye of supplication than the English please. It is

i quite OoliteK,Oelle to Omit a "please" Where We feel it necessary

in English. Ttle'Kpelle. will use."kpera ye"*whee the request is

./

.

,

.. 6
,

. seen'as unusual vr strious,.or to indiCate pers'i'stence. You can

best learn its is, by Obseryinfwhen it is used. (Also, the use of.

"I beg you" in Libeeiary%English is parallel to "I:pera ye" :in Kpelle.)

. .

,

14. li mii=ta? . . .

.

r..

4. --.....,

.. A
. .

.

r :
. ,

4

. ^

/ta/ is a Word whiti makes_ the queapon more polite. This is,

o Jorquellie Kpelle.- In S'anoyea Kpel1e,,th; ward us-ecr7is in'a/.. These .

N. .. , .

.
.

.
are placed afterlthes\ferb ift short quepons when agldr4Ssing someonec

.,.

te whom you want toP4ow.reSpect or'friends ijp. F'ai,,lure to use
.i.,.

,
.

theelis not rude, however.
u

..

.

^1

e

a tom'
a* .

elf

t
/ G e

ee' ti

,of
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-a.i da'which )5 usually translated as "and" joint'Onity 2 nouns or
. .

a
.- -, ',,

*
a:npun,and a third person pronoun.

4

77
:,

15.' Connectives

Just as in other languages, sentences and words-can be linked

in many ways.:..

Example:

r) a moloo ya da yaga.r . ,

Sumoda Fulomo pa.-

"I bbught rice and onions."

"PiiiMo and Fulumo came."

b. -kpeni fimeans "because" or "for". kpgni fti means "It is

not without".areason", so italways introduces the cause or

reason for the previous, statement.

c e,

. Kpeni, fgl, yá a ga naa. "Because there .4s a lot of
t

. water there."
t .

c. .m.aa-meni na'means,"for this reason ",.- (You also hear meni ma).

It emphas.izes'that what ydu,said is the reason%

Example:

KU p'a yaGa nieni ma. "lie came for onions. "
.

, . .N 'd. 'a ktti means "in that,case.' ,It gen-erally introduces a. i

T

sentenseand refers to what has just been said.

_

Example:

.04

'A !q ti, fee i manao mii: In that case, you'll ,have to eat cassava."

e., ;iyaa -Gecan be translated as "consequently" or ,'as a result."

It. can connect two clauses or introduce a sentence by. referring

to what has gone before. *

()Iyaa Se, oa IL (71And so I went.''

1 ,

4

.
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.

,

f. 1(1F.: means "but" and for the most part is used just as in

4

\

, .
English. I.
Example: 71

i

0e, kil fe pi nf. r8ut we didiVt dome here:"
,)

...

0.

4

*

t

L

44

'go

mit

is

N

ik
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Relative Clauses

In Kpelle, a relative clatise is a sentence marked with the

specific suffix -i attached to the-final word to.indicate that it

is functioning as a relative clause. The object or cohplement

refers to what is in the relative clause portion:

Examples:
fr

-Fe nilui k3100

"I don't know who came."

Lit.: I-not the person know he it came.

Gaa 9313i lonoi, Sumo e dee bpi.

"He is reading the book that Sumo gave him."

Lit.: tee him reading the book, Sumo he it gave to him.

(SOmsimes, nyii ("who" "which") or yii may.occur at the beginning-

of tiirmain clause.) Of course,` an entire sentence may serve as a

sentence subject or modifier.

Examples:'

Ndui e wee p'ai, e

saa.

"The person who came yesterday went

today.",

gei kel,ee a li niai, 6ia "Wherever he went, you may go also."
A

map pa pori
.%

66i, which comes from e is used to make a relative

clause indicating "where." .

gei + clause + naa +i

Note: even if the final ward in the phrase has a specific marker

still add an -i. If the word ends.in -howeverl, do not add
a third.,

Examplef

gi rya lii naii... "Wheriven I'm going,.."

bel pa li naa a m0130... "Where I took the rice..."
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1. Verb Forms

c
'Present dr" r)a pAi. I am coming. stem +

Progressive Fe pAi. - I am not comilt. stem'+

,Future r)a pAi pAi.

Fe pAi pAi.

I will come:.

I will not come.

stem +

stem.+

Past oi

Fe pi n{.

I came.

, I did not come.

low

stem

Customary r)a pA.

Fa- pa.

I come.

I do not come.

low

low

Conditional oa Pa, ' If I ,come, 'low

oa wala pa, .. If I do not come, ... stem_

r Imperative Pi! Ka pa!

ffe pa-!

Come! (s.) Come! (pl.) stem -

Do not comeh' low

Hortative-
-.

Cons6cutive

oi pi (I) came stem ,

fe pa .... and (I) didn't,come low

,

Npmpleted r)a pa. I have come stem

Action

Irrevocable or oad pi. r'have just come. stem

RecentlyCom-

.pieted Action

Contrary-to- 0Ai pa, ... If-I had Come,.... --, low

Fact Condi- F4i.wAla pd, If I had not come, still

. .tional difei 11. they would not have

gone. -

lbw

-from Spoken Kpelle
William E. Welmers
Liberia, 1956
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2: Imperative,

In Kpelle the imperative is expressed:

Examples:

(ye) + verb stem - "you (sing.)

kwa + verb stem - "we"

ka + verb stem - "you (p1.)"

(ye) pa.

ka

Come (sing;).

Come (ol.).

This is used in the same situations as the English imperative.

The-beqative imperative is formed as follows:.

neciativepronoun verb, stem- + low tone

Examples: ife pa.

kafep'a.

Don't come (sing.).

Don't come (pl.).

3. Present Progressive
,

-,, . ,
This is the same as the English /-ing/4orm of tie verb:

. "I

am coming.", "He is Opking." : etc. In Kpelle, this form is ex-

pressed: 0

subject pronoun + verb stem -

1

Examplgt:

a pai 'he is coming , - he + pi - come + L - ing

di ionoi 'they are.counting' di.- they + +
:

The negative very sithilar:

1

I

negativesubject pronoun + verb stem + 1 i

4.

Ci1 IJ

a



Examples:

ve pai.

dife lonoi.

82

'He is not coming.'

. 'They are not counting.'

This verb form is quite useful - think how often you use the En-
.

glish equivalent. There is also another similarity to English:

it can be used to indicate something which will happen soon - he is

coming (this afternoon). (The low tone of the suffix /1/ affects

mid tone verbs so that the sequence is mid - high - low. Example:

a paai...he is killing.)

4. Immediate Future

Just as in English we say, "I am going to gO to schOol." with

the meaning "I will go to school soon", Kpelle speakers say "na

lii li"..."I aM going to go." This is nipt the only future, but it

is often used.

subject noun + lii + verb stem

Examp es:11

a 1 1 mii.

di lii 16.

5. Future

The future is expressed by:

Examples:

'He is 9g to. eat.'

'They are going to teach.',

subject pronoun + pai + verb stem +

. A

rya pai 111.

.a pai Mii.

r

"I will go."

"He will eat."

.
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The negative:

A . ,

Fe pronoun + pai +,verb stem +

Ex6ples: Fe gcli lii. "I, will not go."

Va pai mii. 0 "He will not eat.4'
.

This is used %,fien we use in EngisH ana also the future

' Senses of "going to" as in "I'm going to town tomorrow."

6. Past. Tense
1

The ordinary past, used to refer to activities that occurred
\

before present is formed:

pronoun + verb + low tone

Examples:

e lono.

k6 sa mli.

Negative:

Examples:

'He spoke.'

'We ate rice.'

. negative pronoun + verbstem ni

,

ve Tononi.
. .

ife mil ni.

a

(same as Hortativt,)

'He didn't speak.'

t/pu didn't eat.'

O

c.
. ...r , , rt.''

40 Q .>

, ,

Re.
.4
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.Completive

This expresses the idea that a process or action is over (com-

pleted). For example, water is heating and when it.is hot, it is

.hot: hyai aa faa'- 'the water is hot.' . It is finished getting hot.

In -"other words, a completive expr'esses a state of being which i5 the

result. of previous activity. This is the commonly used .verb forM for

the useful verb kaa, 'see', which,in Kpelle is seen as a verb ex-

pressing an outcome. You have looked for or at something and the

result is,that you see it. The +or-Mule forcthe completive is:

-aa pronouns + verb stem*

f

Example: Daa "They are gone."

4

(*Some verbs with mid-tone are high -'tone aftelra hi0 or mid-tone.)

The formula for the negative is:

&Ss

fe + nii + verb stem + ni

Examples: Dife nli li nj. "They haven't gone yet."

Nyai
t

fe i- faa ni. ."The water :isn't hot yet."

This: verbal expression has a slightly different meaning, than an

adjective - like f&m:

a) Nyai aa faa. "The water is hot." \ (Completive)

by Nyi "The wateris hot."

Essentially the difference lies in the emphasis on wbether.the int,er-

et is the outcome of a procesg or just'a statementlof fact. So in

the example above, a) would ,be correct if you were waiting for the

water to heat up; b) would be correct if you tested the water 7 it
1

is hot or not.

1J

(

4
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8. Completive General

This differs in meaning froM the completive (recent) only in

that it makes'no statement in itself about when something happened

or how permanent the change in state is. The,gerieral form is not

restricted to recent events.

t

oa pronouns + verb stem

Example: a pi.

vs a a pa .

C

"He has come."

"He has come (recently)."

The negative isIthe general past or the completive (recent).

However, with some verbs - like do, promise, agree, believe - this

verb form is emphatic. It essentially expresses the idea that the

committment has been made and is not change#.

Some verbs - agree, promise, believe, do, etc. - sometimes use

the completed action verb form. for emphasis Seven though the speaker

'may be referring to a present activity.

Examples: a A'

A fie. ,; "He does agree." '"He agrees."

e/7 "He has agreed

so.

Using A fie for the idea "He agrees /does agree" is morei emphatic tha4
1 ,

A fSai...."He is ageeeing."
.i:: .

et

:''*

.!0

To,expresS ttrideaflused-to" when referring to a-period prior,

the last 4
4 7_.i__s* iau maY Ilse kaa Ikana).

Used to.

pronoun

es

(present) + kaal+ verb

.' Example: Ay -.

0 00 o %

e kaa ke a nelte. "He used to do it well.".6
o

0
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Negative:

fa + kaa + verb

ro

Example:

fa ka ."He didn't use to do it well."

10. 'Habitual

This verb form is used to describean activity or'ability that

occurs as a matter of course such air"I gO to church on Sundays,"

or "I ,eat rice with pepper."

Example:

O

present pronouns verb tone

Da Kplee....woo bo. They -slak-Kpelte."\

This can express the idea "I come every day." "you swim'

(every day)."

11. Stative

Statve is term used to refer to .a class of verbs which use

a marker` to indicate a condition of being: I sitting, I 'am

,standing,1 etc. For ow, you need a 1 remember, three of them:
, .

s i t , stand, sleep. 1 - n i " i s Ylways u d in Sanoyea Kpelle. In

Jorquellie, it is sometimes omitted.

A

,(subject prooun stem

xamp1e: Kaa seeni..."You (01.j,are seated." 4
A.

As you might suspect, it,is not the commonest Verb form.

C.)

I

A, A
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negative pronoun + verb stem (ni)

Example: Ife see (ni)...."You are not sitting."

12. Customary'

This Is simply the form of the verb used in discussing what is

ordinarily or habitually true. In EhgTiShwe say things like "I

speak English." ,"I go to shcool." These same ideas are expressed

through use of the customary form in Kpelle.

pronoun + mid tone + a + verb stem + low tone

4

,

Example: Kwa,kpelec = woo n..."We speak Kpelle."

ir

NegatiVe:

subject,pronoun + fa + stem + low tone

11%.

Example: Kufa kpelec - woo bo..."We don't speak Kpelle.'"

fa I , kt5 fa weA.
.

e.: . ifa you kg f; you

va he, she, it di fa they

13. Hortative/Consecutive

First; look at the uses of this form of the -verb. It is

used to express ideaS like "we should," "let't," "have someone

)do."

Examples: e
I A

ku

0

Sy
e

He should oo.

Let's o:

4

.11
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4

C

This form.is also used for the second of two verbs when it ex-

presses the result or goal of the first verb.

Examples:
?

pa igaa.

i

nI

oa owel l oa Ti. I want to qo.
(Lit. - I it went Iao.)

4

Come and see it.
(Lit. - Come yod it see..)

To form the hortative or consecutive:

pronoun + verb stem

These are the

oa

f

, 1

.

e

pronouns:

I

you (sing.)

she, he, it

.

ku

lc-,

di

we

youa (pl .)

they

As you can see, they differ only in the singular from the other

pronouns.

The negative is formed'as follows:

negative pronoun + verb stem + low tone 1

L

If the first verb is neaative, then the negative pronoun is not

used fOr the second.

Examples:

ti

A I

fee ve Pa.

I A A %

fe owelii t)a

It's necessary that he not

qo..

He shouldn't qo.

I don't want to .go.

This verb form is also used for narratives (relating stories, etc.)
Ar

A a

1
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;
o

14. f:IF.

If you use f6e and a clause-with the verb in the hortative-:

consecutive, then the meaning is that something is required This '
is the idea we express in English as 'must' or 'have to.'

e

Example: FEE 1 11. -''You must go.'

15. yele da -...!suppose ... then'

-

A sentence beginning with'yele da, with the verb in the Con-

secutive or the conditional, carries the meaning 'suppose

then.'

Example: yele da nuu pi, ge,... 'Suppose someone goes, then

16. :Contrary to Fact

The following verb form'does just what the name suggests:

used to tells of a condition o-r wish that is not true.'

S.

ipast pronoun + -1 + verb + low tone

4

or
I

past pronoun +

Example:

-nai pa or oai pai "I wish I .ere coming..."

161o0 ei pa, el - "If the child were coming...he"

Note: if you add a third actiq (if the child were going, he could
take money and LI ft), then use the consecutive for the third verb.

Example:

past pronoun + -1 + wala +,verb stem

ei wala pi.... "If he hadn't come..."

6

I

tl
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"t

then in

C

.,
Note:

and/o-r

Example:.

This verb

Example:

4 -.1

the math clause use:

4' lila< ''

..
N.t 1 + fe +

*

9.

,

3.

* ,4 W

,

,.

.

f.,,)

°

is

es)

5_

1,,U

, -,, -. \
past negative pronK1 +1 + stem + low tone

al

the

,
. .

ternatively, the main' clause may.,be: k.,pronourr

verb stem t 1 . . .1 Alt
..., r '''' '''

. ..

kuf:ei Pk. . "we would no,t/h\vg
., - *i

form can also be use to exres; s shoulcrl p. -,

r f

come:",

:7..
rteve."_f

>7. - 4,.'Lt0.

A

pronoun +.1 + pori stem + low tone

1.

ei pori p he should have come"

''17. The Conditional
se,

l'

, .,, // 4
Most often the idea expressed by this form can best be expressed

,9

as "when..." - in English.- Sometimes, "if..." will also be appropriate.
...

This' verb form is used to discuss something that has not happened or

happens only sometimes, Or is not specifie.

Examples:

r

4

pronoun + verb + low tone

i

a koala

"when he ate..."

"wheetrit i s "drY..."

Pronouns: oa kwa

ga(ya) ka

de,

r

O
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A

Negative:.

Exartiples:-

4

pronoun + la + verb st

'(or wala) f

a la mi4- "if he doeset eat..."f A
%:*),

a w4la kpilas "if it 'doesn't dry..,"

Nottr sometimes

'tive tom.

ferent in meaning. Examplie:

- a la mii.

a la SA mii.

s Used for the nega-.

This is slightly dif-

"If he is not eating rice..."

"If he does not eat rice...".

Alsd, past action is often expressed by using a relate" clause

for the when...clause.

18. There are two other ways to express obligatory action: k-

a. Maa-nEe + hortative-consecutive sentence means should dcischte:

thing. .

Example:

Maa-nie .04 mile't6o.

Maa-nee oi

"I should sing."

"I should go."

b. Gaa ser) + hortative-consecutive sentence expresses "need to""
or "ought to."

Exampi e:

I I, II

Gaa sep.pa wule too..

Gaa sep pa 11. .

-"I ought to sine."

"I need to go."

A
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19 . To Have

In Kpelle to have something" is generally expressed b

a verbal form of "in my hand".

Independent nouns: -

X kaa + possessor pronoun + yee +

Nit

This is equivalent in Weaning to "I am having it in my hand ".

-Ve-Tative;

X fe + yee + i

There are a few other verbals of this sort: they have both noun

and verb characteristics, ancj a meaning of place and continuous action.

Examples:

tee kaa nyeAi.

tee fe nye6i.

in{ 6a ip3 taxi?

"I have a chicken."

"I don't have a chicken."

"Where is your home?"

(Where is the living place?)

20. 1(13r1 "to know" can also mean "to suppose" \to_guess"or "to

think."

a. To express a meaning bf "I know something (now)" use the.horta-

tive-consecutive pronouns and the verb in the stem tone.

Example:

0,; nuui 1(16q. "I know the man."

b. If a sentence follows koloq rather than just a nominal' object,

then thS,meaning is suppose, or guess.
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Example:

I I
qa golpo a lii. "I think she's going."

To expess the idea of "know" in this context (with a sentence
, I

complemenq kpo a geE is used between kploo and the sentential

clause.

Example:

oa g0100 kpp a "I know (for sure, for true)

gee a 111. she's going."\

c. io express a past meaning, the auxiliary verb ke is used.

'pronoun + ke a + kplpo

or

pronoun + kplpo + ke

Example:
0

a lii. 'I kn& she was going."

d. In all other tenses it has the meaning of "know."

4

has some parallel distinctions. 'However, in the present

it is treated as a stative verb if you mean "like" or "love."

Example: .e
rya hOui owelini. "I like that person."

),

If ke is used as an auxiliary with pas't tense, then w6li deans

"want" rather than "like." To indicate the "want': meaning is

present, use the regular present; .
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%

oa oweli. liked her."

oa ke a owtli. "I wanted it."

(Note: use well in an adjective form.)

oa "I want to..."

22. . Ke is used before the verb stem.4. -i to indicate intensifica-

tion. This Can take several_forms - as tt answers, the tense for

the clause.

Examples:

e ke pai.
A A

a pai kei pal%

"He was coming."

"He will be coming.

23. ' ke is used when the skaker does not.know whether-an event

will occur or not - corresponding to oure"if." A Ksp is placed be.

fore the remainder of the ph1.ase which is in conditional form:

Examples:

a ke a G&mil..

a lee 4 kpala.

"If ,he eats ricec!..."

"If it dries..."

,

24. Kee is used.to express the" idea "while."

Example:

pronoun 4kee + verb

di kL pki.

'di kk

4

1/44

"while they wese. coming..."

'!while they were eati.ng..."
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25: The Conjunction k

IKE is used to connect twf phrases which have the same subject.

(These phrases do not express the idea of first one thing aid. then

another - use consecutive for that:)-
.

phrase + ke + phrase: verb with low tone

EXamples:

A ba mii, ge seye

A oa mii.

A seye pale.

26. More Coordinate 'Sentences

a. . FEe followed by the 'negative conditional' or consecutive, but

"He eats rice and, weaves cloth."

"Ht eats rice."

"He weaves 'cloth."

.not at the beginning of the sentence expresses "except" or

"unless".

EXample:

Fe mii-seo,wglii -fu tuma-laa.

PI don't want any,food except greens."

b. If the verb occurs in another tene, then the idea is "before."

Exarriple:

KU'pori lif fgE a pS.

"We can go before:he comes."

If until is meant, use: kWa pai + clause describing first

activity then second clause:

Example:
%,

Kwa.pai mii ku,1L serif Gbomue.

"We will eat before we reach GbOmUe.y

0 '"
J
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1.b and .c may both translate as "before" in 6nglish. The difference
.,, in Kpelle is this:

Fft "before" means that something nust bp done befor:.e the

activity described in the second clause.

Kwa p44 "until" or "before" simply means the action will occur

before the action in the second clause.

.1

;

q

4
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C1-1APT,ER..V

°KPELLE-ENGLISH AND ENGLISH KPELLE DICTIONARY

The process of writing a dictionary is a large and tedious process

of checking and*rechecking entries against usages not only by one si!ieaker,

but by many speakers. A good dictionary should contain samples of sen-

tences to illdstrate usage of the entry. What follows then by definition

is less than a dictionary, but on the other hand it is-more than a word

list, for it does contain information' on,parts of speech, dialectal vari-

ants and usage. When using this-dictionary the reader is encouraged to

correct on modify transcription in the light of experthicq anrto 6$ke

additions when new'words are tidentified.

6
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DICTIONARY (KPELLE - ENGLISH)

A.
a

particle used in post verbal
phrases, often "with", "for"
by means of"

a ,

'(contractioh of kaa)

Abe

Harbel

Aa
'hour

Afeko

Ivory Coast

filo

unconscious

a gee

in order to

a gee leo
how

O

a ke (conj)
A in order-to, so that

a kg Salo

to be getting better

a maa felaa

right away, immediately, soor-
;

tai su -koya seye é lee kpee'

a long' time to get well,

10')

B.
bala

rattan

bala

bush dog /

bee
trousers, pants

1
bene

still

bia

beer

Mina
Buchanan

-Boo yeei ma
`.Bong River

b6ki

bucket

'bolie-iu

thin''''

old, ancient

b3r3o4palai
° November

b5xee -(see p5ye)
color

b010-kwelee:
eggplant

4



pa
k

Sorayale
c.a

6
-6

. gele-kpe-goi
bear fruit , (kpoara)

hate
SA

I--

cooked rice Sel'e toli boo ,

to invite
oaa-ke-maa

_,_,

to obey 60,6160 (Jorquellie)
chair, bench

, Saa-kala-maa
m,i,

to disobey bvei---bono '(Jorquellie)'
wall

Salo

to cure, to heal

Sara

brass

Saraa-yee-mei-yalee
to win

bese

sesame: bese-kWO
'sesame seed'

S6

speak, open

6; (conj.)-
eAlaran '(in phrase): kg bo

ti fellowmate, peer,,Ariend: 'and also' "Also:
pl. baria gg 66, e SO.

Sire

9 trap: 64i..e -to 'set a trap'

64

part. (Used to emphasize subj.,
obj., compl. and after question
words)

Sg (adv)

here: 6E -pere 'this wp,',
Sg of ma ',over' ere', bci
,kilea....naa (in phrase)'.

'wherever'

-Bela (suff)

(irregular plural' form of
n6u): tfi ke-nuu 'worker',,
tfi kg-Bela 'worker('

6a

knife

wiTd boar, bush hog, pig

Soli

goat

\661on

resemble, looking like

60160
grave

Soon (variant)
arm

Boon wolo (variant)
Sgela r armpit,

black deer - ,

Bora-,yale
. bracelet6ele

respect

10;
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100

Soolo
grow

father-in-law

C0010-100 -

da kdla zusonin-low
subtract

t4, Ito t43 . %
, .

hat, cap, bag sack dila .r-

,
dollar

,
bosii kpaya-kpaya oa ,

.

.

,

; .

money bus,' clonal
,

D.
da

and

661=

daa-..daa

doctor;-nurse, medical
person

bovuu*
soft

bu gie ma
' add

bill
. Pig

September

dee-gie.

thick

demo 1

April

dv41
pond, lake

Deo.'
480 St. Paul River

dika

,digger

digbo (Jorquellie)
small

DEiao loll

Lofa County

D3a -oa

Loma
\

clotok6r00

pawpaw, papaya

d6sio
dozen

. Dapo
Monrovia
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,.

fda
, folo ti-E0 '01;0 ma

F.
fda

0
fge

answer
fan (rice)

faa
.fglee-zoo

hot, heat, get hot: i 1(013 nurse
/fiii ya? 'Do you have a '

fever?'
feria

ft.
. mushroom

fia

wind
fene-seo , i!...

wild animal, meat
faa kgte

storm
fE0-kpalao

field (already bdrned)fila

cut, tear fie-fie

in a rush, with haste
fani4o

- offer.

.

,-.

41,

1

hand over, give

fii
It.

.
.

tiredness: thvfi as

kDEE 'I'm tired'

-file.'
Fe yani

' day after tomorrow
t

. ',.

. folo
feere'

empty, vacant: seo-folo
.two: di ,feere 03o 'both 'dishes'
of them'

cl,

fela

wage due for work, taxes,
'tuition: df f fela fe?
'Did they pay you?'

(

.Felaide
Friday

ftilo

,
folo

day, sun

shine

fele a , tie

-7---ays ago.

..

,.., .

felaa
folo-kpaniO

a maa felaa fast, umbrella (sun shade)
right away, immediately', .

.

imaa fela 'be fast' fOlo,laa be yele
it. dry season

lla-fe
,...

pay
folo maa laa

.

noon
fee

must, compelled: fge é pd folo to -eei puck ma- 4-
he must come' .

afternoon
.

k

10 j
)

I.I



folo too yele

fOlo too yele

sunny {sunshine time or
season)

for)

5ct

102
.

G.
gala

gala

fence

Gio

box, herb used to dye
clothes black

-fUle gili-kalai
lungs May

ft-110i giloo
first

. gallon

fdloo gamgne
tpe,lopse,.loosen: orange: .gamgne-loo
maa e fuloo 'she gave - -0 'lemon', gamgne kpaya
birth' kpaya 'grapefruit',

gamgne pole -pelee
fulu . 'tangerine'

alive: fulu-seo. 'living '
t i

thing', fulu-laa 'life' Gao=taa

Ganta

a

ti

101

Ora
mat

gau-see ie-oa

bone setter -

4u-see gie -r)a
set a'bone

geer)

crab

ge-u-feere kwii zoo
'doctOr (M.D.)

Ofni
Guinea

Gilebo
Grebo

Gio loii

Nimba County

o

. 4
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gbonO

Gio
ti

Gtii

Gio

Gissi

A r A
goi gwei

,.banana: goi

'plantains'

Gal)
-Gola

1'

kpaya-kpaya.

gOpor)

gourd, calabash

got6

grasshopper, locust

goru

gold
P

gole-yaloo-leei
Janua'ry

gole-yaloo-log
December'

-gbiro-Yale -ndu

jeweler

V As

Gb
gbia

altost

gba ggle

hat, helmet

gbai

corn .

Gbini t

Bandi

gbeya

cutters

gbene fe,lelee ni

unhealthy

gbene (gbuneY,k6te
fat

.gbine-16lee

healthy

gbend polie zu-

medium size

ree
who?

gbe.ket

goAd

Gbelee loil

Bong County

gVo
bed

gbinig p6 ma
-loom,

gbodO

leprosy: iibado-nuu
'leper'

gbOno
ring

I .

4

I-
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gbolo

1

, (

104 ,4

gbolo yila-pore

green, unripe : church

Gbolo Yale

Bassa break
i ..,

gbOnoi161e (g;loi-Pavo) yalee

healthy broken

gb60-toloo t
. y6100-

handbag moon, mo(nth

gbora. ygU

one-half
.

'yams

gboto yele . .

leprosy ,day, sky, heaven:
yele dl 'someday,

. ,

gb6m3 maybe, sometime',

'wasp
t-

yele,k6te 'holiday',
aiyele-waTa pepelat

gb;-laa daybreak', yele-kuu
a type of.wdoter green 'working, day', a

veer -ye1ei 'the second
gloom . time-4, oele-gbana

rice farm before burning, 'thunder',. oele-waai

when all trees are cut oi ,su 'this morning'

gboyo3i
July

gbUno bele
eddoes

r
yelei

. upward, toward the sky:
iwoo ti yelei 'speak
,louder'

yelq-koloo
, cloud'.

yele-waa
morning

yele-wii-fOlo
sundown, sunset

yele-wu(lii)
'evening

yeelu
how much? how many?

Yele
when1

1
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yele
1 4

K.:
, yae , : kaa a villu

`laugh - alive

yeli k6a barna
rope dead

yeli-46m34 kaa kolei
nine , to be sick

yila . , - kSa saii
dog . / to be dying

yili paa seye kaaka w6ru
Lapa, skirt. .

Cocoa tree

yili kgan
'(

cook shoulders$

4'

yiki-pere 1<aao-kau
, cook shop feces

!cane

:yiri,
. "kafald . .

burich, bundle excuse me (to one, person),

ka kafalo. 'excuse me-(to,
yiri 4 several persons)'

tie

H.

hiya (saa-ya)
S rice bird

i gbeli
greeting

A '

ik315i pdno5i
Are you well?

to=

kala

grass, weed', trash,.

chaff, peeling, scale
(of fish):, ikala-
kalai 'you are hard.to
deal with, stingy'

kala bei

to husk, to shell

kali

- snake

kali

hoe

kilpn

chief, ki kaloo-laa
'chiefdom'

ka'ne

- silver

I

aP
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kane-tSzo,

lone'-t530

tuberculosis ,

140 ,go

wall

k&oa t

1,
one cent,penny

. s
kard kiyeo

spoiled, rotten . peOper
.

. /
106

:
konas

-kili

Mind

- kili a g6e

remember'(keep in mind)

lir5 .

speed, hurry, haste

- kau

bone .

(kele)-1p3 (t6o-133)
palm wine

. Aelee°

al 1

N. / -kui / -koo
stomach,;, .goi a tei'
'he lias,diarrhea'

koi kaa ma

to bcpregnant

koi-kana

constipation
keleo,

vehicle, boat, canoe, ship, .. koi=nia
car, ,truck: lko60-keleo 'ai'r- pregnant woman,
plane', yd. 06-keqo 'Ship,

steamer boat', k4leo sia-nuu koi-nYii gbeli
keleo-dere 'highway' hookworm

A

kera

uncle (Mother's brother)

s. ke're

palaver but

kereo -

burn

,

koi -saa

barren woman

koi to nina
newborn baby

r

koi-tge
diarrhea

kg -kola

do, be, happen, say:- da kmi rice bag
'they call it...'

61e

doctor ° 'white man'

.4
komo

i important basket
4

kie koni

mortartogether, each other
si ri

7

4

- e

L

f

*41
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koo0-kele0

koorrkeleo .

airplane

koo0-se0 sale
insecticide

Oran
fence

kaya

long % 61366 .

to peel
kSfe . . .

coffee k'313-610

palaver sauce

-kona

613
skin, book, paper, litter:
k63 06-613 'shoe', 613-
kpaki 'pencil', kolo -laa

'sheet of paper', 613-
we 'schoolhouse',
613 siye 'sue in court'.,
613 Poft-nuu 'clerk,
secretary, writer'

koi

firewood 1

k01

nehrness; vicinity

kyle . ,11w,

sell ,

kale

cold in stool -.

k6le

sick'

ko10-16a

page in a book

613i a naa p6no
to be recovered (was
sick, now well)

613i p6no8i
to be well

okol'O-fela

illness

kolo -kole
61E a tM - bright

have a chill

ko10 -kilaa
koli r,

clean
motor, 'machine

kilo -pere-nuu
koli-yale-n6u student

blacksmith

613-w313
k8li scratch

open mole
, f

-6na
koli-delta throat

screen

L

4
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kNi sdye keleo kyri -tou

koni.seye keleo
train

1(100

- ko 0

know, learn,.fin'd out

neck
. /MMIk

kala.saa ma
after today

.1t116

sugar cane

kulu-loo
, piassava wine

160 *Ciluo-oa
oa 1(00 'raise, bring up, rear' Kru

4

0 /(00 . 4
kurate

where 4 0 small (Sanoyea)

-kao

foot, leg: koo pilanii
'beginning', topo-kwana 'ankle',
k,o -yee mei.Lpere 'on the left'

-k50-gbua
toe

koo-oa kolo
shoes ktlyeo

pota&
koo-yee-me i-pere

ktlyeo-laa

potato greens

kuro-te (dekpe)
little, small

kuru0

Kru

kuu-oa
crew, work party

1600

(the) left

moan kwa-bo

brush (a fan)

weigh kwa-sii-Ec

brush
16pa0

compound. kwa-kele0
4

/ brushed farm
18pu.

cup, tin can, rice measulk kwatara.
0 ment old

1c5ra0 ,

year
kwelee

bitterball

-kula hole.)/0

4 take out, come out, get out, necklace
surprise, come across: su-

kula 'explain', neni kula Of-tou .

'marry a woman' pineapple

11 0

01.
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kwii kpele

kwii kpa-saa
white person, European/ head tie, scarf
American; educated person: .

kwii-kole "white map', kwfi- kpaa (map)
tee 'duck' or

kwii-toli kpaa
coconut no

kwii-zoo kpfla
doctor (M.D.) -dry

. .

kpilao
. farm, field

-
piassava palm branch

kpanio

village

kpao
bridge

kpao

no

kpira

head -tie

kpasa

handkerchief

kpawo

fishhook

kpgw'o

bridge.

kpaya-kpaya
big, large

kpela

became physically
mature (female)

kpele

drink, swallow, suck
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1
A

kpelery -kpono

kpinelloo

yellow 'cooked
I

kpeleo-kEe0 knini

yellow fever night, darkness: ,kpfni

kpeli

earthworm

remainder, rest, the Other

kpend fga-maa
(kpono keleo-maa)
malaria

iwera
stop, beg,' ask: 4iera

'please, I beg of you'

kpete / kolo -kula

clean

*kpeye

opposum

yg

sama 'midnight', Iptni-
seye 'nightgown'

kpfnio
_wrap, fold, curl up

1
kpiniji,---

shady

/klinio

--

,

/region, neighborhood
, /.

-kpio- (Totota)

kp5o (Gbanga)

-self

kpfri

bend-

kpi'ri

load

kpslee .

name of the Kpelle tribe in kpiri-kolo

. s Liberia: kpelte-nuu '' Kpelle sandals

man', kpele,e-oa 'Kpelle people' .

kp6-pore

kpelee kere latrine

country kitchen
kpolo

Kpelle -sale salt

couctr Y, (traditional) medicine
'kpOlo

breadkpelio

shake, tremble

kpengo
mortar

,kpete

fix,make, creatb, grow,
decide,'get rich, circum-
cize

/ 9

kpolo-nyie

smoked fish

;Lkpono
body, person, self:
gbonoi 'through him, in
his body'

f.
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kpOno
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kpOno
kpomo(\

'log (to sit on)
root, vine

kpono-faa-maa.
have a fever

kpoo

crowd

kpUra

kpono k6-maa soli 66i kpoo
gain weight

help, gather, collect,
. pile up

kpono maa-paa
camwood kp53

harvested farm, youngkpop
bush: a if kp55i 'he

bottom of anything
went to farm'

kp60
-kp6o (Gbaroal
-kptp (Totota)

sakadoor

cut` oneself
-kporo

ankle

kp6wo

path

kp;'

very much: nE lei kp3 'very
good'

kpoara

hate

kph kpo

hammer, "knock-knock" (one -kpu150
. says this word when arriving

joints
at a door: equivalent to
knocking) kpuaa

short
kpolo

underbrush, thick bush, shrub kpune

-« whole, unbroken
kpOlo

basket
kplara

half, a part

i(P5.31 wana
kpio w

hurt oneself

tkpoebo

rickets-

kpua

short

rkpua

piece, section

kp3lu

red

kpolu

red, ripen, dyered, ripe, dif-
. ficult: meni-kpolu 'trouble,

difficulty'
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la leyi

L.
la

it (substitute for a + noun
when the noun is not expressed)

I

,_ it (in commands when noun is laii.

expressed

-1ga-yä
spit

mouth, opening, open top of d
container, entrance, doorway,
bank (of a stream)', side of a

surface (in English translated
with prepositions by, at, next
to)

lga

place, set, put, trust, lay,
lid down

-16a

name

lga

leaf of plants: tou-laa palm
leaf', kola -laa 'page of a book'

laa kale
sweep

laa-kpaa
leap

lga-laa
sloppy

lga mii-yee mei-pere
(the) right

laa-oapu
040

laa-see
last (prior)

I

.
laa-seye / p0E-mEi-seye

lapa

bed, sleeping place

layi

shout

la;
cold

laiE

. cold

lgo

soup (Liberian stew to
eat with cooked rice)

le

what
O

-leg

mother (title of respect
used with name for older
person): pere-lee 'main

gre-lee 'head Wife'

-leya

-leye
younger sibling'

- leye -ncni

younger sister

9
r.leye-suroo

younger brother

hair, feathers

leyi

pot, cooking pot: a

leyi yilii 'she is cooing'
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leyi
lOkura

leyi

pan, pot

leyi-yili-k3li
stone

leo

how?

-leoei

waist

I

le

show, appointrteach: seo le-
nud'teacher'

lele

grow, develop

liver (center of emotion):
lii- scler) 'worry, anxiety',

nii neei 'I'm happy', rifi
gwinaai 'I'm angry', lii-
laa 'satisfaction', lii-maa-
wat. 'pure in heart', lii-

kpele 'courage, patience,
boldness', lii-see 'peace',
lii-ma-seo "treasure,
favorite'

raffia palm

lii maser
choiCe

lii-nee
161e

114147
good, nice, fine, beautiful

wana'
Melee aoanaa It vexed, angry

beautiful

gni-maa'
now

lawo

breathe, breath

/ (Gba9a)
liver

lii too° pc5lu (Kda yaiYi)

afraid

Byer)
lf

sweet, savory
go, take with

loaA

-11a

lia

.

older sibling: hia-s ,my
.4

'older brother, na-neni :my
older sister'

to forget

li ti

dirty,

hoe

loai

between, the area in
between

loai ma
, area fn between, border

lOkdri>1
,baby,-smelT child

A
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16100 luu a naa seye

18100
child; Pl. nia.peles"Wldren'

lane
red deer, antelope

lamp°
room

children: pl. of 160: kali-

lonii 'members of the snake

society'

1 oni i ma

right away, -soon ,

16no
speak, count: kola 16no 'read

a book'

5

-160
child

loo
squirrel

10"

enter, put
,

Loba-po / vii loii
Robertsport

106 ware (maao wuru)-
rubber tree

J.

1501u
five

100

. forest', bush, junile

mis fog, dew,

-luu a naa seye
scab..

4

106 yi (maao gi)
sap, latex

loku 1O.0-kuu

week

'21
loll

land, floor, earth; ground',

soil: loii-meni 'tribal,

customary matter

loii pelee
turn the soil, till

I

a
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-ma

on, surface of a thing

ma kanag / saa

carve

maa-fela-laa
set a bone: from maa -feja
"change"

maa koli
fence in, enclose

maa korr
study

maa-nei
it is

maa-tinago
late

maamu
spouse

a

advisable, one should

maki

vaccination .

mala

dance

A

-maleg
nephew

MESE.

manag-siaa

pounded-cassava, ready to
use

mano

Mano

mig

also, tot)

mehug.

mango

-mare'

question (in phrase only): .

mare Ice 'ask him a ques-
tion', mare-kee 'ask a
question'

mare-kL,

ask a' question

Mela .1
strip - 1

above, the area above
Jr another thing

Meni

matter, thirig, business
palaver

ment
mileg / maleg-neni hear, obey .

nephew / niece .
,

ecni-kpolu
minaa danger.

over there

manaai
August

meni-kgplu a ganaa
dangerous

Menig
manag 'Mandingo

cassava

MESE r
manag-laa sesame Seed: .Also bes

cassava greens
110

oa
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mi

where

mi i

Z.. ,

.4$
ot%

w9 . ,

. ,, 4j:cit. e mu-tei-Ee
o.4.4-.

116

eat

milio 144'4
trouser leg

mina

spoon

.:
. moloo-tee tai

rice harvest (season)

Mine

Monday

MOO

red, ripe

-mu

under, the area under
. something

mm or mm

yes (fused as a response to' mua .,
.

greetings or to.tnc(icate you . boil, .sore
are listening)

A
'.. muluo

m5-nyii dust
measles

maluo / muluo-kpolo
M5a. dust

Mano

moloo yala
rice straw

moloo-kao .

A muluo-poro
soil dust

moloo

rice (uncooked):,
'rice seed'.

moloo kao
rice seed

moloo kfto
seed rice

moloo kere

granary,_rict kitchen

moloo kpala
upland rice-

moloo m;000,, <-

sprouted rice-

nolo° sia-pre la
rice null .

mu-seye
tall

mu-tci-se
blue
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.

naa A Mii

N. . , ,.

naa
nene with 06

. . there
. comfort, console

,

-nao - nawe nene
,,'

A .

friend (also used to address a whi,c0
social equal or acquaintance) .

nevi
-nana.

wOman, wife:' P1.
.4vein

ney'ad 'women'

nao, -41 heni ma yoke,
father, father's brother (also dregs
used to address an older person

,-_,--to show respect
-.0i.r)

tongue
nao opnao)
44 grandfather

nao 03saa-6313/ neer)3nee
3

aunt, grandmother

naoio

skip over, step bver,,take
over, overlook

nia
nei

forget

neo

boil- yi nc000 'boiled
water

('to indicate plural for
few irregular nouns)

after a white; later
Is

-nia'
neyeo \ \\N

older sibling: nia-
:

.
face

syrbo 'my older-brother',

Aia-nevi 'my older sister'
nere

nee

nail nia

will, desire

delicious,'Sweet, good tasting, nia-pelee
happy

children, pl. of 41Oloo
'child'

dime, ten cents ni

June
nelee agee ife nia ma

it's important not to fohei 7 n1i
. (used with a as a,dialect

nemu it variation for a ke)
breathe "if...

/
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nil ny6o-la

ni4

yet, .sti
nya m31.60

swamp rice

nina nyale
new cat

ninai nyee -'nyn. ,

next fishin next day)
-

nini' nyn doer) kpetee
shade stock a fish pond

ninio
shadow, shade

nioa

7'
cow: nina oini-ya 'mill'

)

hyn kolaD
fish pond

.

nyn-kpala
.dried fish

.n3 Nyerryeo
only, just

nSmu
stay:, (awhile)

n33

dirt

nuu -tei,kwii zoo

black bagger

nuu polo-oa..

ancestors,.elders
.

nuu -belaa

operate

February

nyie

'groan

nyii

sleep
-.54e

-nyfo-
.

tooth

nyiol

this

nyiti

nuak InfornOo
men, people:. Pl. of nuu, bad, ugly

nuu nyoo
man, person: nuu -kpune 'human bad: (contr. of nympo)
being'

n360
nuu-kole be afraid

Peace,Corps Volunteer

ny50
,nweei within the year

October

12

A

nyuo-la

mother-in-law
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9
-0a *

(to Pluralize nouns):
gbelee-oa the Kpelle peo

oi

on top of, top area of a
thing

_

o-aa

contraction of oima
blood (only contracted form
used)

oa-6/
wake up

oian

'four

oali

.sharpen°(a knife",

.0anaa

I

oanira

a lot, much

my family
a

oar)

then

vela
eabtiit

oelen tele)
fry'

1

eyes, face, appearance

oei-ke

smile

0Eya
sand

this

breast

-ooni

bird

,119

oweei

rloni kpes
k to scare away birds

05no
again

000

fire

030-ter-la

fireplace

,opya a

guest, visitor,stranger

I Cs)

o-k

motor

06me

knee

our)

hundred

-ouo

head, chapter in .a book

040
awaken, wake

-ouo-lefa
hair (head)

our) tono

100

A

our) tu-pere
above

up

aouo-soli

cold (fresh cold)

owSna

bitter: owanw-133-nuu 'a
violent, wicked tgrson',

wana 'angers

weei

name -of the month pf October

(named after t4, call of the
bird k ala Dni that returns
at this month



owei

().

owei

yes

4

come, bring

paa

paa kee ndu (body part),na.
sore, hurt
sore (body part)

,
pal

pint

pala

weave

`pala

sore

pima-sii

paramount chief.

panan ma
-yard

pane
pan: pane-kalan' 'corrugated
iron for roofing' ,

Pan
. 4 unit: pin ton° - $4

usage confined nowadays to the
older generation

-
para ,

swamp: fairi411O oq swam
rice' sf

pai.a-na4saye (paa-na'hen)
bandage

'pound (measurement)

Pau

120

pili

-pele

game, entertainment .

pelen
straight

pene
0

turn.,4 stir,tir, change -

pere

way, road, path .

start, begin, bend over,
bend down .

also, besides (in phrase:.
6 p6le...md)

.pele

small: pile-pE4e
nania-peleei 'my children'-

pemejen-kau
star

pet-E z
house, hut, building

pgre-kp'Ofa

thatch roof

pore 7laa-lei

house, enhance

122titi

'side (of one's body)
pii t.

porcupine

pilau

get down, descend% put
down, follow

pileti
plate

pili -

broadcast (rice)-



poa

poa

fi
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fruit, flower

p6a

,Flake, pond

-pOlu

,bac of body, back

.-P33
/ dependent noun

ownership: mine, yours,
his

equivalent to possessive
pronoun in English.
use with a

puu

pH
polu-pere

. can, is able to, ability
ba kwards / (to do something)

... '

pomo
{ Oro

a ry on the back ,

soil,dirt,topsoil, clay, mud

, pond 1 p5r30
clear, light-colored, fair inside of a house

. .pok5g poroo-boi
, picture, image, copy, imitate house boy

polo , 4
...p5ye

'old, to get old: sic-polo 'old , write, mark: kolo P5Ye-
man' nuu 'writer, clerk,

secretary'
poloi design, color

3last (as in last month)

p5yc maa faleo
, p5lo dye

spin , ,

p3yc pa ma
1:log embroider

tribal initiation school

\o,

pa
.03013 ., Tour, run away, empty out

to spindle

-Pala
porritin

sprout, germinate

pumu

intestines
;

poi)

fell (a. tree), cut down, chop

puru

ant

'1350

spouse
. hunger: puru kia ma

'I'm hungry'

poo `

to own .

puu.

ten
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2

saa seyai

S.
saa

die, hew, .carve

saa

today

saa
straight, honest, just

~ A
saa

things: pl. of sera

saa ba
three

saa'yele4oi
this day

-saagolo
one's sibling of the opposite

sage

sex, i.e. a man's sister

a dwarf antelope (the wise
animal of the Kpelle folk
tales)

needle: ,sayflani,siye 'get an
injection

sayilao-tee
give an injection

A

c

sala
sacriffte: sala kOla 'make a
sacrifice

4 Salaide
Saturday

sale
medicine

sale-kau
tablet, pill

sale-kpele
liquid medicine

sale-we
hospital

sale-pgre Icte
hospital

sale-p'ire loo

clinic

sale-tii-ke-nau
pharmadist

sama

gift, 'to give a gift:

sama -sera 'gift, present'

sama

space in between or
among objects, waist,
middle, center

sama-ya yele
rainy season

same

'root

samu

turtle

sane

bottle

sari

IP

parable, proverb

calf and skin (of the leg)

see

sit, sit down,Pplace, set

-sees

a place to sit,

*seyai

coast, coastal area,
coastwards

ti



Ca.

seye

seye

,clothes

seye -mina

new cloth

seye -szlo -nuu

tailor

seye yee-koya
sleeve (long)

123

seo-kau

money, change

seo-kau so10-60
.earn money

seo-kau'koi keleo
taxi

seo-le-nuu
teacher

seyeo sire
clear up, melt

sele

elephant

seo-kau

shake hands, snap fingers'

plant: kwaa sf 'plant
i

'l

rice'
sele6 1,7 .

shilling (Used to be worth sia
20 cents) walk, rub, beat: kili-

seri

arrive, come (as in time
comes), reach

sla
sgge argument

,

talisman, medicine container
'. (hung around a child'.s neck to si-seo

. -protect) plant, sapling

seyg. si-'seo ti (Oda)
thanks: seyg fe 'give thanks', ,pod
is-eig 'thank you'

si-yi
sgleo porch

hang up: lii-seleo 'worry'
.

sie

oa-sia 'to think', sia-sia
'walk about, stroll',
keleo sia 'drive a car'

Se 106

Sierra Leone

thifig: pl. s4a 'things', mii-
seo 'food'

se-o-f610

disheS

chair

si&-polo
old man

siyao

borrow, rent'

12

Itr

,c-a
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Soo

siye
pick up, take, carry, take hold, early' ,

lift, move from . ..-

somu ,

-S11 , go early, go right away
kind, type, variety, tribe

sii.

spider
sot)

sii-set) gbio catch, arrest
hill

sortia;

wives of a polygamous man

.0

sii-set) moQ

sprouted seed
9

Si-SE0 moo
seedling

si-set) s kOlao
garden,

sit-set) si tai (yele)

planting time (/season.)

sina

termite, bug-a.:bug

, A

sinaa
men:

sio

shore

Si 0-

deep ,

sit)

dig*, -Soo
deed, action, behavior,
guilt

irokO or mulberry tree
.soo-

#3600 pipe vine

early
P

soli =

hurt, .ache \

pl. Of sur$0

4t

1515.0o

corner

soo
horse: soo-koli "bicycle',
soo-faleo 'camel', wElE-
soo 'donkey'

solo

funnel,,

s5gele
shovel

groundhog

solo
sew

solo with SO
) get receive

Sone
Sunday

.1,

r) ,

4-0 t_,)

SOO r.
daub; hurt, injure, 'hit'

4

Att
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53 sur60 polo

s53

111

anteater

s5 - 6330

price, value

s3.30

lock (on a door) surneni.5-0.1
p313

umbilical cord

suo

fast
4

sur50

man, husband, male:
sur30-loo 'small boy'

s30-ketei
expensive

s3"ya

rice bird, weaver bird

-su

inside, in, area inside.of a
place or object

su-kpanao33
strong

sua

animal, meat

sua

garden

-sua

nose

sua kpalaa

dry meat

-sda. ya pCi

runny nose

sageli

yam=like tuber

sal3i
first

waterfall

Sune.
Sunday

er
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ta ti

T.
to

taa

some, any

town, village

taa-tulE-kpo
manure, fertilizer

t6a0
one (used only in counting)

Also: tayat

taao-kpala
tobacco

ta6
towel

tai

time

tama
to be much, pl entiful

tamaa
much, many, plenty

tapi

rubber-tapper

tapia koli
unburned brush

tipio-kiE
tap (a rubber tree)1.

tea

tee

pumpkin, squash

harvest, cit

teAele
table

Teide
Thursday

tela
also, before

telao
peanuts, groundnuts

teog
coal

teya
pump

t"

go up, climb, rise, raise,
lift, close

tee

tee

pass by, send, give,
surpass: valor) eft ti

'last month'

chicken: kwii -tcc 'duck'

tic

blow

tee e, e zaa
hatcb an egg

tft-pb-E
chicken coop

1-Eide
Thursday

tEi

blacken

,

tEi-tEi
one by one, several, a
few

/

to-to / tono-topo
once, one at a time

ti

that
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tiao 't6o

tiao toll

load call

tii

work, fain

tii-keleo
burn the farm

A

tii keleo tai

burning time

tii-ke-nuu
farmer

to.%

jealousy: tolo kUla
'be jealous'

6)100

-tot)

to, o

pigeon,,dove

top' (of a surface)

guinea fowl
tilt)

charcoal too

fall, fell, put 'on,
tiyi dress, shine

charcoal

tina or tuna
rain

t{naa

tomorrow

tOu

palmnut

t3a

Loma

C

t5ko
-tinaa maa young (note: this word

spill has a. wide range of mean-
ings: fruits not yet

tine° ripe, food that is
turn around, surround, delay cooking, but which is

not yet cooked, etc.)
Olio

silent - tre
. p

cough: oaa-tale 'T.B.',
tit) zu-koo-tale 'whooping

noise, sound cough'
... ,

.44 tisa toll
sneeze palm kernel

.
.

tiya
_

t3no
taboo .

.

one

tfyeo t50
cross (a river), go across law

I, )
. ,
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turd

tat tile
.0.. quietness, silence kola nut, cola

,,t$6 taluo

-bean

top tuma

build, stand up, being rich,
raise, breed

tuma

-garbage pile

fishing net

top net

wait, stop

t00-seo (1z5)
ragr

tow)
beans

t500
cough

t33) saa
produce a cough

tua

tua

tua

0

spend a long time, behave:
tua-pere 'behavior, custom'

scratch, bruise

king monkey

push, move over

front of, front area of some-
-body or a thing

Tuide
Tuesday

tulc
(in compounds): taa -tuls

'domestic animals'

tuma-laa
greens, herb, vegetables

-tdme

heel (on the foot)

tumo
shake, deceive, fool

tilmu

cassava snake

tuna

rain

tuo
news
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via 4, wOlo

V.

vaa

^

greeting; vh k6 'greet
someone (by vapping fingers

vai

Vai

volo mia-liai
afternoon (see folol

waa
wash

waa (wawa)
broom

waa gala
bath ouse

wala
volo as kUla thousand

sun up

Weide
volo as nyii see Wednesday

morning

wene
voloi a kUla window

east

vOloi a yer
west

v13
black snake

V30-s e0-ma .

Voi njoma

vuu -la yi i

March

wee
. yesterday

wee f6lo polu ma.

day before yesterday

Ygede
Wednesday

w6li

want, wish, like, love:
weli-ke-maa 'love'

wie'

heavy

wobe
urine

tavannah

wofi
ea;

wol i -kwey 0

earri ng

vi6100

sour
)

13-
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yee

Y.
-woo Yk

word, voice,, sound, languSbe, buy .

noise, speech: woe-ke-seo /

'letter', woo-yell 'sentence_, .y6 _______

,woo -k6ua 'syllable' river, creek

W313
cry

wolo-saa zu
sob

,y6 ny6 tei
° well

yaba
onion

wol o- wolo
.

yata-laa

a long time ago i water green
i

.
wuma-nuu . ye bu gie,ma

rogue .
multiply

%Alio
, 7"-\

,...

ye gbinio ma
palm otlita, fat, grease' weave

wIlnu
. ye he laai

new (things or people who are stay in, bed

new to a place ,
* ye nemu a zu-wiee

,w6rU -' breathe deeply 1

tree, stick ,
yee

wu u-6 thread
fruit ,: ,

wuru-6-kao
---`'yee

hand

fruit salad ,

yee
.

wuru-kau . hill

stick
. .

1

-yee -gbua

wgru-kolo finger

bark
y6e-kete

wuru -po0oz mountain

logs,' cut trees ,
yee-koo

musclewOru-tii-ke-nuu
carpenter

4

yee
say (used always with a
pronouhprefixed)
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yoke zuedu

Ake I geye zu
shirt choose

yifa zie
pocket ceiling mat

y3
wet , ceti-ing

yu5o zoo
axe medical man, traditional

doctor
Km ,

ocean, Atlantic Ocean, lake: z610
yuo-ga 'American' sew

a

Zozo

Zorzor

zu-kpaiagpop
strdhg, manly

zu-saa

lazy

Ziledu

Zwedru
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DICTIONARY (ENGLISH KPELLE)

A.

above

ouo tile-pere

above, the area'above anothet:
thing

. -mei

action
-Soo

add.

Su gie ma

it is advisable, one should
maa-negi

afraid

lii too3 polu
kga yaZi.

to be afraid
ny;0

after today,

kula saa ma

afternoon

f6lo tg-eei '7300 ma

volo maa-laa

again

opqo

airplane

koo0 -kele0

alive
fulu

all

kelee

almost
gbaa

also

bO

4,51

gi 6o

-also, too
mao

also, before
tela

also, besides

Pele
(in phrase

'American
ytio-06

ancestors, elders
nuu p010-0a

and ,* ,

da

and also

kt 6o

anger

lii-owana
iii wanaai

animal meat
qua

ankle

-kporo

koo-kwana

answer,
faa

'ant
pumu

anteater
s50

April

Dblio

argument
sia

arm

above to arm

ple...ma)

I'm angry

Boon (variant)

O
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armpit Bassa

_armpit
Soon wolo (varian4)

13

--arrive, come ta& in -'time comes') baby, smalt child

reach . lokuro

seri

ask, beg
kpera

ask a question
mare-kg

at
-la

August
Manaai

newborn baby
koi to nina

back
polu

back of body
-polu
4

backwards
polu-pere

IF
bad, ugly

aunt, grandmother 1 ny6m00

nao oosaa7Boolo ny60 (contraction of ny511130) 46.

nee o5hee
.bag

awaken., wake up b0r0

quo, kola - rice bag

axe banana

yuao, go i

gwei

bandage
para-na seye
paa-na hen

4

1 kis

Bandi
,gbani

bark (of tree)
wuru-k010

barren woman
koi-saa

basket
kOmo
0510

Bassa
0610-

1
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4

bath house boat

bath house space in between or among objects;
waa gala-

,

waist, thiddle, center
-s6ma

e be ___
Ice bicycle

bean /7---

SO(Mali '
i

t50 , \-=-big, important,
toot) - beads kae

1'* 0

bear fruit .

66
Jai big, large c-

kpaya-kpaya

beautiful bitter
ItEle °Ana
"rile aoanaa owana-133-nuu - a violent, wicked

person
bed

gbio bitterball
kwElee

bed, sleeping place .

fed # bird
-

-bia 1;laCkger°:::bagger
nuu-tei-kwii zoo

beg
kpera black deer

Beela
begin

pele

beginning,

% 160 pllanii

behave
tua blacken, black

tei-

blackstniih.

431i=yale-nuu-
'

black snake

2813

behavior

-spg

bend
kpiri

bend over

Pe le

between,4the area in
-loai

between

blopd (only cMtracted farm is used)
oia (contraction of riima)

e
blow

tee

blue
MU-tei-ee.

boat
keleo
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body Buchanan
4

-,-'

body, person, self brass
-kpono bara

1

I

._

to boil bread
neo kp6lo
ya ne000 - boiled water

' break
soil, sore yale

mua 1
. breast

boldness - -ofni
lii-kpele

breathe, breath
Bong County lewo.

libelee loii

breathe
Bong River , nemu,

Boo yeei ma ye nemu a zu-wiee breathe deeply

book -- 2) breed
1(010 too

,

bone'
-

bridge
-kau

.

kpa3

kpawo
bone setter

gau-see bright
gie-ha kolo-kole

border bring
loai ma Pi

borrow, rent broadcast (rice)
siyao . pili

both of them broke_n
di feere yalee

. bottle broom
sane waa

wawa
bottl (of anything)'

poo' 3 brush
-

1

kwa-sii-ze
r

box

gala brush (afarm)
kwa-bo

bracelet
bora-yale

. :

..0

I
Buchanan

Bikana

1 r)ti I'..1

;

/

Q
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bucket cassava snake

bucket
b5ki

C

build, stand up, to be rich, calf and shin (of theleg)
raise, breed -saoula

too

call
bunch, bundle toll

yi ri

camel [-
burn soo-faleo

kereo

burn (the farm)
tii-kereo

camwood
kpono

can, is able to; ability (to do some-
burning time thing).

tii kereo tai Pori

meni leoke

business canoe

bush car'.

loo - kdleo

bush dog
bala

carpenter

buy carry
ya siye

by - carry (on the back)
-la pomo-.

;*.

1

carve
ma kanao
saa

cassava,

manao

cassava-greens

mana0-laa

potinded casqva (ready to use)
mar ao-siaa

cassava--snake

tdffiti
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cat , coal

cat children"
nyale lOnit (pl. of 16)

nia-pelee (1)1. of101o)

catch, arrest
son choice

lii ma seo

ceiling ,

zie
0

choose
zeye zu

ceiling mat
zie

center
-sama circumcize

kpete

church
yala-pere

chair
sis

see-seo
clay

p3ro

chair, bench to clean
ben kpete

belen k013-kUla
4

to change clean
maa-fela k013-kgaa

chapter in a book clean up, melt
our), Ayer)

charcoal clear, light-colored, fair
tiin pono

tiyi

6 climb

chicken tg

tee

clinic .

sale-p6re loo

II.

chicken coop
. tee -pore

chiefiking
kilon

chiefdom
kaloo-laa sr

.. cloud.
child yele-k3130*

1§0

loloo coal

terra

to close,
t6/

clothes
seye

e
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coast crooked

Coast cook shop
seyai yili-pere. .4. 4

cocoa tree cooked rice
kaaka waru

, 6a
<

coconut
kwii-toli

4:

copy
pok50

coffee, corn
kofe gbai

cold : ; corner
tai S000
laic

corrugated roofing
cold (fresh cold) ,pane-kalao

, Al

ouo-soli
.

a cough
cold in stool too ,

k?le 4 .t500 saa - produce a'cough

color . 4 cough
b3yee t31g

,. ,

ti

come G14, 0
country, kitchen

Pa - kpelee *ere

come (time comes) country (traditional) medicine
seri kpelee-sale

come loose,- ,loosen courage, patience, boldness
fulao

come out- cow
kula nioa

'comfort,. console

nene (with 6La.)

compound
kSpab

crab

geed

create
ekpete°

constipation crew, work party
toi-kair kuu-pa

cook , crooked
%tilt kpina000
aleyi yllii - she is cooking

0
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to cross to delay

to cross (a'river), go across Dtfyeo

,crowd dance
kpoo mala

cry danger
w5lo meni-kpalu

cup, tin can, rice measurement ClangeObus
er k$pu . meni-kpalu a oanaa

to cure, to heal daub, hurt, injure, hit
6glo , S33

curl up day, sun
kpinio fOlo

custom, behavior
taa-pere

cut, tear
fgla*

cut down
p30

cut oneself days ago
pronoun + -kp53.saka folo a tge

(Gbarnga)
-kpio saka dead

(Totota) kga bilma

cutlass deceive
gbeya tumo

day

yele

day after tomorrow
fe yani ,

day before yesterday
wee folo polu ma

December
Gale-yaloo-loo

decide
kpete

deed., action, behavior, gtillt

-sari

deep
sirs

to delay
ti nap
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delicious
duck

delicious, sweet, good tasting,
happy

nee

design, cblor.

P3Ye

dew
16u

t

;

diarrhea
koi-tee
gol a teei - he has diarrhea

difficult
kp3lu

difficulty
meni-kpplu

I& dig
Sir)

.digger

dike

dime, ten cents
, nii

dirt
n50

dirty
liSi

dishes

seo-fOlo

disobey

Baa-kUla-maa

do, be, happen, say
kg.

da kE ma - they call it...

doctor, nurse, medical'person
dla-daa

doctor

doctor (M.D.)

gi:zu-feere kwii zoo
kwii zoo

dog

yila

dollar

data

domestic animals
taa-tule

domesticated (in compounds)
tule

donkey

wele-soo

door.

kpoo

1

dozen

dSsip

dress

ma yeke

to dress

too

drink, swallow, suck
kpele

drive '(a car)

keleo sia

driver

keleo-sia-nuu

dry

kpala

dry season

fOlo-laa Go yele

duck

kwi -tee'

7
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dust

dust, soil dust
mdluo
muluo-kpolo
muluo-poro

1

dwarf antelope (the wise animal

of the Kpelle folk tales)
saye

dye
p5ye ma flier)

to be dying
kia saai

1

4

r

ti

E

each other
kie

ear
-w6li

early
'somoi
sdboo

earn money,

sq-kau
so13-600

earring -

e

woli-kw§ygo

4 .
earth

° loii

eartfiWorm

kpel-i

east
voloi a kola

eat
mi i

eddoes
gbunabele

eggplant
bulo-kwele&'

elephant
sele

embroider
p3ye 0 4.

empty, vacant
folo'

enter, putt

enter
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European
feces

European, American (n.)
kwfi-kole

European, American (adj.)
kwii

evening

yele-wv
yeld-lii

excuse me (to one person)
kafalo

excuse me (to. several people)
ka kafalo

explain
to -kula

expensive

soory-ketei

eyes,.face, appearance
-ogi

0

O

4,.

F

face

neyeo
.

fall, fell, put on,
too

my family
oanua

,to fan (rice)

fge

11.

fdrm, field

kpilao

bi.ushed farm

kwa-keleo

farmer

tif-kg-nuu

fast (adj.)
Jelaa

to be fast

maa feia

fast (n.)
SUo

fat

gbene k6,te

ybune kite

father:, sathel''s

address an Older
nal)

father -in -law

t, 605: 1

February :

'Nyco-yet)

feces
A a.

'kaao-kau

A
A

It

dress, shine

e "t1

brother (also used to
person respectfully)
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fell (a tree)

144
6

fe 1 (a tree), cut down, chop fishhook

P31) 1(1)&0'

fe lowmate, peer, friend fish pond
-barao ny-de War)
t-baraa - pl.

fence
gila
korao

. fishing net
tO

. .

five
1531u

to fence in, enclose 4

maa koli five cents )

foo
to have a fever . .

N.C.\
, kpets

.

'tiger . -

floor

-yee-gbtla _
iili

kpono- faa -maa fix, make, create, grow, decide,\get,
.

rich, circumciie

fi ld (already burned) loii
fE0-kpala

forget

fog
fire lau *

030.

to fold
fireplace kpinio

03n-tens

%, firewood

folow
pilao

k5i

food

. first mii-seo
file

to fool
saoi Uhl°

fish

nyee
nyEe

dried fish

hyEe-kpala

-smoked fish
kpolo-nyEe-

foot, leg
-k5o

for
I

forest, bush,',jungle

130

forget
. nia

'
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,61

it's important not to forget
giye birth

.it's important not to forget
h6jee a gee ife nia ma

,

G

four gain weight
06a0 : kpono ic-maa solo boi

,--
four (unit) r

. ,

game,. entertainment
pao > pale
pAg tom - four dollars

Ganta;,
Friday ilOrtaa

Felaide

gallon
friend (also used to address a gAlon
social equal or acquaintance)

-nAo .:garbage pile
nawe tulun

friend

-barA0
-barbs7 pl

front of, ,rdqt area of sonOody
' 'br-aoth n .(

6 Age

t;l &Jr z

fr it

wuru-Ba ,

fruit seed

wurul6a-kdb

fry

Oleo
Oleo

funnel

soo

j.

garden

.'sua
si kblan

get down, descend, put down, follow
pilan

get, receive
solo (with BO

get out
ku 1 a

to -be getting better
a ke

to gift, to give a gift
same'

gift, present o"

sama-sen

Gio,

gio

Gissi .

gYsi-na

to give birth /\

fUlon

maa e fb106- she gaye'birth

4 r.
, t
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go early

go early, go right away grave

sem' 6o180

go, take with Grebo

lf gilek
,

go up, climb,-rise, raise, lift, green (color
.close la0-04nu

tg I

green, unripe

gdat gbol6

Goli
greens,'herb, vegetable

Gola tuma-laa

461a
potato greens

§o)gore

guilt

good,-nicefine, beautiful
lgle

gourd
.gbekge

gourd, calabash
*ion

grandfather
nao
o5nao - his grandfather

a type of water green
gbh -laa

greeting
vaa 1(60.

to greet someone (by snapping fingers)
vga

groan
n44:

ground
13ii

.....--- grand*her
nao cOaa-b3313 groundhog

nee 03hee - his -grandmother s663-

. .

.:.'
grainery, rice kitchen , grow

.
,

m3130 kere N 63313
kpete

N. grapefruit
gamgne kpaya-kpaya grow, develop

1111* 11e
grass, weed, trash, chaff, peeling

scale (of fish) guest, visitor, stranger

4-------
kala

4
-/ ; ooya

00":

gratshopper, locust guilt

got& -530 .

O



Guinea
rice harvest

Guinea 14)
Mini

guinea fowl - hair feathers
togo -leya

4'

k

e.

hair (head)

-nuo-leya

half, apart
kpura

one-half
gboi"a

gbilra

hammer, "knock- knock" (said when
arriving at a person's door).

kpo' kp3

hard

yee

handbag

gb60-tolog
j

handkerchief
kpasa

hand over, jive
fe

'hang up

seleg

happen-

kg

happy

lii7pee

T)E

neei-- I'm happy

Harbel

Abe

rice harvest (season)
m013 -tee,tai

i
ru
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to harvest horte

to harvest, cut heaven
Itee yele

harvest farm, young buih heavy

kp55 wie
c a li kp551 - he went to farm

heel (of the foot)

haste - -tame

kire2 c,

help, gather, collect, pile up

hatch an egg , kpoo

tee Age 4 zaa .

hat, .helmet

gbafiele

hat, cap, bag, sack
Soro

to hate
kpoara

hate
Sele-kpe-gol

.herb

tuma-laa

here
be

be-pere - this way .

bg of ma - over here .-

bei kelee...na - wherever

hew, carve
saa

highway'

to havaa chill. ,keleo-pere
kolta tei

hill

head, chapter in a book yee
-Our) sii-serf gbio

head-tie, scarf
kpasa
kpa-taa

to heal

Silo

hit
Soo

hoe ,

kali

. loa

healthy holiday'

: .
gbene-lelee yele Kete

lgbbnoi leis t

gSloi-por honest
. saa

f

to..hean, obey

mEni hook worm
koi-nyii gbeli

heat
faa S horse' ,

spo
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hospita1.4 to husk

hospital

sale -pore kgte

- hospital, clinic
sale -Pere

hot, heat, to get-hot
faa

kolo faai ya? - do you have
a fevert__,

hour-
Aba

house, hut, building
pgre

house boy

poroo-boi

house entrance

pere-laa-lei

how?
- leo

how
a gie leo

how much; hove-many

yeelu.

hundred
quq

hunger
puru

puru kia ma - I'm hungry

hurry

kire

tohurt.
Soo

vok .

- hurt,, ache

soli

hurt oneself

pronoun 4-,-kp60 wana

-kpio wana

Air
to husk, to-thell

kalafio

.
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illness

I

illness

kilo -fela

important
kgte

J

June

January- .

Gole-yaloo-leei

N,
jealousy

tolo

to get an injection to be jealous ,.

sayilan siye tOlo kala
4

to give an injulOon jeweler
t .sayilan-tee guro7Yale -nUu .

injure. joints
. 500 -kpul3o .

in order to . July .

a gee Gboyboi

ln,prder to, so that
... a kE

insecticide
koon-seo sale

inside, area inside, in

-su4

inside of a house,

p5ro0

ititestfries

-pulu

invite
Bele toll. boo

iroko, mulberry tree
sinao

iron, motor, machine
koli

it

f. la

Ivory.Coast
Afeko

June.
Niye-liyei

I V.
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kind

A

151 .

leaf

K L.

0 .

. kind, type, variety lake, pond
sii . poa

6 \
king monkey land, floor, earth, ground, soil

tua loll

knee' language
'-oulfie -woo

.

knife' lapaA.,

r
66a laa-seye

p0e-mei-seye
know, learn, find ou t

koloo lapa, skirt,
yili maa seye

kola nut
tule last (as in last month)

poloi
Kpelle

kpelee last price.
"kpelee-nuu - Kpelle man laa-see

Kru

faun
k6rug

late

maa-tina03

later, after, a while
nei

latrine,

kpo-pere

laugh

ygle

law
t50

lay

laa

lazy

zu-saa

leaf
laa

laa-kpaa - leaf of plants
tou-laa - palm leaf

,_154
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0

learn louder

learn liver (center of-emotion)
koloo

rwoni (Gbarnga)
left

k33-yge-mei-pere living thing
fulu-seo

on the left
koo-yee mei-pere load (n.)

tiao
leg kpiri

lock (on a door)
/ lemon s600

gamgne-loo

Lofa County
leper D0a0 loii

gbodo-nuu

log (to sit on)
leprosy kpono

gbOto
gbedo logs, cut trees

waru-p3000
letter

k313 Loma

t3a
letter (in a word)

woo-ke-seo

lie down
,laa

life
fulu-laa

lift

to

`site

to like
wgli

0

long
kOya

a long time ago
wolo wolo

.a long time to get well
, a tai 'su-koya seye é lee kpee

loom
gbiniopu ma

loosen
fOloo

liquid medicine a lot, much
sale-kpele oanaa

little, small speak louder
kuro,te woo to yelti
dekpe

153
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IP .

,41/\

love May

love

w6li-kg-ma'a

to love machine
well koli

lungs

<>

/

. main road

pere-lee

malaria ,

kpene faa-maa
kpono keleo -m

man, husband, mall
solo
suroo-loo - small boy

man, person
nth

nuu-kpune - human being

menio

mango

manuo

Mano

m3a
maw

manure, fertilizer'
taa-tule-kpo

March

Vuu-layii

to marry a woman
neni kula

mat
Ora

matter, thing, business, palaver
ipeni

to become physically mature (female)
kpela

May

Gali-kalai
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maybe
muscle

maybe money, change
yele da

, sec) -kau

measles Monrovia
. m5-nyii Duk03

dry meat
. month, moon

sua kpalaa yaloo

medical man, traditional doctor 'morning
zoo yele-waa

volo as nyii see
medicine

sale this morning

oele-waai pi su-
medium size

gbene polie zu mortar
kpengo

melt konA
seyeo

mother (title of respect used for
men, people older woman)

nfla - pl. of nuu -lee

'men, males mother-in-law
sinaa - pl. of surSo hyuo-la

middle . motor bike
-sama opsoo-kpli

midnight
kpini sama

milk
nioa oini-ya

rice mill

m0130 sia-pEre lá

mist, fog, dew
1Gu move from

siye
moan .

1630 much, many,, plenty

tamaa

mountain
yee-kete

mouth, opening, open top of a con-
tainer, entrance, doorway, bank (of
a stream), side of a surface. (In
English translated with prepositions
- by, at, or next to.)

-la

Monday
Mane mud

p5r5
money bus

boVi kpaya-kpaya oa. muscle
yee-kip

J5
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mushroom night

mushrooth

feria
N

must, compelled to nail'
fge nere

multiply
` ye bu gie ma

name
-lia

nearness, vicinity
kole

neck
-1(;0

necklace
kweyen

needle
sayilan

-
neice

malen-neni

'nephew

-milen

malen

new
_nina

new (things or people who
a place)

wunu

new cloth A

seye-hina

news

tun

next (as in

ninai

next day)

next to
-16

night, darkne4
kp {ni

1,vv

are new to
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nightgown ti one

nightgown
kpini-seye

Nimba County
Gio loii

no
kpaa

kpao

to obey
Sia-ke-maa
meni

ocean, AtlantWocean, lake
ydo

noise, sound October
tio oweei

noon offer
fob maa lia fana-bo

nose

-sOa

now

a 1 1

oil, fat, grease
w610,

old.
leni-maa kwatara

November . old, to get old
B3r00-kpalai' p313

nurse - old, ancient
-daa-daa b310-p313
fglee-zoo

V

1

.s,

old man

sie-p313
st

older sibling
-lia ).

nia-sur30 - my older brother
-nia-n3ni - my older sister

on, surface of a thing
-ma

once, one at a time

t3n0,t3n3

one
for10

one (used only in counting)
taal)

taya0

^,1
t../ I

6
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a

one by one paramount chief

one by one.,several, a few
F)

tei-tef..

one cent, penny page in a'book
kapa. ' 610-.* go.'

,
.

onion Al aver
ya6a meni\

/ . .

Only, just palaver but
no ,,, kere

open molq palaversauce
,k5li 1610-610

opening
-14

operate
nuu-belaa

oppos§um
kpeye

palm kernal
toll

palnut
tau

palm butte,'

tots kcGro

or palm oil, oil, fat, grease
424 walo
man

14 palm wine
:. orange kele-loo

, gamgne- .

too-100

"overlook, pan, pot
nazi . ', leyi

over there' pan
manaa pane

to own, pants
Poo _bgle

r

ownership:, mine, yours, his paper
-poo (with 1), 610 .

paramount chief
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particle

particle (used to emphaSize
subject, object°, compl. and

after question words)
66

pass by, send, give, surpass
tee
gala() tie ti

path

.kpowo
pere

patience
lii-kpele

pawpaw, papaya
dook3r30

pay
fela-fe

peace

iii tee

last month

Peace Corps Volunteer
nuu-kole,

peanuts, groundnuts
teldo

peel

k313 66.

pencil
k3l3 -kpau

people
lila (pl. of nal)

-Bela (irr. i317 of nOu)

pepper 10

kiyeo

person
nuu

pharmacist
sale-tii-k-nuu

piassava palm branch
kpalo

piassava wine
kulu -l33

planting time

pick up, take, carry, take hold, lift,
move from

siye

picture,-image, copy, imitate .

p3k50

piece, section
-kpua

pig

pigeon, dove
talon

pineapple
kwil-tou

pint

pai

pipe vine

533

to place,
down

lia

0

set, put, trust, lay, lie

to plant
si
kwaa sf - to plant rice,

plant, sapling
si-sea

plantains

goi kpaya-kpaya

.planting time (season)
sii sea si tai
sii sea si yele
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plate
put

plate , proverb
pileti sag '

tea` R. 1

hsquash
kpera ye tea

plentiful pump
tIma teya

suffix used to pluralize nouns pure in heart
-Oa lii maa-waa

pocket push, move over
yifa. tuag,

pod put
si-sere ba 15
kaaa

pond, lake
deneg

porch

si-ya

porcupine s

pii

pot, cooking pot
leyi

potatd

kiveg

pour, run away, empty out
pu

pound (meastrnment)
pau

to be pregnant
koi kia'ma

pregnant woman
koi-nia

price, value

$33
533r)

4

r
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question red deer

R-

question (in phrase only) rabbit

-mare vela

mare kg - ask him a question,
mare-kqe kg - ask a question raffia palm

l ii

quietness, silence
too

gob

a

tr

I

4

rain.
tuna

tina

rainy season
sama-ya yele

rash

t33 -Sep

135

rattan
bala

raise- .

t33

raise, bring up
k5,0

oa 6.0 - rear

reach

seri

receive
solo (with b6)

to be regovered (was sick, is now
well)

icol3i a naa borip

red, ripen, dye red, ripe
kpolu

red, ripe

3

red de!.r, telope
Loma
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region
room

region,' neighborhood
kpinio.

remainder,, rest, the other.
kpeli

rice straw

molor, gala

rice.(uncco'ked).,

moloo-kao
,

remember (keep in mind) rice, upland
-kili a gee m3130 koala

.

a $96E-kill t

- , to be rich
-rent

too
si yao

. to g
resemble, look like

.liZ
. 661o)

respect

6e1e

rice

.M0100

rice bird

haya '

saa-ya (the) right
1 lia mii-yee meiTpeN4' wrice bird, weaver bird ,

6X.i'.
, ring

-. ..: gbOno

,-

rice farm before burning, when
) all'trees are cut rise

gboro ti-

rickets

kporoo

righ-eaway, immediately; soon
a maa felaa

right away, soon
lonfi ma

rice kitchen
4

moloo kere

swamp rice
hya molQo

rice grain

moloo kao

rice seed

motor) kEeg

rice, sprouted

ro13, mo,.o

river, creek

Yi r

road

pere

Robertsport
',oho-pa

Vii l3ii

rogue?

,wuma-nuw

room
lompo

1(r)kJ..,

e



root

root

same

scarf

-

root, vine sacrifice
kpomo sala

sala kula - make a sacrifice
rope

yeli

rotten

kara

rubbet'-tapper

taps k6-nal

rubber tree_
l3ba wuru°
mIao wuru

runny ngse
-sUa ya pu

in a rush, with haste
fie-fie

,

I

* St. Paul River
Deo

salt

kpolo

sand

0Eya

sandals
kpiri-k313

sap, latix
Mao ya
136a ye

satisfaction
lii-iaa

Saturday
Salaide

savannah

w0a...

4

say

ke

say (used always with a pronoun pre-
fixed)

yee

scab

-luu a nai seye

to scare away birds
00ni kpge

scarf

kp&sa
kpa-sda
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schoolhouse.

schoolhouse
.k313-per c,2

__scratch
k3I3-w313

scratch:bruise
tua

screen
:1(31i-dgoa

the second time
a veere-yelei

secretary
k313 Oye-nuu

seedling
si-seo m60

-self

kpio (Totota)
kp63 (Gbarnga)

' sell

kyle

send
tee-

sentence
0 woo-y li

'September

4"' Danai short.

kpua

,
A

16

r.""4-
show

shade
nini

40, shadow, shade
ninir)

sty
kpinio"

shake, deceive, fool
tam

shake, tremble
kpelio

A .

shae hands, snap fingers
. se're

sharpen (a knife)
oali

shilling (used to be equivalent to .

20t) /seieo

shine
.

folo

too

shoe

163 06-k313 4

shore
sic)

s.

sesame_

Gese

mese

sesame sak4
bese-kao

shoulders
kaao

shout
layi

set a bone
.

, ShOW A-,

gau-see gie-od s3bele
maa-fela-laa

sew

solo .

show, appoint,,teach

.0

U

a



ship

ship, steamer
ya 06-kele0

shirt
yoke

sibling of the opposite lex -
i.e., man's sister

-sdab313

sick

kyle

to be sick
kaa koli

Sieri-a Leone

Slo0

side (of one's body)
-pe-e

silence
to

silent

tini0

A.

son-in-law

sleep
nyii

sleeve (lon9)
seye yee-koya

sloppy .

16a-lad

small . .

kurate (Sanoyea dialet)
digb3 (Jorquellie dialect)

small

Pale

We-Pelts
0ania-pEleEi - my children

smile

1113-m

snake
kali ,

Snake Society members
kali-lpnii

silver sneeze
'cane tisu

sit, sit down, place, set sob
see 2 w313-saa zu

a place to sit soft
-seeic bovuu

skin, book, paler, letter soil, dirt, topsoil, clay, mud
-k313 p3r3

skip over, step over, take over,
put over, overlook

noir)

some, any
to

someday, sometime
4frt yele da

yili maa seye

son-in-law
sky 63313-130

yele

c
1 kJ t..)
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sore

sore

mua
pala-

spouse
maamu

-1350 r

sore (adj.)
paa

sprout, germinate
,p0MUO

paa kee nUu (body part) ma
sore body part sprouted.seed

sii-sA mS.0
soup (stew or soup to eat with
cooked rice) squirrel

lgo loon

sour ,s,,
woloo

speed, hurry, haste
ki re

stand up,

t0.0

star

pgmElE0-kau

'LA

stop

speak, count start, begin, bend Over, bend down
.16no

. pElE
( , .

speak, open stay (a while)
b6 ,

: n6'mu -

speech , stay in bed
-w6o - ye lee laai

spend a long time, behave step over .

tua
. nallio

spider_
sii

spin

tinaa maa
010

to spindle

0013.

spit

-lia-yi

spoiled, rotten
kara

spoon

mina

stick

wuru-kau

Stingy

kala-kalai (lit., you are hard
to deal with)

e
stock a fish pond

nyee dengo kpgtEE

stomach
-koi

-kui

-koo I

I

e
stop, beg, ask

kpera

kpera yg - lease, I beg of.you

0
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storm syllable

storm
faa kete

stove
1 eyi
yi 1 i
kol i

sunny. (sunshine time or season)
Polo too yel e

surpass
tee

surprise
kula

straight
peler surround

tinao
straight, honest, just

saa to swallow
kpele

stranger
05y a

stri p
vela

strong
su-kpana'noo ; sweepr laa kV e

student / ..

kolo-pere-nud sweet, savory
1 iye 0

study nee
maa Icor{

( syllable (.
subtract - woo kpua ,

. de kiile zu ,

4

swamp
pare

swamp rice
para-molar)

AO

sue. in court
kola siye

sugar cane.
kul .

sun
o.

Sunday
Sone

sundown, sunset

sun up '
'vOlo akkula

V

4
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table

T
S.

table 14

tteGele

tablet, pill
sale-kau

taboo

tiya

tailor

-seye-s010-nuu

take out, come out, get out,
surprise, come across

kula

talisman, medicine container
(hung around a child's neck for
protection)

se6e

.tal I

mu-seyee

tangerine
/ gamene.R0e-Wee'

tap (arubber tree)
tapir) -kee

taxes

fe1a

. thanks
Seyi

seyg fe - give thanks
isee-- thank you

that

ti

that

nyiti

thatch roof

pore -kpEya

then

oar)

thick

dee-gie

thin

A

bolie-zu

thing, matter
meni

thing, object

set
saa - plural

.

think

taxi this
serf -kau k31 keleo ni

teach
- le

teacher 4,

se1-le -nuu

ten

puu

-
termite, bug-a-bug

'sina

this

nyi,i

thousand
wila

thread

yee

three

9aa6a

three
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throat

throat on top of, top area of a thing
-kona 04

thunder
yele-gbana

Thursday
Teyside

towel

tASa

town, village
taa

tie . .
, train

yiri koni seye keleo

time trap
tai 66re

Bare too - set a trap
tin can

k5pu

tiredness
fii

.ffiuii ad kpie' - I'm tired-

tobacco
taao-kpala

today
tda

today, this day

t '.sia yele

toe.

ckoo-gbua

together, each other
kie

trash

kala

treasure, favorite
Iii-ma-seO

tree, stick

waru

tremble .

kpcli0

tribal, Customary matter

tribal initiation school
1:)1.13r1

tribe
-sii

tomorrow.. trouble
tfnaa meni-k21.1

tongue trousers, pants
.

.., -0g0 / . [Ale-
.

.

tooth' trouser leg
-nyfq milio,

.

.

top (of a surface) truck
-60 kele0
-

truck

1

#
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to trust urine

to trust
láa

tuberculosis
kane-t330
oaa-t5le

Tuesday
Tuide

turns stir, change
pene

turn around, surround, delay

U

umbilical cord
sur50-p310
nevi -p313

umbrella (sun shade)
folo-kpanary

unconscious
a fUo

unburned brush ../
tinao tapia koli

turn the soil, till uncle (father's brother)
. 13ii pelee -n&,

.

turtle uncle (mbther's brother)
samu -kera

two
fee-re

i

, I

0

0

A

under, the area under something
-m0

underbrush, thick bush,ihrub
kp313

unhealthy
gbene fe lelee ni

unripe
gbolo

upward, toward the sky
/el&i

i woo te,yelei - speak louder

urine

w66e ").. -

i

.17) .
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vaccination weave

a

V

vaccination

.maki

W

wage due for work, tuition, taxes
fela

.

di i fela fe? - did they pay you?

Vai

vgi wait, stop
t33

vegetable
tuma-laa waist

-leoei

vehicle, boat, canoe, ship, car, -sama

truck
Wen wake up

oaa-6o

vein
-nana

very much
kp3
nili kp3 - very good

vexed, angry
lii wana

vicini

k31

walk, rub, beat
sia

walk about, stroll
sia-sia a

wall

kao

6erei-63n3 (Jorquellie dialect)

want, wish, like, love
wili

.village
kpansio wash

waa

vine
wasp

gb6m3'

visitor
05ya waterfall

sul00

voice
-woo water green

yata-laa
Voinjame

V50-set) -ma way, road, path
pere

weave
pala

ye gbinio ma

17i
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Wednesday work

Wednesday
Wgede

weed
kala

.
'who

gbese

whole, unbroken
kpune

week whooping cough
15ku zu-koo-t5le
163-kuu

wild animal,, meat
weigh feneleo-

kc50

wild boar, bush hog, pig
well Sol

ya nya tei

to be well

koloi pono5i

west
voloi a yeo

wet

Y35tumiola

what
"re

klesire

nia

wind
faa

to win

baraa-Iee-mei-yalee

window
wgne.

with
a

when (?)

yell ,within the year

where
y53W nl

koo wives of a polygam'Ous man
sonia

where ogre-lee head wife
mi

woman; wife
which nen!

nene I d neyaa'- pl.
ti

white word, voicesOund, langage, noise,
kole speech
kwfi-kole - white person, -WOO

European, Ameripn,
educated person work, farm

tfi

e
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worker younger sibling

worker
tii ke-nuu
tfi ke-6ela - pl.

Y

yams
working day you

yele-kuu

yam-like tuber.
worry sq6cle

yard
wrap, fold, curup panAO ma

kpinio

year
\.mrite, mark korai)

P3Ye

writer, clerk, `secretary
A313-0ye-nuu

yellow ,

yellow fever
kpeled-keep

yes
°Ai

yes (us as a respdnse'to greetings,
or to indicate you are listening)

ritlt 4
mm

yesterday
.1/gee

41 yet, still 4

nii
a '

.
.

.4
young (note: this word has.a wide.

) range.df meanings: fruits not yet ,

,

ripe, food that i6 cooking, but- that
is not ye cooked; etc;)'

t5k3.`" 4 °,
")

.

youngerstb ..,

li.ng ,

-: 1

rleye'.
4- . ,

-leye-suroo - younger brother .

c

-leye:neni 0- younger sister'

Q. ,-
.
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Zorzor Zwedru

z

Zorzor
Zozo

Zwedru
nedu

0

7

.4

7

,

0

,

a

000/ O.
4/.

tA

e

o

e.

'41

s

O

o
,

I

4

8,

i . . : 44. ,

t
4,
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CHAPTER VI

LEARNING THE- SOUND SYSTEM OF .MANDE LANGUAGES
,

A.` INTRODUCTION
a , 0 '

, 't . ^..*'
:

_

. . . . ,

This chapter is_0designed to provide a deeper bais for the under-

'.standirig of the sound systems of the Mande languages of Liberia. Al-

-11hough'every attempt has been made to reduce the amount of technical
.

attempt

languageused to convey the information iii`this chapter, it has not been,
i

eliminated altogether, for what is used is felt ta be necessary for the

presentation.'

'40

Never lesS, what follows can be followed by an enthusiaStic reader
i.

with no previous training i linguistics or languagelearning. For those

seekingtbnly .furtherpractice.:n the recognition of the phonetic distinc-
.

tions found in, Mande it is possibfstalfip directly to.settion F where

there are listening exercises. which may be carried out with the accompany-
.,

ing cassette tape. 'Then, if there is soms,ionfusion.about the nature of
-

the sound contrast being _studied, the learner may then refer back to the ,

section -which discusses the-nature of tMs contrast.

-. B. THE SYSTEM .OF SOUN

/
A language consfstf of three major subsystems. It has an, inventory

of words-knoWn as a lexicon. flt has asgt oftulef:byOhith these words

are arranged into sentences,-known as syntax. Finally it his a scrod

,system which consists of a set of discrete qontrastive,sounds, known as

honemes. PhoneMes, or rather strings -of phonemes are used to rendef

o'rds as sound images so that they'may be spoken and understood. This

chapter is about how those- sounds are organized an understood.

While phonemes 'are written using Roman alphabetic characters, they

should not be confused with the leters used to.write English. These

Ore non- phonemic, because.they violate the principle that a phoneme
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stands for only one contrastive sound. The following examples illustrate
, L\that the English alphabet violates this condition.

0.
4

Letter Sound Word - .

eS s se
4

z raise

1 measure w

city

k cow

-o a pod

40 log

i women

ow' smoke

vo

p.

qiecause of'these discrepancies, English is not perfectly phonemic

which means 'that it is not, always possible to detehline how a word is'go-
.

ing to be pronounced (given'its spelling) or written (given its sound).

Because of. these indeterminancies in the'writing system of English end

many other written languages,' linguists have found it useful to develop

a phonemic writingsystem to use when analyzing a language. This writing

system is also of value to learners of a labguage because it elimtrrates.

the guesswork in reading and writing in the language.

When you first heai- a new language,you sill first note that it is

made up of a series of syllables. ,The syllable is a gold place to begin
o

breaking dowb the sounds of language because all three major phonetic

elements: consonants, vowels and suprasegmental features are associated

with the syllable.

At thelheart of the syllable is a. syllabic unit which is generally,

though not always'(as is pointgd out later) a,vowel. Vowels are sounds

that receive their distinctive acoustical properties through the resonant

properties of the mouth (oral,cavityrand the throat (pharyngeal cavity)

through adjustments of the tongue, tongue' root, lip; and jaw. The vari-

ous resonances produced by these different oral shapes can be explained

by the ame ftinciple,as the resonant sound.roducedtby blowing on a beer

bottle, though the resonances producedby the more complex shapes of the

vocal tract are of course more,complex.

s Ift..,
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1. Classification

Linguists find it useful to classify vowels by:

a) the location of thetongue0
- 7 .

'1. Is it toward the front of the mouth orb.

2. As it toward the back of the mouth?

b) the location of the jaw:

1. Is the jaw closed'so that the tongue is high in ehe mouth or

2. is the jaw open so plat the tongue,is low in the mouth?

,/
c) the'shape of the :rips:

1. Are the lips rounded or

101= 2, are the lips unroundep

1

The reason for this classification is that linguists have found that

votvels.that Share common properties, (i.e. high vowels; front vowels or

rounded vowels tend to function alike 'as we twill show later). The classi-

fication of the vowels used in tie Mande languages in Liberia is given-4n

the following chart.

J

High

High

Low
Mid

Low

Front Back
1

1 Back & Rounded

t i- .,
,

, .

u

e 4

A

,

I

I

t

o

o

(a)

.

a

.

1

.

.

.00
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None of these sounds exactly,ljke those of English therefore th4e follow-

ing equivalents should only be taken provisionally, to help you learn to

recognize the soundsassociated with the Symbols. Drills are given in

section F to familiarize you with Vie use'ofhis systemOn transcribing

Mande 'sounds.

2. Description of Individual Vowels
W 4

2.1 The front,-unrounded vowels: o
0 N4

lit bee, neat, tidy me -1

The'English vowel differs from the Mande /i/*, by being glided, . .

that is, followed by y. a semivowel (see below). Thus the word bee

when transcribed phonetically is /biy/. If you say this word slow-

ly, you maisense.the /y/ at the end of the vowel.

Due to historical change,, English words spelled with.an i (e.g.

bite) are no longer pronounced.with an i (ee sound) but rather an

eye sound. In making the',,trfantition,td the phonemic writing sys-

.
tem you may confuse 'the oir,thOgraph'ic i (eye) and the phonemic /1/

(ee).
A

/e/ ("closed e"). day, take, say

The English vowel differs from the Mande e in that,it is glided,

like the high vowel, it,is followed by a ,y. semivowel (see below).

Thus the English word day,'When transcribed phonetically, is /dey/

or perhaps /dey /. You can,4etact this y.. glide by saying'the word

dy very slowly. You will note .that while you start on the 4owel

/e/, you end withthe.vowel 41/. In learning to say this vowel

say it sloWly and cut off the y."offglidet For many speakers,

the firstpart of the vowel' 1,s lower (closer to a phonetic /e/),

than a phonetic /e /. YoU can approximate the higher and tenser
a

/e/ 'by tightening your lips,-as in a smile.

*The use of the,slashes here is to distinguish phonemic transcriptidns

t from orthographic. ,

I-i
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Lorma and Kpelle have a definite suffix -i which When added to a

word ending in a front!'vowel produces something like the glided

vowels discussed above. This 'gives an opportunity to hear the

glided and nonglided as contrastive forms.

Lorma _indefinite definite

porcupine ply' pv.H
1/

road pele pelei
IP

house_ pe'16 pelei

/e/`( "open e") bed, lead, red, better

The English sound is virtually identical to the corresponding

Mande sound.

/a/ ("diagraph") bath, lau gh

This soUnd.does not occur in,the Mande languages, but has been

included in the list, because of the potential confusion between

the written (.orthographic) a of English and the phonemic /a/ (see

3 below).

2.2 The back, rounded vowelt:

/u/ school, pool, type, coo
ie

This vowel, like the English ix:is glided, but this time

semivowel /wirather.than /x/. Thus the above words are

rendered phonetically as /skuw1/,puwl,'tuwb, kuw/:

0

with the

4,p/ ("Closed:on) go, row, tone 'toe

Like the'vowel /4/ this vowel is heavily glided. Again if you

say these words slowly, yob willilote the presence of aw semi-

... vowel-following the vowel nucleus (e.g., /gow, row, town and'tow/.

s_

'/dIA"open o") .caught; law, fibi, log

This vowel i,s quite Similar in sound and 'production to the' under-
. ,

lined Engliskvowels to the left The only problem being that the

0 souild does'notexist in some dialects of American English. If,
0

ec.

173
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for example, when you say the words caught_ and cot the same way,

o'r cannot hear any appreciable difference between them.you are go-

ing to have to learn to hear and produce this contrast. Secondly,

speakers from different regions do not agree on which English

words have this open o sound. For some, words such as frog, log,

hog,.and so forth are pronounced with an a vowel, while for others

they are pronounced with an open 0.

2.3 The back (or central) unrounded vowels.:

/i/ ("barred i") just (see comments)

This is not a contrastive sound in English but occurs as a variant

ofthe general unstressed vowel known as schwa, '7.3/. - Therefore it

is roughlylthe equivalent of the second vowel in muffin or in the

word just when unstressed.

/i/ appears as a variant of the corresponding front vowel /i/ in

Kpelle and southwestern dialect's or Lorma; particularly following

elar consonants (see below) which-because they are articulatql,

ith the tongue back tend to draw the front vowel' back.

elle (Olio/ [0flio] 'bugabug'. (Square brackets are used to

k variant pronunciations). The Lorma u, particularly the wor.°

su in'' is sometimes Ipronounced with this variant,e.-6.

/4/ none
1

/d/ is the higher mid equivalent of barred i. It appearS as a

variant of /e/ in Kpelle and Lorma, particularly following velar

consonants. (k, a, yj a). For a definition,of "Velar" see

section 02.1. Kpelle: /Kele/ = [Q14]

/A/ ("carrat") _but, cut, put,_hut
a

O.

This vowel is found in some) but not all English words written with

a short u, (note, the pronunciation of put, which has an oo sound

rendered phonetically as a lax u written but not described here.'
40

4
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Like the two back unrounded vowels A is alio a variant of the

corresponding front vowel a in Kpelle and Lorma, particularly

following velars Kpelle: /We/ = [WA] .

/a/ hot, lot, hopper

This is the only low vowel in Mande, and should cause little diffi-

ajty to the speaker of English other than the tendency to confuse

it with the written (orthographic)a which as we pointed out earli-
a,

er is pronounced as /a/.

3. 'Diphthongs

Diphthongs are sequences of a Vowel and a semivowel which tend to

act as a single unit. We have already mentioned the diphthongs

/ix, , thi and ow/ above. In addition, English.nas the diphthongs

/ay/ as in iUsx, tie sand light,/aw/ as in cow and now, /oyrasin boy,

toy. and noise. These sounds do not occur in the Mande lariguageS.

However, the sequences /ii, ei, ei and we now add/ai/ are found in

some of the Mande languages but because i acts as a full vowel and

not a nonsyllabic semivowel, these are generalltnot considered *'

diphthongs.

4. Orthographic Conventi

As mentioned earlier the,phonemic wfltingsystem is not in wide

use for the_writing of Liberian languages. For example personal

names and loCatiOns have been-rendered ifi'standarti English ortho-

graphy. Becuase of the inadequacies of,.the English' orthography to

rendr certain Africa sounds, A number of conventions have been
,

developed. These are gfven as follows

8'

.4

-l 0l
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Phonimic Value Comments/Examples

ie /i / Bodegie = /BodEgi/

ue , /u Bague = /Bagu/

eh. " /E/ Zleh Town = /Z1E tac./

ea* /Ei
it

Salayea = /SalayE/

or /o/ Zorzor = /Zozoo/
Loma /Looma/

*This seems to be a Lprma/Kpelle convention only.

9.
Nisalized,Voweis

A nasalized vowel is a vowel in Which some sound is alldwed to

escape through the nose (nasal c'avi'ty) as,well aSthemouth '(oral

cavity). Whilenasal vowels exist inEnglish they are noncontrastive

variants of oral vowels usually derived formlhe nasalization of an
00000""

adjacent nasal consonant spilling onto the Vowel, as such words as

moon, [mOwn]; soon [sOwn]; ,and can't [ki:R]illustrate. -Nasalization

is marked by placing a tilde /-/ over the vowel. r In the Mande lan-
,

guages, nasalization is contrastive...especially in Kpeqle.

6. Vowel Length

Mande langue6p& have contrastive .vowel :length. That is some

syllables may be longer in duration than others. Thisidifference

can signal a difference in meaning as in the following Lorma

examples:

!di{ f hoe ° kidlif

mis4)1 chief mdasSgli .,.. corn

k

I.
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D. LEARNING MANDE CONSONANTS

1. Classification

In additiOn to the vowels, which form the nucleus of most sylla-

bles, are the consonants; They are so called because they "sound `with"

the vowel and are accordingly found on either side of the vowel. While

it is common to find consonants on either end of the EnOish syllable,

strenith', consonants in Mande tend twappear before rather than ,

after the vowels. In other words, Mande syllables tend to be "open" (an

open syllable is one in which no consonants follow 'the vowel, e.gp,. , a,
le, kill). The one exception to this is the *elar nasal. /0/ in143/elle.

Some Open syllables,cause trOubl(for Engistxspeakers, because the
sound e does not occur in English open syllables. (This is the reason

for the development of ea and eh as a way of writing /e/: see section C.)

'Furthermore, Mande allows very few consonant clusters in a sylla-

ble initial position (before the vowel). 'rifest clusters only involve /1/,

(as in /Flomoi,'personal name' and as in /kwele/ 'big.'

below:

STOPS:

Voicelest p ,t .

Voiced b- . d

IMPLOSIVES: 6.

4
FRICATIVES:

Voiceless s'

The consonants of the Mande languages are given tabuler form so

.Labial Dental Palatal
a

Velar , 4abio Velar

/ ,,.

,i-

C k kp

3 g /

. .g6

. " s g

,Voiced b z z
A v. 4

741
144

NASALS; m M "0
t

LIQUIDS: 1,r
-\

44

..

y

rm

Vete wuns have `been inluch day that the rows and columns
.1
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,contain similar classes of sounds. For example, it was pointed out in

the preceeding section that the front vowels (/i, e and e/) were often

backed (converted to i, e and A respectively) or that vowels tended to be

nasalized following a nasal consonant. These terms, of course do not

have to be learned, though they may be useful in helping you understand

the pronunciation of these sounds.

2.
Ci? Points of Articulation

Pa'rt of the production ofto consonant involves either the cora-

plete or partial obstruction of the flow of air in the or-a1 cavity. °

This isiaCcomplished through bringing( articulator, lower lip, or

the front, mid or back of the tongue into proximity with a point of

articulation associated with the upper part of the mouth. These

points ofsarticulation are discussed below. Individual sounds will

be discussed later.

2.1 Labial.:

The term labial means noertiping tOhe lips." There are two *,

types of.possible-labial'articulation:' jpil'abiil (both lips) /p, 6,

and ;3/ and labial dental (lower lip and upper teeth) /f, and v/.

2.2 Dental:

Dental articulations involve moving the front part of the tongue

behind the upper teeth as in /t, d, S, n, r land: 1/.

. ,

2

While these sounds(are rare in Mai s thgy do occur.

They are produced by bringing th4, mid pat of the tongue in the hard
v v v

palate region as in /c. d, j, , z; n And.y/.

2.4 Velar:
)K"

". This sound is'Cproduced by raising the back of the tongue to the
.. - .

)

region of the soft palate as in./k, g, y, 0:/ ..
.1-

(

4

c. I

A

-I
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2.5 Labio-Velar:

This sound is the most difficujsound for speakers,of English
to master. First it involves the simultaneous articulation of a

labial and a velar. It.is as though you were trying to say cookpot

or lugbolt but with open syllables (e.g. coo-kpot and lu-gbolt).

Secondly, these sounds are often pronounced with ingressive air (the
air moves into the mouth during the first moments of articulation be-y
,fore it is followed byegressive air from the lungs (the normal mode).
This impldsion is more typical'of than kp_.

V

L.
4

O
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3. Picturing the Points of Articulation.

The followi cross sections of the human vocal apparatus mi9 prove

9 useful in understandin how the various points of'articulation are lockfed.

9

4

Nose
Nasal
Patsage-

Teeth Soft Palate

Lip

front mid back

TongueLip

Teeth

Larynx

Pharynx

a

/ .

,,,,,,...11$.. ..11 a%.-k.

:lik N4'
i

,

.

Bilabial Stop Labial-Dental Dental

.1.

.

VI

.

.

, -

.

.

q$,.

.

.
-,

.
.

t

slt..,,,
-IT%

ill
.

.Palatal

$

Velar Labio -Velar
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4. Manner'of Articulation'

Sounds.can also be-classified by how they are produced at the

point of articulation. This is.- called the manner of articulation.

4.1 Obstruents:

Obstruents acre sounds which'involve a.radial obstruction of the

air stream, either complete blockage as in-stops:or, paftial blockage

sas in fricatives: Obstruents may be eitherivoiced 'or voiceless which

means that the'vocal,cords are either vibrating or not respectively.,

You.can detect the difference between voiCing.and nonvpiCing,either

by Outting.your fingers on your larynx (Adam's apple) or in your

ears while you are saying these sounds. You will no doubt notice

that in English, the fricatives /f/ ',melt/ are more heavily voiced

than the stops /b, d and g/.' This is because in English, the voice-

less stops /p, t, and y are"heavily aspirated: This bleps that they

are followed by a puff of.air-(capable of blowing out a candle) which

devoices the beginning of the following vowel. Because the aspire:*

tton also serves to distinguish English voiceless vowels,the
voicing distinction is not crucial. Fortunately for English speakers,

the voiceless obstruents of Mande are also, aspirated, though.nOt as

'heavily. The two SOUnds /4/ and /3/listed as palatal stops in the

previous .illustration are,ectually affricates, This means that pho-

netically they consist of 1:stop followed by a fricative [Li] and

td1] respectivel, However beci6se they function as a unit, they are

given the unitary symbols /4/ and /3/,

4,1 Ymplostvesi

. The normal manner of articulation involves the use of (egressive)

air coming from the lungs, In the articulation of implosives, air is

.drawi.into the Mouth by treating a partial Vacuum in the pharynx by

"'list-11410 it off-at either end by making a velar, dental or

labial stop at onu end and a gluttal glop (closing the larynx) at the

other ends Than the pharynx illtrettilted'by lowering the larynxand

ire so doing treating a partial vows in the 'pharynx, Thus when the

0^4

0

.1
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,

,

stop. is articulated, for °a' brief momeht,4air will sh into the mouth '.
....

,. ..,,,

briefly giving it its distinctive ounrbefore thegressive'air from

ttie lung
,

.

s

.,

nsal

1 .....,
.

.

'N.

:vity

.

.

)
...

pharynx

larynx
..

-

0

--..........,.....,,_

i

...

. . -.

.

.

J

,

..,,......,

.,

. .....
.

...

,

..
.

.

.

6,1

.

A

..-

,

closure loweting

.,

The remaining seas of consonants, the nasals, semi-consonants and

semivowels are all voiced. Nasals can best be defined as Voiced
,..

4 ri 8

stops with the added feature of the openng up of ,the nasal passage.",
, .

,

The semi-conSbnants and the semivowels are like th% nasals are 'Th". .

.
resonant which means that there 4- less obstruction of the air stream

than in the.case of the stops and fricatives (known collectively.as

obstrpents): The lack of obstruction allows the vocal tract to reso-

nategiving the nasals, semi-consonants and semivowels their distinc-

t tive acoustical character,

4
c4%Unlike the nasals where the resonance is produced in the lasal

ca ity, the resonance of the semi-segments is produced= in the oral

cavity. Semi-consonants are distinguished from semivowels in that

semi-consonants are considered less obstructed Or weakened consonants

while the semirwels are considered more obstructed than true vowels.

i

4:3°Sonorants: q
... .

, I,

reAase

.. 4,

11

- - .- $ ; At 4

,`. *

tresumes. w

,
.... 4-

..

1.4

.

' A

The remaining sets of consonants are called sonorant becuase in

addition to havtg'an oral obstruction of SQM61 tOtt they also have

r
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resonance., Ai' example in the nasals, the way is opened for sound to

f move into the nasal.cavity which is alpsopant chamber.. In ttte case

O of the li.qyld 4, the air is ,permitted to escape around the sides .of

the tongue producing resonance. And finally, #n\ the case of the

semivowels 7y/ and /w/Which are nonsyllabi, vowels, (i and u re-

spectively) the resonance is merely dampened. Sonorpts, which also

include All the vowels are Oherally voictd. All sonbrants have the

Capacity 40 be syllabic.( As:pointed out above thesyllabl5 equiva-

lents of /y/ and, /w/ are flethd /u/ respectively. Others 11abic
sonorantscan be marked by placing an apostrophe directly under the-

segment. In the Mande!languages nasals are o syllabic as in
; P., '

Kpelle: mbulu-, Rande:-Adimb.;ngf. LorMa one n these sounds but
10, t 4446they'have since been rost.

4,4 Concluding Remarks
9

Much of what was presented here was quite technical and beyond

what you really need to'knoWito learn a Mande language. Yetit was

presented for a number of reasons:

(1) it may help you to better understand how the consonant

_system of a language is structured

(2) thlat Mande languages are an interesting and fruitful
I . .

area of sci'enttfic inquiry

(3) and because we thought you'd like-ta khow.

.1.

L

I 8d
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E. MANDE SUPRASEGMENTALS

1. Classifications

In addition to consonants and vowels, a syllable may also posses

a number of characteristic features called suprasegmentals. They are

so called, because their distinctiveness may transcend a single seg-
.

ment.

190

Features often. considered to, be suprasevental'are stress or

- syllable prominance, tone, vowel length and nasalization.- Vowel

length and nasalization have been presented in the section on vowels.

0 2. Stress N
6 While stress is generally'non-contrastive in.Mande it is gener-

ally distinctive. In Kpelle, it falls on the first high -toed sylla-

ble in the word, or if the word has no high tones, it falls bn the

first syllable. Stress is*acoustically marked by an increase in the

loudness.of the syllable %nd is often accompanied by a slightlin-

crease in the length of the syllable.'

3. Tone

Tone in Mande is chafacterized by relative pitch. That is a high

tone is- relatively higher in pitch than a low tone and vice versa.
,

No Mande language has more than'three distinctive pitch levels.

Kpelle and Mano have three: high, mid and while Lorma and Manya

have two. The following contrasts are from Kpelle:
I

high p616 'house'
.

mid rale 'road'

low W? 'trousers'

The remaining Mande languages have only two level tones,.high and

. low. Th4above contrasts appear in Mende as follows:

high 1)616 'house'

low high Old 'road

low belle 'trousers'
,
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In Orma due to some historical 'change, the tones of the above

words are'high, though the different words to exert an influence on

the follqwing word as the following examples show.

pelf '.house' pWniin'e 'new house'

014 'road': pelenfine 'new-road'

I Ibn6 'trousers' beleniine 'new trousers'

J
3.1 Contour Tones a

Coour tones are tones that actually rise.or fall, rather than

remain at the same pitch throughout the syllable. When these tones

appear on a single,syllable, they are written as follows:

falling V Kpelle: GO 'owl' Mende: mb6 'owl'

rising / Kpelle: m31;0a 'rice' Mende: rtibi 'rice'

Rising tones and falling tones are heard in Loma' as sentence

level intdnationst Acomma or a question mark following a low tone.

041 produce a rising tone. A period folIdwing a high tOne.will pro-

duce a falling tone. Since this is not a property of the word, and

since the tonal influence is really marked by the punctuations, these

rising and falling tones are not otherwise marked.

3.2 Down-Drift and Down -Step
,

In most Mande languages there is someThowndrift and downs7,ep.

Downdrift is a general condition where a high tone following a string

of one or more Low tones i$ not as high in absolute pitch as the high

tone preceding the low tone. Graphically this condifiOn can be shown

as follows:

)

11777.. Wbere,H represents a
thigh toned syllable and
where Irepresents a lmow
toned syllable.



3.3 Downstep
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Downstep is very much like downdrift except here the lowered high

follows a high tone directly. It is as thoUgh the inter'vening low

tones were lost. Downstepped hightones are marked with

an apostrophy before the high-toned syllable as in the follOwing

graphic example: \,z

I

'1
,

iF
. Downstep is not foUnd,in Lorma and has only a limi istribu-

tion in,Kpelle where it occurs only at the end of sentences.

`4. Word Types,

Although not strictly speakAng suprasegmeRtal, it is worth men-

tioning that Mande words haveAefinite phonological shapes. As men-

tioned earlier Mande syllables tend to be open and preceded by a.

:single consonant. Such'4611able structure can be represented as

CV where consonants are'r resented by the symb01 C and Vowels b

of its phonological shape;,

Pronouns, postpositions and verbal particals tend to be mono-:,

syllabic while ndunsand verbs tend to be bisyllabic; wordOcontaidt._

ing more than, two syllables are either borrowings or morphologically

complex (composed of more than one word). Given these facts, the

learner can say a lot about the nature of the word simply on the basis
. . ,

.

1
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.F. LISTENING AND TRANSCRIPTION EXERCISES

The following exercises lave been recorded -on tape. They Are con-

structed in such a way that you may either do them orally, by covering up

the answer with a card, or you may practice writing down the answers

either in the space provided, or preferably on a sheet of scratch paper

Please note, that these exercises will give you a general ability

to recognize and transcribe these sounds you.will find that additional

work will be necessaryiwith your target language before you can hear

them clearly.

."

The Vowels

1.

1.

3.'

4..

5.

6.

7.

9.

.10.

e yrs' ey (If the vowel is glided write

ey 11.

e 12.

.13r.

ey , 14.

bet 115.

beyt 16.

feyl 17..

'fel 18.

.1 4

peyn '19.

01
pen e 20.

/ey/ ,while if it

s m

is not,

sem

seym

le

ley

sesey

teyle

meme

kete

sey

se

.

write' /e/.

s m

1

1.
.

b

, ..

t

9

9

s s

lo* . .t
,

t 1

f 1' - m m

f k t

'p n s

p n -
.4.- s

9 1,

n )



2. .i vrs e

1. i

2. e

3. e

,4: i

5. s si

6. s se

7. .. t to

8. t r te

9. it ti
- 10. 1 le

3. e vrs e vrs i

1. e

2. e

3 e

4. - e

5. i

6. e

7 , '
e

.
8. s se

9. *s SE

10. s si

194

11. 1 1 i

- 12. p 1 pele
,

13. p 1 pil i

14. p z pize

15. p z © pi zi

16.

17.

18.
.

19.

, 20.

19.

. 20.

1,0.4

f 1

f 1

f 1

1 p

1 1

p 1

p 1

p 1

p 1

.p 1

p 1

s 1

t 1

t 1

p 1

fil i
fell i

file
lepe

lili

pe
I
le

pele'

pill
pile?

.

peli

N

psee'lleei

tel ei

the

pele



.

5)

J

6

4

. o vrs 04.

1. o

2. , ow

3. ow

4. o-

5. go

6. .gow

7. s SOW

8. SO

9. t tow

10. t to

-5. o vrs u

1. 0

2.

3. 0

4. 0

5.
4'

6. go

7. 1 10

8. 1 lu

9. tol o

10. p 1 pplu

195

11. t n town

12r to

f 1 fobo

14. f 1 folow

.15. k 1 ko10

k 1 ko1e.)

17. k koo

18. k ., kow
.

1.9. m , 1 molo

' 20. b n bono

13.

14.

19.

20.

1D

f 1 m foiomo

g 1 gulu

g 1 gulo

k 1 kolo

k 1 kolu

m 1 mulu

m 1 molu

n w noWo

n w -nowu

t too



4

6. o vrs 3 vrs

1.

2.

4

3

3. 3%

5./

6. 3

7. t to

8. to

9. g go

10. g g3

7. a vrs 3

0

1. a

2. 3

3. a

4. 3

5. p pa

6. p ?3

7.- p 1 poli

8. p 1 pale
..

9. t 1 tola 19.

10. t 1 tali

196

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

'20:

e

9- g313
(

k 1 k313

k 1 kolo

1 gulu

g, 1 913

t 1 tolo

tulo

t. 1 tolu.

p 1 pplu

p 1 polu

'` t 1 tala'i

, p , 1 p3131

p 1 ,p31u

p 1 !Daly

P 1 pal o

, p 1
k.

15bla

4

:4) 1 ,p3la

12.

13.'
.,

14.,
t,
15;

'lb. ,

,

17 .

18. 'p 1, palQ
V,

' 1k ,k3po

20: k p kapa

<
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\
'

.,

8.

1'.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

A vrs a vrs 6

... 11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

1,9.

20.

. .

"t H tale
.

a

A t 1 ttie
a 't 1 t616

N a g 1 gAl''n

b ba g 1 g616

b . bA t g 1
*
gala

b 1 ba1a p pa-

b 1 bAl A p pe

p . 1 pala p PA

p 1 pAlu p Pe

.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6;

7.

8.

9.

10.

A vrs a -vrs i

bn 11.

be 12. kA

3I4

,
13. . ki

. gi 14. 4

.
.

ki:.

,.
ge .15.

16.

17.

18.

.. 19.

20.

fd

. g4 )) fi
sA ' fx

1,

s6 'fa

s6
- 1

f6

ti
1`
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,ck

10/ n vrs d, 'vrs i vrs e vrs c

1. ele 11. MA

2. tAl A me
/ .

\ .12.

Nr 3. gele 13. mi
.0

4. gdle 14. m;

5( kil i 15. bd
,

1(11 i 16. .ti.6.

7. kel e 17.

8. kale 18. f;

9. '01 A 19. fe

10. kale 20. gd

.Mande Consonants

.

The Allowing consonants should give yoy little difficulty and for that

reason no drills are given: p, t, k, b, d, g, f, v, s, z, m, n, 1,,y and w.

11.

1.

2.

.4..

5.

6.

8.

9.

10.

kp vrs 0yrs k

ka 11. kpaka

pa 12. pakpa

kpa kapa

d kpa kpapa

ka. 15. kpiki

pa 16. -pike ,

kpe 17. kpolo

ke, 18. kulu

\
,. pe- 19. pulu

kpe ' 20. kRekpe



t-

12.

4 0
1.

2

3.

4

5.

6.

7

8

9.

10.

gb vrs givrt ti vrs kp

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17,

18,

.

.,19.

20.

g6uba

ga bulu
4t,

I
g6a - gulu

' g6a
(

g6ulu

g6e sab,a V

- be k sagBa
...

1?

. .
saga .

ge ,
taba

gu
.

. tokpo

1)6 tokpo

13. 1 gb- vrs b vrs b vrs g vrs Ik p

1. ga

2.
4

.goAa

3. (' Ga

4. Om

4.
5. ., oa

6. ba
,

7:
,

6e

9. . be

10. 6e

1

6.

_

".

11.

12.

13:

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

\ .
-

\

1 ,

t'

I

-

I D.'1

6o

: gbo

kpbl i

Sol i

bul i
t

g6u1 i

Bull

kpul i

pull

gaba

a

, .

,,,
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16. .p vrs.13 vrs v yrs f
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1. .. pa. 11. Pi

.
2. fa- 12. vi .

3. , va 13. viii

4. fa 14. pi 1 i

.5. . va". 15. fill
6. pa el 16.

.....-...
pulu

7. fa :1,17. vulu

8. . va 18. folo
..

9. va . 19.
.. polo

.
10. pa 26. v313

17. vrs 2 vrs, vrs.J

1. sa zowo

2. ta 12. zowo

sa 13.. i sii

4. i . 14. si
..... i

. .
. .

5. . 3i ..
15. If) lio

....

6.. le 16. kpaza
..

...

7. 'ie 17. masa

8. 1 se 18. ti Lea

9. ° se 19. bali
..

10. .k 20. lobo .
4 '
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Si

a

. 1 .

Y
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4 0

18. y yrs g

. ,

1.
.

ga 11.1.' .1 , saya
.

`,-2. ga 12. . gaga .

/
_

i.
3. ya 13. yili

4. ya 14. . gili

5. ) Yi 15.
i

Yale

6. Yu 16: Yale

7. gu 17: paya

,8. yu 18. paga

9. ye 19. pay3

10. Yo 1 ?O. pag3

Suprasecimental Drills

10 Long,yrs Short Vowels,
.. .1

t , ,

:

.1. ,babaa 11. tilaa
i

.

2. baaba '-- 32. tiilaa'
.

3.., 1-asasaa 13. tasaata

4. 2 saasasa - 14. kpaasagii
l

As. AL

a 5. sasaasaa 15. mukulu i
1

-6, soola 16.. . maane eve
.

7. 'teveea 17. niinei
.

.

8. masagii , 18. bovelaale .

fiibee 19, 1 kodligii

,10. . saagp 20. IQ, pago .
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20.. Nasalized vrs Oral Vowels

11.

12.

13.

.4

kili -,
1.

('

ba

2. ba. ' kala '

3.

. gr
babi

.......

pop

4. i biba 14. pUsoe

5. lamii 15. . madigo

6. . lamaa l 16. s55ti
. .

1------:77. lamaa. 17. wilgii'

8. lamaa 18. pokopa

9. t3 111 19. piyygii

10. tutita 20. muluba

21:

4..

High Tone vrs. Low Tone

1.
.,

bibd 11. tdtati
2. bibac 12. ,....--- tatit
3. babel 13. tetiti
4. baba 14. ,, thtith\
5. tlibh 15. t4tath,)

6. ,, tit{ 16. kikiti

7. ti ti 17. tikika
8., - killd 18. . manimi

9: kii1i1 19. minima

10. kii1d . 20. kill4kti ,..
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22., High Tone,LowTone and Downstep

1.

2.

4.

. 5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

23.

1.

2.

3.

4.

al' 11.
-4 .
ba,12.1 12.

b a 14.

S41gba 15.

koflo
. 16.

! 17.'k koko .

<1711......Pill'il i
18.

TitiTilt 19.

. __-_pUligi \29.

h Low,.RIsin
a

5.

. 6. .

7.

8.

9.

10.

taltata

I t I I%

tatatr

to
kak"ta

malala
"r-r

'gal.; I'

pu 1 U1 U 7.1 ,

1

bgb' 11. tatata

taa -12. igtatk

ta.bg 13. tatata

baba 14. tatata

Cabi 15. tgt4t4

baba 16. tataa

baba

bgba

17."

eati

baba 19: tats

hib5 20. .,taataa
P

ci 9


